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Abstract

Networked predictive control is a new research method for Networked Control Systems

(NCS), which is able to handle network-induced problems such as time-delay, data 

dropouts, packets disorders, etc. while stabilizing the closed-loop system. This work is 

an extension and complement of networked predictive control methodology. There is 

always present model uncertainties or physical nonlinearity in the process of NCS. 

Therefore, it makes the study of the robust control of NCS and that of networked 

nonlinear control system (NNCS) considerably important. This work studied the 

following three problems: the robust control of networked predictive linear control 

systems, the control scheme for networked nonlinear control systems (NNCS) and the 

robust control of NNCS. The emphasis is on stability analysis and the design of robust 

control.

This work adapted the two control schemes, namely, the time-driven and the event- 

driven predictive controller for the implementation of NCS. It studied networked linear 

control systems and networked nonlinear control systems. Firstly, time-driven 

predictive controller is used to compensate for the networked-induced problems of a 

class of networked linear control systems while robustly stabilizing the closed-loop 

system. Secondly, event-driven predictive controller is applied to networked linear 

control system and NNCS and the work goes on to solve the robust control problem. 

The event-driven predictive controller brings great benefits to NCS implementation: it 

makes the synchronization of the clocks of the process and the controller unnecessary



and it avoids measuring the exact values of the individual components of the network- 

induced time-delay.

This work developed the theory of stability analysis and robust synthesis of NCS and 

NNCS. The robust stability analysis and robust synthesis of a range of different system 

configurations have been thoroughly studied. A series of methods have been developed 

to handle the stability analysis and controller design for NCS and NNCS. The stability 

of the closed-loop of NCS has been studied by transforming it into that of a 

corresponding augmented system. It has been proved that if some equality conditions 

are satisfied then the closed-loop of NCS is stable for an upper-bounded random time- 

delay and data dropouts. The equality conditions can be incorporated into a sub-optimal 

problem. Solving the sub-optimal problem gives the controller parameters and thus 

enables the synthesis of NCS.

To simplify the calculation of solving the controller parameters, this thesis developed 

the relationship between networked nonlinear control system and a class of uncertain 

linear feedback control system. It proves that the controller parameters of some types of 

networked control system can be equivalently derived from the robust control of a class 

of uncertain linear feedback control system.

The methods developed in this thesis for control design and robustness analysis have 

been validated by simulations or experiments.
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Chapter I

Introduction
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This thesis deals with the controller design and the stability analysis of Networked

Control Systems (NCS). This work is a part of a larger programme of research which is 

undertaken by Liu, et al on the predictive control of NCSs [1-4]. This thesis mainly 

focuses on the theoretical results for NCSs. Only a little practical implementation of 

networked system was undertaken. Other research students, which were part of the 

research unit, were responsible for carrying out practical implementations, for example, 

[5,6].

1.1 Motivation

In [1-4], a new methodology for NCSs is proposed, which is based on a networked 

predictive control scheme. This is proposed to address the network-induced problems as 

analysed in [7-9]. The research work in [1-4] considers the control scheme design and 

the stability analysis for networked linear control systems where precise system models 

are known. In practical control systems, the system model cannot exactly describe the 

process and therefore, it is at best an approximate model. There are always model 

uncertainties and unknown disturbances in practical control systems. With NCSs, there 

are additional uncertainties that are introduced by the network itself, which gives a new 

dimension to the problem of model uncertainty. In addition to this, physical systems are 

often nonlinear and this provides an important category of problem, which is often 

intractable and which is attracting more and more interest from the research community. 

These developments provided the motivation for the research work reported in this 

thesis.
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Furthermore, when this research work was started, there were very few publications on 

either the robust control of networked linear control systems or networked non-linear 

systems [8]. To advance the research of NCS in these areas is another motivation of this 

work.

1.2 Problems Considered

This thesis addresses networked linear control systems with model uncertainties and 

networked nonlinear control systems. It focuses on three main problems:

(1). The robust control [10] (Also see Appendix) of networked linear control systems.

(2). The control scheme design of the networked nonlinear control system (NNCS) 

and its stability analysis.

(3). The robust control of networked nonlinear control systems.

The thesis is divided into three main parts. The first part deals with the robust control of 

networked linear control systems. This is based on the control scheme design and the 

stability analysis of the networked predictive control system presented in [1-4]. Part A 

considers the NCS with model uncertainties in the process, and studies the robust 

control problems for three system configurations:

1) Network is inserted in the feedback channels (See Figure 1.1).
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Linear Process with Uncertainties

Predictive Controller

Figure 1.1 Networked predictive control system with network in the
feedback channel

Linear Process with Uncertainties

Predictive Controller

Figure 1.2 Networked predictive control systems with network in 
the forward channel

2) Network is inserted in the forward channels (See Figure 1.2).

3) Networks are inserted in both feedback and forward channels (See Figure 1.3).

It illustrates the control scheme for each case using numerical examples. This part 

covers Chapters II to IV.

The second part, Part B, deals with the control scheme design and the stability analysis 

of a networked predictive nonlinear control system which suffers from random
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Process with Uncertainty & 
Disturbance

xo
Network Network

, , ^^  -^

Predictive Controller I        

Figure 1.3 Networked predictive control system with networks in 
both forward and feedback channels

communication time-delay, packet dropout or packets disorders in both the forward and 

the feedback channels. Several networked predictive control algorithms and controller 

design methods for the NNCS are explored and presented. The control performance 

using these methods is examined by online simulations and the real-time 

implementation of a networked system for a servo motor system. This part covers 

Chapters V and VI.

The third part, Part C, deals with the robust control of a networked predictive nonlinear 

control system with model uncertainties in the nonlinear process. Based on the 

linerisation of the nonlinear process, a linear predictive controller is designed to deal 

with the time-delay, data dropouts or packets disorders induced by the network. This 

part covers Chapter VII and VIII. Chapter VII addresses the robust control problem of 

the networked nonlinear control system by transforming it into an augmented system. 

Chapter VIII studies the stability and robust stability of the networked predictive control 

closed-loop system from a different perspective. It transformed the controller design or
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robust controller design problem of a NNCS to a robust control problem for a class of 

uncertain linear feedback control system.

1.3 Thesis Overview

The objective of the work was to develop the theory of the control scheme design for 

NCS and to explore methods for their stability analysis. The predictive control scheme 

was adopted in the work reported to address the problems of the networked induced 

time-delay, packet dropout and packets disorders. A number of techniques were used in 

the stability analysis of the different configurations of NCS. The stability conditions 

were transformed into the constraints when the controller parameters design and the 

stability analysis are incorporated into a sub-optimal problem. Furthermore, the work in 

Chapter VIII was motivated by the desire to find a simpler way to calculate the 

controller parameters rather than solve a large-scale sub-optimal problem.

The first part of the thesis arranges the three chapters, according to where the network 

was placed in the system configuration. Each of them describes a developing stage of 

the theoretical research. It was first considered for the robust control of networked 

predictive control system with time-delay in the feedback channel in Chapter II. It fully 

exploits the idea of networked predictive control systems reported on in [1-4]. The 

methodology made use of a very important feature of NCSs that communication 

networks transmit a packet of data at the same time, which is different from the
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communication channel in traditional control systems. This was ignored by previous 

researchers (for example, [11-20]). Chapter II addresses network-induced problems by 

considering NCSs with structured uncertainties and random network-induced time- 

delay in the feedback channel. The method of networked predictive control was used to 

handle the network-induced time-delay. The robust stabilization problem began with 

the case of a constant network-induced time-delay. The problem was formulated as a 

constrained non-linear optimization problem. Both the related control law and boundary 

of uncertainty was obtained by solving a non-linear sub-optimal problem. The method 

was extended to the case of random network-induced time-delays. This method showed 

that in a definite bound, if there exists a controller and an observer which stabilises the 

augmented system for all constant time-delays, then the control law can robustly 

stabilise the NCS for a random network-induced time-delay. Chapter III deals with the 

robust control of networked predictive control system with time-delay in the forward 

channel. Chapter III can be seen as an application of the methods developed in Chapter 

II. Chapter III also uses the predictive controller to address network-induced problems.

Chapter IV considers the robust control of networked predictive control system with 

time-delay in both the forward and the feedback channel. Different from the previous 

two chapters, Chapter IV reports on a control scheme that contains an event-driven 

predictive controller. This predictive controller is triggered to generate the control 

sequence when it receives a data packet from the feedback channel. Introducing an 

event-driven controller made measuring the specific values of the time-delay



components unnecessary and further avoided the requirement of synchronization of the 

process and controller clocks. Furthermore, the updating and selection mechanism of 

the control prediction sequence was designed to facilitate the time-delay compensation 

and the closed-loop control. The process to be controlled has a structured parameter 

uncertainty and an exogenous disturbance. The robust control of the networked 

predictive control system was also addressed by considering the two cases: constant 

time-delay and random time-delay. The robust control problems of both cases were 

transformed into the HK disturbance attenuation problem of an augmented system.

Therefore, the condition for the robust stabilization and disturbance attenuation of the 

process was transformed into a Hn disturbance attenuation condition of an augmented

system, which became a nonlinear sub-optimal problem. Solving the nonlinear 

suboptimal problem gave the state feedback gain matrix, the observer matrix and the 

filter matrix which guarantees the robustness of the closed-loop system.

The second part of this thesis commences with Chapter V, which presents a control 

scheme for a special case of networked nonlinear control system with affine 

nonlinearity in the process. The control scheme was able to deal with networked 

induced random communication time-delay and data packet dropout, which are known 

to highly degrade the control performance of networked systems. An event-driven 

predictive controller was constructed, which included four components, namely, the 

state transformation, the state estimator, the state reverse transformation and the control 

prediction sequence calculator. Using this event-driven element was not only able to
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address the networked induced time-delay, data dropouts and data disorders, but also 

avoided the need to synchronize the process clock and the controller clock, which is a 

known concern in control practice. The stability of the NNCS was transformed to the 

stability analysis problem of an augmented system. Some constraints on the 

perturbation quantity were derived from the Lipschitizian conditions. Solving the 

stability problem of the augmented system under the constraints gave the stability 

conditions, which were comprised of a series of inequalities. Solving a sub-optimal 

problem constrained by these inequalities enabled the derivation of the design 

parameters of the predictive controller. This stability analysis method was also extended 

to the case of NPNCS with uncertainties in the nonlinear process.

Chapter VI considers a networked nonlinear system with a linearisable nonlinear 

process which is much more general than the case discussed in Chapter V. The concept 

of relative degree of an input-output nonlinearity is introduced to describe the nonlinear 

process. Similar to the situation reported in Chapter V, an event driven predictive 

controller was designed to compensate for the networked time-delay and to deal with 

data dropouts and the data disorders. The operation mechanism is fully described in this 

chapter. Different from Chapter V, the feedback linearization conditions is presented 

when the nonlinear process is linearised. The stability analysis problem is also reduced 

to a series of inequalities. If a sub-optimal problem constrained by these inequalities is 

solved, it achieves the controller design parameters.
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Based on the previous work reported on in Part B, Chapter VII still uses the networked 

predictive method to study the robust control problem of the networked nonlinear 

control system with perturbed linearisable nonlinear control process. The linearization 

method was used to linearise the nonlinear process. A predictive controller was 

designed as an event-driven element to receive the data from the feedback channel, 

calculate a sequence of control predictions then combine this with the time stamp into a 

packet, which was then sent to the actuator side. A method is proposed to analyse the 

robust stability of the closed-loop networked nonlinear control system. The robust 

stability problem of the closed-loop of the networked nonlinear control system was 

transformed into a robust control problem for an augmented system. The perturbation 

was also written in an augmented form and integrated into the augmented system. By 

solving the sub-optimal problem constrained by the series of inequalities, it enabled the 

derivation of the stability conditions for the augmented system.

In Chapter II-VII, the controllers were all derived from a sub-optimal problem which is 

constrained by a series of matrix inequalities. However, the number of the matrix 

inequalities grows as the specified time-delay bound increases. Furthermore, the 

dimension of each matrix inequality gets larger as the system dimension increases. The 

need to simplify the procedure for designing the controller for the NCS motivated the 

search for finding alternative controller design methods. This leads to an equivalence 

relationship being developed between the controller design problem of networked
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predictive control system and the robust control problem of the uncertain linear 

feedback control systems. This is presented in Chapter VIII.

The equivalence relationship is discussed for two cases:

(1) the equivalence relationship between the controller design for NPNCS with a 

precise process model and the robust control of a class of linear feedback control 

system with structured uncertainties.

(2) the equivalence relationship between the controller design for networked 

predictive control system with modelling uncertainties and the robust control 

problem of another class of linear feedback control systems with structured 

uncertainties.

This equivalence relationship converts the problem of designing the controller for 

networked predictive control system to the problem of linearization of the nonlinear 

process and the robust control of a class of uncertain linear feedback control system. 

Meanwhile, there are well-developed methods [10, 21] that can be used for the robust 

control of the linear feedback control systems with structured uncertainties. This 

facilitated the networked predictive control system implementation.

1.4 Main Contributions

The work reported in this thesis has developed and extended the control methodology 

proposed in [1-4].
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It succeeded in adapting the predictive control method to the robust control of linear 

NCS and NNCS. Two control schemes, time-driven predictive controller and event- 

driven predictive controller are applied to the control problems in section 1.2 and their 

working mechanism are described in detail. The application of event-driven predictive 

controller makes the synchronization between the process and the controller 

unnecessary and avoids measuring the exact values of the components of the time- 

delays. This makes the implementation of NCS easier.

This work developed a series of methods for the robust stability analysis of NCS and the 

stability of NNCS. By transforming the problem into the stability of its corresponding 

augmented system, the stability conditions of NCS with random network-induced time- 

delays are given in the form of a series of inequalities. A suboptimal problem which is 

constrained by the stability conditions, was proposed to formulate the synthesis problem 

of each configuration of NCS. It enables the derivation of the controller design 

parameters. Therefore, these methods solve the analysis problems as well as the 

synthesis problems.

Since there are very few publications on the robust control of linear NCS or NNCS [8], 

this work has advanced the research of NCS in these areas.
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1.5 Thesis Structure

The chapters of this thesis are written to be self-contained, as far as possible, and each 

begins with a short abstract and ends with a set of conclusions. Each chapter includes 

the theoretical part and numerical examples or simulations. For each theorem presented 

in this thesis, a proof is provided. Chapter IV-VII reports on the event-driven predictive 

controller while Chapter II and Chapter III presents results using the time-driven 

predictive controller from [1-4]. Chapter VIII investigated an underlying relationship 

between the controller design methods in Chapter V-VII and the controller design for a 

linear uncertain feedback control system. It is recommended that Chapters V-VII should 

be referred to when Chapter VIII is read. The robust control of networked linear control 

system studied in Chapter II-IV can be regarded as a special case of the networked 

nonlinear control system studied in Chapter V-VII. The results achieved in Chapter 

VIII can also be applied to the NCS in Chapter II-IV. Therefore, there are strong 

underlying connections between the three main sections of the thesis.

Each chapter of this thesis is based on one paper published or submitted in the list 

attached at the end. In part A, Chapter II, Chapter III and Chapter IV are based on two 

conference papers (Fl) and (F2) and a submitted Journal paper (F3), respectively. 

Chapter V in Part B is based on (F4) while Chapter VI is modified from a published 

Journal paper (F5). The robust control of the networked nonlinear system in Chapter 

VII is based on (F6). The last chapter, Chapter VIII is a revised version of (F7).
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Part A

ROBUST CONTROL OF NETWORKED 

LINEAR CONTROL SYSTEM
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Chapter II

Robust Networked Predictive Control for Systems with 

Random Network Delay in the Feedback Channel

Abstract - This chapter studies the robust control of networked predictive control 

systems with random network-induced time-delay in the feedback channel. The 

stabilisation of systems with constant time-delay is discussed by converting the 

corresponding Lyapunov inequality to a non-linear inequality. To obtain the maximum 

domain of uncertainties, the non-linear inequality is evolved as a non-linear sub- 

optimal control problem constrained by some matrix inequalities. After the sub-optimal 

problem is solved, it yields a stabilising controller and the domain of uncertainties. 

Furthermore, for the case of random network-induced time-delay, robust stabilisation 

problem is formulated as a set of inequalities, which are related to the corresponding 

constant time-delays, respectively. This result is verified by a numerical example.
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2.1 Introduction

Networked control system (NCS) is a system where the plant, controller, sensor, 

actuator and reference command are connected through a network. Using a network in 

control systems produces many benefits in engineering practice: reducing system wiring, 

ease of system diagnosis and maintenance, and increasing system flexibility. Two 

papers [7, 9] summarise the features of NCS for a range of system configurations. The 

significant interest in NCS from the control research community partially has stemmed 

from the recognition of the need to fully exploit the advantages of NCS. But there also 

exist various specific problems with such an implementation, for example, transmission 

delay, loss of data packets, network security and safety [22]. The NCS related problems 

reported in the literature are summarized in [7]. These problems have provided the 

catalyst to researchers to develop techniques to make NCS more suitable for 

engineering practice.

To explore the benefits of NCS while solving different versions of these problems, a 

variety of methods have been proposed. An augmented deterministic discrete-time 

model method is proposed in [23] to control a linear plant over a periodic delay network. 

The deterministic or probabilistic information of an NCS was utilized to develop a 

queuing method in [24]. An optimal stochastic control method is proposed in [25], 

which treats the effects of random network delays in an NCS as a LQG problem. Non 

linear and perturbation theory is used in [26, 27] to formulate the network delay effects 

in an NCS as the vanishing perturbation of a continuous-time system under the
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assumption that there is no observation noise. NCS is formulated as a discrete-time 

switched system in [28] and a way to study the stability and disturbance attenuation 

issues is proposed for a class of NCS under uncertain access delay. To reduce network 

traffic load, a sampled-data NCS scheme is presented in [29] and some necessary and 

sufficient conditions for global exponential stability of the closed-loop system is 

established. In [20], a model with both a network-induced delay and data dropout in 

transmission is considered and a controller design method based on a delay dependent 

approach is proposed. A model-based NCS is considered in [30], which uses an explicit 

model of the plant to produce an estimate of the plant state behaviour between 

transmission times, and studies the stability of this approach. The design of generic 

virtual instruments used for real-time internet based experimentation in a remote-access 

environment is described in [31, 32]. Some issues related to network bandwidth 

constraints and network traffic congestion in NCSs is also studied in [33, 34]. Internet 

based control has also been applied to practical systems, for example, Internet-based 

process control [22], Internet-based control systems as a control device [35], Internet 

robots [36], web-based virtual control laboratories for distance learning purposes [37], 

Internet based multimedia education [38], process monitoring and optimisation via the 

web [39]. These results are summarised and evaluated in two survey papers [7, 8]. The 

main results in the stability analysis of NCS are surveyed by [9].

Although much research has been done in NCSs, most work has ignored a very 

important feature of NCSs that communication network transmits a packet of data at the 

same time, which is not done in traditional control systems. Making use of this feature
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of the network, a new control scheme  networked predictive control is proposed in [3, 

4], which can overcome the effects caused by network-induced time-delay. The papers 

considered the precise model for NCS with network being inserted in the forward 

channel and thus network-induced time-delay is introduced in the forward channel. It 

did not discuss the case of feedback channel time-delay and model uncertainties. This 

chapter addresses these scenarios by considering NCS with structured uncertainties in 

its process and network-induced time-delay in the feedback channel. The method of 

networked predictive control is used to handle the network-induced time-delays. Robust 

stabilization of NCS with constant network-induced time-delay is formulated as a 

constrained non-linear sub-optimal problem. Both the related control law and bound of 

uncertainty can be obtained by solving a non-linear sub-optimal problem. A NCS with 

random network-induced time-delay can be handled by solving a non-linear sub-optimal 

problem that contains a set of non-linear inequalities as constraints corresponding to 

specific time-delay values. This method shows that in a definite bound, if there exists a 

controller and an observer which stabilises the augmented system for all constant time- 

delays, the control law can robustly stabilise the NCS for random time-delays. In 

addition, the efficiency of this method is illustrated by a numerical example.

This chapter is organized as follows: Section 2.2 presents the main results of networked 

predictive control systems with constant time-delay in the feedback channel; Section 2.3 

discusses robustness analysis of networked predictive control systems with random 

time-delay in the feedback channel; the efficiency of this method is illustrated by a 

numerical example in Section 2.4; Section 2.5 gives a summary of this chapter.
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2.2 Robustness Analysis of NPCS with Constant Time-Delay

To overcome the unknown network transmission delay, the networked predictive 

control scheme firstly proposed in [3] is applied to the NCS with uncertainties in its 

process. The predictive controller mainly consists of a control prediction generator and 

a network delay compensator. The control prediction generator is designed to generate a 

sequence of future control predictions. The network delay compensator is used to

= 0 Networked Predictive 
Controller u

Process with 
Uncertainty

Network

y, 
yt-\

Figure 2.1. The networked predictive control system

compensate the unknown random network-induced time-delay. This networked 

predictive control system (NPCS) structure is shown in Fig. 2.1. The transmission 

network causing transmission delays are inserted in the feedback channel.

In this section, the robust stability of NPCS with constant time-delay is discussed. The 

process with uncertainties under consideration can be described as follows
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V * /y, = x,

where xt e 9T, y, e SR' andw, e 9T are the state, output and input vectors of the system, 

respectively. A e 9T X", B e ST"" and C e 5R' X " are the system matrices. The uncertainty 

items are M = H^E^ , M = H2 F,E2 with #, e 9T"' , H2 e 9T"' , £, e a?'7 '"", E2 e <R" xm 

and ^ eSR*** where ̂ rF( </2/. For simplicity of the stability analysis, the reference

input of the system is assumed to be zero. 

In this chapter, the following assumptions (A1-A4) are made:

Al. The discrete time is counted as multiples of the sampling period T. For example, if 

the time unit is sr where w is multiple of T, then time t means time trn. 

A2. The time-delay is also assumed to be multiple of the sampling period T. For 

example, if the system time-delay is/ (/ is an integer), it means the length of time-delay 

is IST. In addition, because the time-delay can be random numbers including non-integer, 

time-delay length can be a real number in the interval (/,/ + !). In this case, the time- 

delay is rounded to i +1.

A3. The maximum time in which the real control signal is not available is assumed to be 

m . N is required by the specific system requirements and the detailed operating 

scenarios. That is, the continuous time-delay is not longer than N and the continuous 

data dropouts do not extend beyond N.

A4. The pair (A,B) is completely controllable, and the pair (A,C) is completely 

observable ('controllable' and 'observable' are defined in [21]).
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A5. The upper bound of consecutive data dropouts is N and the upper bound of the 

network-induced time-delay is a\soN .

Similar to [3], the proposed control scheme is stated as follows. If the time-delay is 

assumed to be /(/' e {\,---N}), then only the system information sampled at t-ior at 

earlier time can be used to construct control signal. The following observer and state 

estimation are designed to calculate a series of system states prediction values

xt-i+2\,-t ~ ^x,-i+\\t-i + But_M

where Ze?T* is the observer matrix and Jc,_/+iM e$R"( k = !,   /) and H( _.+i e^Tare 

the A: -step ahead state prediction generated from yt_f and the input to the estimator for

the k -step ahead prediction, respectively. It means that if the designed tolerable time- 

delay is /, then at any time instant, the predictor generates the / -step ahead state 

prediction. The state-feedback controller for the case without network delay is designed 

by a modern control method, for example, LQG, eigen-structure assignment etc., and 

for the case with network delay, the controller is of the following form:

77   /VVut-j+/< '™-,-i+k\t-j

where the state feedback matrix K e 9T X". As y,_, = Oc,_,., (2.2) can be written as

(2.3)
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for fc = 1,2,3, — ,i.

Thus, the output of the networked predictive controller at time / is determined by the 

input

« = + (2.4)

Therefore, the corresponding closed-loop system can be written as

M)xt !-1 (A - LQxt_^ + KA!-j But_i+J_t (2.5)

The formula (2.3), (2.4), (2.5) can be described by the following augmented system:

*,+. = 4*, (2.6)

where x,=[Xt Ui ^T,] r with

y =\X T XT ••• X T X T XT ••• XT x7 1

Y—\y y ... f & P ... y y i
A ~LAHM -\-l|/-2 f-f+l|r-i' t-i\l-i-\ A/-i-l|(-i-2 Al-N+\\l-N At-l^l-N-\l

and

4 =
4\
A2l

[A+M

[MB

. y>((2n+m)N+2n)x((2n+m)N+2n) wjm

••• BKA~2B BKA~1 B
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BKA-\A-LC) 0TO(A,_, )n ] 
Q +]}a

A22 =

0.

KAB ... KA-^B BKA"B Omx(W_,,J

Um(yV-l)xm(yV-1) ^m(JV-l)xmJ

omx(AM)j

4,=

[offl

r J f C\ ftffA1'' T f f\ 1 L-^1- unx(,-l)n Dft̂ i ^^ Unx(JV-i)«-l

iyVx(A'+l)n

[BKB BKAB ••• BKA'~2 B BKA'~1 B Onx(AM)J
0Nnx(N+])m

[A-LC 0,,_1)n BKA~\A-LC} Onx(W ,J

The system described in (2.6) can be expressed in the form

*M = (4+

where

^22
. yj((2n+m)N+2n)x((2n+m)N+2n)

nxNm

(2.7)

with
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E\\ -

E2KB 0 •• 
0 E2KAB ••

0

0

0 0

0 0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

E2KA'2B 0 0

0 E2KA'-[ B 0

0

0

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

£33 = 9*19

0, 
E2M-\A-LO> (),„,„]

0,(N-i)qx(N+l)n

For the stability of system (2.7), the following theorem is proposed: 

Theorem 2.1: For the case of constant time-delay, the closed-loop system defined by 

(2.1), (2.4) and (2.5) is robustly quadratically stable if and only if there exists a matrix 

P = Pr > 0 and matrices K and L such that:

(2.8)

where v = \/y2 and constant r > 0. Furthermore, if (2.8) holds, then the maximum y is 

defined by \/-Jo where u is determined by the sub-optimal problem:

min v
K,L,P

subject to P = PT > 0 and (2.8).

~-p-] 4
4r -P + rEi TEi
H? 0

H, '

0
-rvl
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Proof: According to definition A.I in the Appendix (Also see [40]), system (2.7) is 

robustly quadratically stable if and only if there exists a positive definite matrix .Psuch 

that for any time instant t , Lyapunov function V(xt ) = x/ T Pxl has the following property:

V(xM )-V(x,) = *,r+1 Px,+ , -X T ,Px, =x,T [(A, +H,FI E,) T P(AI +Hi Fl E,)-P]x, <0 (2.9) 

for any xt * 0, V^ e R2"*2 " with F, T F, < y2! .

Equation (2.9) is equivalent to

f4 + Ht Ft Et / P(A, + Hffi )-P<0 (2.10)

ForP>0, applying Schur complement [21] (Also see Appendix) to formula (2.10)

gives

Al +Hl Fi Ei 
-P <0

It will be proved below that (2.11) holds for P > 0 if and only if (2.8) holds.

(2.11)

Necessity: Suppose that (2.1 1) has a solution P > 0 , then

0
-r-r-r < °
SfFfHf 0 J

Let

-P~ l A, 
Aj -P

(2.12)

Then, for V 77,, Tj2 e 9T', 77 = [^ rj T2 J * 0, it obtains
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HftE,

Clearly 'Z/7<- ^E^ 2 : Ftf < y2 !}

< 72 /}>0,then rjj

and

Therefore, from Lemma A.7 in Appendix (Also see [41]), it gives

Efl] 0 
0 0

7777
r [0

__
0 E]E,

Hence, it follows from Lemma A.8 in Appendix (Also refer to [42]) that there exists a 

constant s > 0 such that

0

0 0
0 EfKT 

I —I

(2-13)

Substituting (2.12) into (2.13) and applying Schur complement in Appendix (Also refer 

to [43]) gives

'VI 4
A

<0 (2.14)

which is equal to

A
A, _ _ Ht

(\/£)E?E, 0
0 \l(sy2 }

<0 (2.15)
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Let r = l/sandu = \/y2 , then Eq. (2.8) holds.

Sufficiency: Suppose that there exists a constant r>0 such that (2.8) has a 

solution P > 0. Then there exists a constant s > 0 such that (2.11) is feasible.

ForV;;,,?;,, 0, and any constant s > 0 , then

0<;?7

L 0 
efH 

[ 0

0
\lsEjE,

0

yHfF? 0

_0 HfiE, 
U?F? 0

Therefore,

0

0

Substituting the above equation into (2.14) yields 

0>
0 £' £ 4r +£,. r^tf,r -P

Therefore, it shows that (2.1 1) holds.

To obtain the maximum value of the uncertainty bound, (2.15) can be written as a 

nonlinear sub-optimal problem described as in the theorem. The minimum value ofv 

leads to maximum 7 . The proof is completed. D
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NPCS without time-delay is a special case of constant time-delay. Theorem 2.1 still 

works well but the corresponding matrices A^ e ^2 " +^N+2"^ 2 "N+"'N+2^ ?

I'n

and E0 e

BK

"

+»»+w in (2.7) have the following form:

xnN \

m(N-l)x((N+l)n+m)\

A + BK-LC Q
/. J

H

0,'((2n+m)N+n)x(3N+2)q

\yqx(nqx(n(N+\)+Nm)

2. 3 Robustness Analysis of NPCS with Random Time-Delay

In practical NCSs, the network-induced time-delay is usually random as network load 

changes. Based on the assumptions set in section 2.2, the time-delay is assumed to vary 

randomly in a set{0,l,2,---N}. For this case, a similar result is derived as for the case

of a constant time-delay.



n,=
"-p- 1

A,T -P
_H?

4
+ r£, r £,.

0

Ht '

0
-wl
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Theorem 2.2: For the case of random time-delay under an upper bound N, the closed- 

loop system defined by (2.1), (2.4) and (2.5) is robustly quadratically stable if and only 

if there exist a common matrix P = PT > 0 , a controller matrix K and an observer 

matrix L satisfying all the following inequalities:

<0. (2.16)

for all i = 0,1,2, ---N where u = l/72 and constant r>0. Furthermore, if all the 

inequalities in (2.16) holds, then the maximum y is defined by ^\Jv ; where v is 

determined by the sub-optimal problem:

min u
K -L 'P (2.17)

subject to P = PT > 0 and (2.16)

Proof: Corresponding to the robust stability of the closed-loop system (2.1), (2.4) and

(2.5) with random network-induced time-delay in the feedback channel, the following

cases should be considered:

Case 1: At any time instant t , augmented closed-loop system of (2.7) is robustly

quadratically stable for constant time-delay i.

Case 2: For time instants t tot + 1, augmented closed-loop system (2.7) is still robustly

quadratically stable when time-delay varies from / to j (without loss of any generality,

it assumes that* ^ j).
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For the case of constant time-delay, theorem 2.1 has proved Case 1, i.e. if the 

inequalities in (2.16) are feasible, then the corresponding augmented closed-loop 

system of (2.1) is robustly stable at any time instant t for any constant time-delay 

i (0 </<#).

Therefore, there exists a matrix P = PT > 0 such that the following inequality holds

Assume that at any time instant t , network-induced time-delay is i and at time 

instantf+ 1 , it is j (Here i,je[Q,---,N] are any integer in the interval). Then system 

(2.1) is robustly stabilised when network-induced time-delay varies from i toy , if

there exists a matrix P = PT > 0 such that the following inequality holds:

V(x ) — V(x} = V(x ) — V(x ) + V(x ) —F(jc)<0 (2.18) 

For any time instant t

v^r+2/ ~ v^f+1 / ~~ *t+2 t+2 ~~ f+1 f+1
^—T /i f f 7—1 f-i \ rt / A T T 7—" rt \ —— —— T 7~|——— y IA 4- H r r iPl A 4- H r r JT — Y P\— -*-t+i\ / j j i' '7 i j J ' '+i t+\ t+\ 

ForTl, < 0, (Aj+ HjFjEj )P(A) + HjFjEj)-P < 0. Therefore

F(x,+2 )-F(x,)<0 (2.19)

From (2.19), it follows that (2.18) holds. Therefore, it can be concluded that for random 

network-induced time-delay, systems (2.7) is robustly quadratically stabilised if and 

only if there exist a common matrix P = PT > 0 and matrices K and L satisfying all 

the inequalities given in (2.16).
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As the proof of Theorem 2.1, Eq. (2.16) can be further converted to a sub-optimal 

control problem (2.17) but the corresponding matrix must satisfy all the inequalities in 

(2.16). The proof is completed. n

2.4 Numerical Example

In this part, a numerical example is constructed to demonstrate that the proposed 

method is able to handle the robust control problem of NPCS. An open-loop unstable 

discrete uncertain system in the form of (2.1) is constructed referring to [ 1 ]. The system 

is described with the following matrices:

A =
"-1.100 0.271 
-0.482 0.100 
-0.002 0.3681

0.11 -0.10" 
= 0.10 -0.11 

-0.10 0.10

0.488" 

0.240 
0.707

"0.15 -0.15 0.15" 
0.15 -0.15 0.15 '

55 _ .. 
1 2 3 

, B= 3 -2 , C = 
434 

54 L J

"-0.11 -0.10" 

= 0.13 0.11 , 
-0.10 0.10

*,- "-0.8 -0.6" 

0.8 -0.7

In the example, the time-delay is random and its upper bound is assumed to be N = 3 . 

The time-delay varies in the set {0,1,2,3} randomly. Solving the combined sub-optimal
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problem E^OpF^ andH 3 on the condition ofP = PT >0, the corresponding matrices 

of the closed-loop system are obtained as follows:

-0.2731 -0.0368"
K =

-0.1003 -0.0849 -0.0333 
0.2347 0.0267 0.0056

0.0367 0.0558

and the sub-optimal specification v = 4.004. Then the domain of uncertainties is a super 

circle with a radius y = \/Ju = 0.4998 . This result shows that the NCS is able to 

tolerate some uncertainties in the process. Therefore, this example illustrates the 

validation of the method developed in this chapter.

2.5 Summary

This chapter has studied the NCS with structured uncertainties in the process. The idea 

of networked predictive control is used to handle the network-induced time-delay of 

NCS with uncertainties. The definition of robustly quadratically stability is used to 

formulate the robust stabilisation problem of NCS with constant network-induced time- 

delay. The robust stability of the closed-loop NCS is transformed into that of an 

augmented system. The conditions of robust stability are given as a series of 

inequalities. The question of finding the related control law and bound of uncertainty is 

integrated into the non-linear sub-optimal problem. The problem of NCS with random 

network-induced time-delay is formulated as a non-linear sub-optimal problem 

constrained by a set of non-linear inequalities with a common Lyapunov matrix. The 

efficiency of this method is illustrated by a numerical example.
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Chapter III

Robust Control of Networked Predictive Control 

Systems with Random Network Delay in the Forward

Channel

Abstract - This chapter discuss the scenario when network is inserted in the forward 

channel. The robust control of networked predictive control systems with model 

uncertainties and random network-induced time-delay is addressed. To stabilise 

systems with network-induced time-delays and obtain the maximum domain of 

uncertainties, the non-linear Lyapunov inequality is evolved as a non-linear sub- 

optimal control problem. By solving this sub-optimal problem, a stabilizing controller 

for the system is derived and the domain of uncertainty is maximised. Furthermore, the 

result is extended to the case of random time-delays. It shows that the controller gain 

matrix, observer and estimator matrices can be obtained by solving a nonlinear sub- 

optimal problem constrained by a set of inequalities which contain a common Lyapunov 

matrix. The efficiency of the results is demonstrated by a numerical example.
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3.1 Introduction

Building on the previous chapter, this chapter uses the method of networked predictive 

control to overcome the random network-induced time-delays in the forward channel. 

Meanwhile, robust control theory is applied to the proposed system to robustly stabilize 

the system and to obtain the upper bound of uncertainty. Robust stabilisation of such a 

system is formulated as a constrained non-linear sub-optimal problem from which the 

controller and boundary of uncertainty can be obtained. NCS with random network- 

induced time-delay can be considered the same as the case of a constant time-delay but 

it is a nonlinear sub-optimal problem constrained by a series of nonlinear inequalities. 

This method shows that in a definite bound, if there exists a controller, an observer and 

an estimator which stabilise the system for all constant time-delays, then the controller 

can robustly stabilise the NCS for a random time-delay. This chapter develops this 

method and illustrates it using a numerical example.

This chapter is organized as follows: Section 3.2 presents the control scheme of 

networked predictive control; Section 3.3 presents main results on robust control of 

networked predictive control systems with constant time-delay; Section 3.4 is the results 

for the case with random time-delay; Section 3.5 demonstrates the efficiency of the 

method by a numerical example; Section 3.6 gives a summary.
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3.2 Networked Predictive Control

Similar to the NCS configuration in [3], the NCS under consideration here mainly 

consists of a control prediction generator and a network delay compensator. The control 

prediction generator is designed to generate a sequence of control predictions. The 

network delay compensator is used to compensate the network-induced random time-

Process with 
Uncertainty

y.

Networked Predictive 
Controller

y, 
y,-\

y,-N
r,=0

Figure 3.1. The networked predictive control system: If the network- 
induced time-delay is i, the process receives the control prediction 

sequence generated based on yt_{ .

delay. The control prediction generator and delay compensator are combined to address 

the problem of network-induced time-delay. The block diagram of the system model is 

shown in Figure. 3.1. This system configuration is quite similar to that described in 

Figure 2.1 but the place of the network in the system configuration is different. In this 

system configuration, the network is inserted in the forward channel, thus the 

transmission delay happens in the forward channel.
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The process considered in this chapter is the same as that in Chapter II, For the 

convenience of the reader it is repeated here. It is described by the following discrete 

state space equation

(x,+1 =(A + M)xt +(B

where xt e 9T , yt e 9? " and u, e ft"1 are the state, output and input vectors of the 

system, respectively, and A e 9?"*", B e 9Txm and C e 9^*" are the system matrices. 

The uncertainty items have structures as A4 = H\Ft E\ , AS = H2 Ft E2 with H } e 9?" X9 , 

#2 e ft"*9 , £, e 5R'XI" , £2 e 5R <?xm and Fr e 9l«x« ( F is random matrix.) where it

T "J

satisfies Ft F, < y I . For the simplicity of stability analysis, it is assumed that the 

system reference input is zero.

The problems related to randomness of the transmission time-delay, data dropout and 

part packets arrival are all handled in the proposed model. The data packets transmitted 

on the network are labeled with a time stamp. The network-induced time-delay and data 

dropout can be detected from the time labels of the data packets while part packets 

arrivals can be determined by counting the data information. With networked predictive 

control, limited data dropout between two time instants can be overcome by using the 

prediction value to construct the control signals. Meanwhile, the uncompleted systems 

information for a time instant will be discarded (when some packets for a time instant is
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not complete, it is called uncompleted.) and the same principle is used for selecting the 

prediction values used to construct the control signals.

As the load of the network varies stochastically, data arrives at the receiving end at a 

random time instant and packets disorders or data dropouts can occur. If real time below 

the time limit is divided into intervals (iT,(i + V)T] , data packets should arrive in a time

interval (z is random non-negative integer) though the data can arrive at any time 

instant. The proposed control scheme takes (i + \)T as the arrival time for all data 

packets arriving in the time interval t e (iT,(i + l)T] (At zero time instant, arrival time 

is 0). When the state information of a late instant is complete, then the uncompleted data 

of the previous instant will be discarded while prediction values are used to construct 

the control signals. Through this method, the system information will be updated using 

the newest available information and this is the way it deals with data dropout and 

incomplete information.

In order to aid the discussion, some assumptions similar to those in Chapter II should be 

made. To avoid repetition, the assumptions are omitted here and the readers are referred 

to assumptions (A1-A5) in Chapter II.

Using the networked predictive control method [3,4], the state observer is designed as

*,+lk = Axt]l_ } + Buq + L(y, - Cx/H ) (3.2)
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where xt^t e 3?" and «,|, e 5R are the one-step ahead state prediction and the input of

the observer at time t. The matrix L e 5R nx/ is designed using observer design methods. 

The state estimator is

Xtt=Xt,-\+M(yt -Cx(f_<[ ) (3.3)

where *(|,_i e 5R" is the state observation and the matrix M e 9* nx/ . The state predictions 

at time / are constructed as

V — f\ V -I— r\ I/t+2t t+\\t t+]\t
\ (3-4)

Xt+N\t ~ "^t+N-ty t+N-\\t

Assume that the controller is ut]f - Kxt]f , where K e 3? mx" is the state feedback control

matrix to be determined using modern control theory. Then, the control predictions are 

generated by

, for * = 0,1,2,..., A/. (3.5)

Thus it follows from equation (3.4) that xt+k]f = (A + BK)k~{ xr+ , k for k = \,2,---N. 

Based on equations (3.2), (3.3) and (3.5), it can be shown that

ut+k]f = Kxl+klt = K(A + BK)~ (BKMC + LC)x, 

+ K(A + BK) k' } (A + BK-LC- BKMC)xt]f_ {

for k = l,2,---N. Thus, control predictions [u t\t> ut+\\f '" Ut+N\t] at time t are 

packed and sent to the plant side through a network as shown in Figure 3.1. The 

networked delay compensator chooses the appropriate latest control prediction value
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from the available control prediction sequence on the actuator side to construct the 

control signal to the process. For example, if the following control predictions are 

received on the plant side:

[u t-kl \t-k l ' U t-ki+\\t-kl '—' Ut\i-ki'—' Ut+N-k]]t-ki ] 

[Ul-k2 \t-k2 ' Ut-k2 +}\t-k2 >— > U t\t-k2 '•••' u ,+N-k2 \t-k2 ]

[u t-k,\t-k, ' ut-k,+\\t-k, '•"' U i\t-k, v--j ut+N-k,\t-k, ]

where the control values Mr|/-/t, for i = \,2,...,t , are available to be chosen as the control 

input of the plant at time t , the output of the network compensator will be

t t

3.3 Robustness Analysis of NPCS with Constant Network-Induced 

Time-delay

The robustness of uncertain NCS with constant time-delay is studied in this section. The 

simplest case is considered first, namely a zero time-delay NCS.

For the case with the constant time-delay not equal to 0, it is assumed that the time- 

delay constant is*' e \l,2,---,N}. For the networked predictive control, the control output 

is given by ut = u^_t . So, the corresponding closed-loop system can be written as

+ K(A + BKf1 (A + BK-LC- 

and
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=(A + BK) f~} (BKMC + LC)x, 

+ (A + BK)'~* (A + BK-LC-

Therefore, the above closed-loop system is described by the following augmented 

system:

where

(3.6)

and

A.=

xt\t-\ xt-\\t-2 ' " xt-i\t-(i+\) '" xt-N\t-(N+\)

nxn/v

M

with

M, = LC),

1' 1M2 =K(A + BK)' (A + BK-LC- BKMC),

BK-BKMC-LC,

M4 =BKMC + LC and d = (2N + 2)n.

For the case of zero time-delay, the corresponding augmented system is
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(B

x« J

If system (3.6) is rewritten as ^,+1 - (4 + HiFi Ei ^t where

4- =

BM{ Onx^ BM2 0BX(AM)|I ]
V "nJVxn(JV+2) ]

with d=2(N + 1)« and <*„ - 2(A^ +

For the case of zero time-delay, the corresponding equation is

where
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(A + BKMC

E0 =

— _
•"o -

[®nNxn(N+

BK(I-MC) Q axnN ]

(N+\) nN nNxn

,„ E2K(I-MC)

nxnN

Then, the following theorem is derived:

Theorem 3.1: The closed-loop system defined by (3.1) (3.2) and (3.3) is robustly

quadratically stable for any constant time-delay i e {0,1,---TV} if and only if there exists

specified matrices P = P > 0, K , L and M such that:

n,=
0

0
-TUl

<0 (3.7)

hold for the corresponding time-delay / , where u = 1 / y and constant T > 0 . 

Furthermore, if (3.7) holds, then the maximum y is defined by I/Vt» where V is

determined by the sub-optimal problem:
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mm v
K, L,M, P

subject to P = PT >0 and (3.7).

Remark: In structure, theorem 3.1 is the same as theorem 2.1 but they are different in 

essence. The difference is that the matrix A. of the augmented system (3.6) contains

different controller design parameters. The proof of this theorem is similar to that of 

theorem 2.1. For the sake of completeness, it is elaborated below.

Proof: According to definition A.I in Appendix ( Also see [40]) in appendix, 

augmented closed-loop system (3.6) is robustly quadratically stable if and only if there 

exists a positive definite matrix P such that for any time instant /, Lyapunov function

V(x ) = X T Px has the following property:

v(xM )-V(xt ) = XyPx,«-_xt P*1 ___ (38) 
= x [(A +H FE ) T P(A+HFEn )-P]x <0

/ LV 0 0 0 O 7 0 0 0 O y J I

for VJc, * 0, VFQ e R 2"* 2",FQ TFo < //, which is equivalent to

" f/7F£J-/><0 (3.9)

ForP > 0, applying Schur complement [43] (Also refer to Lemma A.4 in Appendix) to 

formula (3.9) it yields

-P-

-p <0 (3.10)
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We will prove that (3.10) holds for P > 0 if and only if (3.7) holds. To prove this result, 

the necessity and the sufficiency will be separately considered.

E T F T H T 0
.00 0

Necessity: Suppose that (3.10) has a solution P > 0, then

<0

Let

Z =

Then forV,77., e <R J , rj = 0, it can obtain

(3.11)

(3.12)

(3.13)

Because 

and

-2 H FErj :FF T <
/ i i ' 2 i i

then

>4maxtfHFEi T?2 : Ff* < y 2!} 2 .

Therefore, from Lemma A.7 in Appendix (Also see [41]), it yields

Y 2 HH T 0
' / I

0 0
A ° -?-
1 0 E T l

(3.14)
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Hence, it follows from Lemma A.8 in Appendix ( Also refer to [42]) that there exists a 

constant s > 0 such that

o o
0 _0_

0 0

Substituting (3.12) into (3.15), it gives

-*l -E T E

Using Schur complement, Eq. (3.16) is equivalent to

A T -P + (\ls)E TE 0
_p ^ ' ' 0 0

H To 0
<0

Let r = \IE andu - l/y2 , then Eq. (3.7) holds.

(3.15)

(3.16)

(3.17)

Sufficiency: Suppose that there exists a constant r > 0 such that (14) has a solution/1 > 0. 

Then there exists a constant s > 0 such that (3.16) is feasible.

Since forV^, 0, and any constant £ > 0 , it obtains
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0 0

K —— f —— f LJ

_ _° _ Wo
EJHJFJ o

KH^'FJ o

Therefore,

^o^o£o

_ 0 00

(3.18)

- p

Substituting the above equation into (19) yields

0>

which shows that (3.10) holds.

Therefore, the augmented closed-loop system (3.6) is robustly quadratically stable.

(3.19)

To obtain the maximum value of the uncertainty bound, (3.17) can be converted to a 

nonlinear optimization problem. The minimum value of v can lead to maximum y. The 

proof is completed. n
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3.4 Robustness Analysis of NPCS with Random Network Time-delay

In practice, the load of a communication network is random. This often leads to 

randomness of network-induced time-delay. For the case of random time-delay, the 

following theorem is obtained:

Theorem 3.2: The closed-loop system defined by (3.1), (3.2) and (3.3) is robustly 

quadratically stable for random time-delay if and only if there exists a common matrix

P = P T > 0 and matrices K , L and M satisfying all the following inequalities:

"-/>-' 4_ _ H, ~
n,-= 4T -P + TEl TEi 0 <0

(3.20)

for all z e \0,1,2,•••,#}, wheret» = l/72 and constant r>0 . Furthermore, if all the

inequalities in (3.20) hold, then the maximum y is defined by 1/VL> where V is 

determined by the sub-optimal problem:

min °
K,L,M,P (3.21)

subject to P = PT >0 and (3.20).

Proof: To robustly stabilise system (3.1) with random network-induced time-delay in 

the forward channel is to stabilize the augmented closed-loop system. At any time, the 

augmented system has the possibility to run under any of the two working modes: 

running with a constant time-delay/ or switching from system with time-delay / to that

"-/>-' 4
_ P _|_ ir fi Zf

J. \ y J~jj J-J •

Hf T 0

Hi
0

-rol
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with time-delay j (here/ and j are two different integers in the set {0,1,2,••-,-/V}.

Therefore, there are only two cases to be considered in the stability analysis:

Case 1: At any time instant/, the augmented closed-loop system (3.6) is robustly

quadratically stable for constant time-delay/.

Case 2: For time instants / to/ + 1, augmented closed-loop system (3.6) is still robustly

quadratically stable when time-delay varies from /' to j (without any loss of generality,

i is not equal to j ).

For case 1, theorem 3.1 gives the result, i.e. if the inequalities in (3.10) are all feasible, 

then the corresponding augmented closed-loop system (3.6) is robustly quadrically 

stable at any time instant / when systems run with a constant time-delay i (0 < i < N).

TTherefore, there exists a matrix P = P > 0 such that the following inequality holds

= *J.+1 - *1 *"1 -*-L*'_ _ (3.22)

Assume that the network-induced time-delay is i at any time instant/ and it is j at 

time instant/+ 1 (where i,j e [Q,---,N] are any integer in the interval). Then system 

(3.1) is robustly stabilised when network-induced time-delay varies from z" toy , if 

there exists a matrix P = PT > 0 such that the following inequality holds:

For any time instant

v(x».\) = x?+2 Pxt+2 - x^Pxt+] 
+ HjFjEj )P(Aj + HjFjEj )xt+l -
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For Uj < 0 , (Aj + HjFJ Ej)P(Aj + HjFjEj) - P < 0 . Thus if (3.22) and (3.23) are 

combined, it yields V(xl+2 ) - V(x, ) < 0.

Therefore, it can be concluded that for a random network-induced time-delay, systems 

(3.1) is robustly quadratically stabilised if and only if there exists a common matrix

P = P >0 and matrices K and L such that the inequalities given in (3.20) are all 

feasible.

Similar to the proof of theorem 3.1, the stability conditions (3.20) can be converted to 

an optimization control problem as in (3.21) but the corresponding matrix must satisfy 

all the inequalities in (3.20). The proof is completed. n

3.5 Numerical Example

In this part, a numerical example is constructed to demonstrate the proposed method 

for the robust control problem of NPCS. An open-loop unstable discrete uncertain 

system in the form of (3.1) is described with following matrices:

A =
-1.100 0.271 0.188
-0.482 0.900 0.240
-0.1002 -0.3681 0.907

B =
4.0 4.0
2.0 -3.0
4.0 3.0

4.0 2.0 3.u I LJ _ 
4.0 3.0 4.n' '

0.11 -0.12
0.13 -0.11
-0.1 0.12

F ,0.25 -0.25 0.251 H 
£i = lo.25 -0.25 0.251 "2

0.11 -0.12
0.13 -0.11
-0.1 0.12
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-i.o -i.o
1.0 -1.0

Here, the bound of time-delay is assumed to be N - 3 . For this system, the time-delay 

exists for the whole run-time and varies in the set |l,2,3} randomly. Solving the

combined sub-optimal problem of FI] ,FI 2 and H^ on the condition of P = P T > 0, the 

corresponding matrices of the closed-loop system can be obtained as follows:

•rf 0.2514 -0.4102 -0.01341 
L- 0.0725 0.1185 0.0040 J

L =

M =

-0.0215 -0.0366
-0.0687 0.0131
0.0520 0.1802

-0.1773 0.0718
-0.1230 0.0594
-0.0208 -0.2756

and the sub-optimal specification v = 0.5295 . Then the domain of uncertainties is a 

super circle with a radius/ = 1/Vf = 1.3742, which is larger than the unitary super 

circle. This demonstrates the efficiency of the proposed method.

3.6 Summary

The networked predictive control system with structured model uncertainties and 

random network-induced time-delay in the forward channel has been studied in this 

chapter. The method of networked predictive control is used to handle the network- 

induced problems and stabilise the closed-loop of NCS. Robust stabilization of the case
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of a constant network-induced time-delay is formulated as a constrained non-linear 

optimization problem. The problem of finding the related control law and boundary of 

uncertainty is integrated into a non-linear optimization problem. NCS with random 

network-induced time-delay is also formulated as a non-linear optimization problem 

constrained by a set of non-linear inequalities with a common Lyapunov matrix. This 

method is demonstrated by a numerical example.
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Chapter IV

RobustH^ Control of Networked Predictive Control 

Systems with Time-delay in both of the Forward and

Feedback Channels

Abstract - This chapter studies the robustness of a networked predictive control system 

with both uncertainty and disturbance in the process. In the system configuration under 

consideration, network causing random time-delay and data dropout are inserted in 

both forward and feedback channels. A predictive control scheme using an event- 

driven controller is proposed to robustly control the system, which compensates for the 

networked induced time-delay. This scheme does not require the specific values of the 

time-delays and avoids the need of synchronization of the process and controller clocks. 

The robust H control problems of the networked predictive control system with

constant and random time-delay are addressed respectively. In addition, the method is 

demonstrated by a numerical example.
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4.1 Introduction

The control scheme in [3, 4, 44, 45] models the predictive controller as a time-driven 

element, which requires the measurement of the time-delay components. In practice 

these are difficult to measure with any degree of accuracy. In addition, the 

synchronization of the process clock and the controller clock is also difficult in practice. 

Based on an event-based protocol to deal with the network delays, a heuristic method is 

proposed in [46, 47] to model a special kind of NCS, viz. robotics remote control. 

Inspired by this idea, an event-driven predictive controller is proposed to generate the 

sequence of control predictions and this is explored in this chapter. The predictive 

controller is activated when it receives a data packet from the feedback channel. 

Introducing an event-driven controller makes measuring the specific values of the time- 

delay components unnecessary and further avoids the requirement of synchronization of 

the process and controller clocks. Furthermore, the updating and selection mechanism 

of the control prediction sequence is designed to facilitate the compensation of the time- 

delay. The control scheme implements the time-delay compensation, updates the control 

prediction sequence and provides the closed-loop control.

Another motivation of the work in this chapter is to deal with the robust control of 

networked predictive control system with both uncertainty and disturbance in the 

process. In previous chapters II and III (Also refer to [44, 45]), the robust control has 

not considered NCSs containing both uncertainties and disturbances. The main 

objective of this chapter is to find a control scheme to robustly stabilise the NCS with 

network being inserted in both the feedback and forward channels. The event-driven
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predictive controller mentioned above and a control updating and selection mechanism 

can combine to meet this objective.

In this chapter, the process under consideration has both structured parameter 

uncertainty and an exogenous disturbance. The robust control of the NPCS is addressed 

by considering the two cases: constant time-delay and random time-delay. The NPCS 

robust control problem for the case of constant time-delay is transformed into 

an H^ disturbance attenuation problem of an augmented system. From the

Hx disturbance attenuation of the augmented system, the robust stability conditions of

the closed-loop system are derived. Selecting a performance specification results in a 

non-linear sub-optimal problem constrained by the robust stability conditions. Solving 

the nonlinear suboptimal problem gives the state feedback gain matrix, the observer 

matrix and the filter matrix which guarantees the robustness of the closed-loop system. 

In addition, the result is extended to the case of a random time-delay by formulating the 

robust stability condition as a series of inequalities. By solving this suboptimal problem 

constrained by the series of inequalities, the corresponding controller design parameters 

are obtained. A numerical example is given to demonstrate the control scheme for the 

random network-induced time-delay.

The chapter is organized as follows: Section 4.2 describes the NPCS model and control 

scheme in detail; Section 4.3 deals with the robust control of NPCS with constant 

network-induced time-delay and random network-induced time-delay respectively;
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Section 4.4 demonstrates the control scheme with a numerical example; section 4.5 

gives a summary.

4.2 Networked Predictive Control System Model and Control Scheme 

Description

The system configuration is shown in Figure 4.1. It is different from the system 

configurations in Chapter II and III. In this system configuration, the process contains

Actuator 
& Buffer

t
ii(0

Process with Uncertainty 
& Disturbance Sensors

xol
Network Network

Predictive Controller 
(Event-Driven)

Figure 4.1 Diagram of Networked Predictive Control System

not only uncertainty but also exogenous disturbances; networks are inserted in both 

forward and feedback channels. Different from the case in [3, 4, 44, 45] and Chapter II 

and III where the predictive controllers are all time-driven element, the predictive 

controller in this system configuration is an event-driven element.

The predictive controller generates a sequence of control predictions whenever it 

data packets from the feedback channel. It calculates the control prediction 

based on the available measured output then combines them into a packet with

receives

sequence
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the time stamp. The packets are sent to the actuator side where a buffer stores the 

control predictions. A mechanism is used on the actuator side to decide which control 

prediction is applied to the process and how the prediction sequence in the buffer is 

updated.

Before stating the main result of the robust control of the NPCS, some operating 

mechanisms of the control scheme will be first described in the following subsections.

4.2.1 Process to be controlled and control objective

The process to be controlled by a predictive controller via network is described by the 

following equations:

fjc(/ + l) = (A + M(t))x(t) + (B + A5(OXO + #,w(0
(4-1)

where x e SR" is the state, « e $R"" is the control input, y e 9? y is measured output,

z e y{"z is the controlled output, and w e 9?"rf is the exogenous disturbance, which is 

also 'white noise' [21] , A/4(f) and A3(/) are structured time-varying parameter

uncertainties where M(t) = U^F(t)V{ and ^B(t) = U} F(t)V2 and C7, , K, and F2 are 

constant matrices with appropriate dimensions and F(t)F(t) < I for any F(t) e 9^?x? .

In addition, A , B and C are constant matrices having appropriate dimensions 

corresponding to the following nominal system
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ix(t + l 
1X0 =

Definition 4.1[21]: For a given scalar/ > 0, the //M control problem of NCS with 

process (4.1) in this chapter is to find a control scheme such that

(I). The closed-loop NCS is asymptotically stable when w(t) - 0 ;

(II). Under the zero initial conditions, the controlled output z(k) satisfies

\z\^ < /IM^ for any nonzero w(t) e /2 [0,oo)and all admissible uncertainties.

To aid the discussion, the following assumptions are made. For simplicity, the repeated 

assumptions are omitted here and the readers are referred to assumptions (A1-A5) in 

Chapter II. In addition to these assumptions, another assumption is required: 

A6 The packet in the feedback channel contains the process output information and the 

time stamp while the packet transmitted in the forward channel contains both the control 

prediction sequence and the time stamp.

The control objective of this chapter is to determine a control scheme which can 

robustly stabilise the system while addressing the problems resulting from the NPCS 

implementation shown in Figure 4. 1 .

4.2.2 Predictive controller

As shown in Figure 4.1, the predictive controller is an event-driven controller, activated 

when it receives a packet from the feedback channel. In this implementation, the event-
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driven predictive controller is used to deal with time-delay, data dropout and data 

disorders. The reason why the controller is designed as an event-driven element will be 

explained in the next subsection. The remaining part of this subsection will describe the 

implementation of the predictive controller. Since the predictive controller is an event- 

driven element which is 'blind' to time?, so here the index / is used within the state and 

estimate state description to distinguish it from/. In order to condense the formulas, 

expressions in the form of x(l) are represented by x{ from this point onwards.

The sequence of control predictions generated by the predictive controller is represented 

by [MO M, u2 ••• U N ] where N is the upper bound specified by the system

requirements.

The following predictive controller description is similar to that in Chapter III. For the 

convenience of the reader, it will be repeated below.

If the predictive controller receives the measured output yt , applying the networked 

predictive control method stated in [3,4], the state observer is designed as

*MV = A*i\i-\ + Bui\i + L(yi - CVi } (4 '3) 

where x e 5R" and ult e 9?"" are the one-step ahead state prediction and the input of

the observer, L e <̂ ""'y is the observer matrix. The state estimator is

c ) (4 - 4)
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where xflw e 9?" is the state observation and M e SK*""1 ^ is the estimator matrix. The 

state predictions based on the measured output y. are constructed as

xi+\\i ~ /i/-i + ^ut\i + L(y/ — c*/|/_i)
xi+2\i ~ i+\\i + ^H;+ii/ ,. ,. 
. (4-5)

Assume that the controller isM;|/ = Kx , where Keft""*" is the state feedback control 

matrix, then the control predictions arew;+ .„ = Kx/+ , for j - 0,\,2,...,N. It follows 

from equation (4.5) that .£ =(A + BK)J~ l xMll for j = \,2,---N. Based on equations 

(4.3), (4.4) and (4.5) M/+ f/ can be represented as 

U{+jv = K(A + BKy~l (BKMC + LC)xt + K(A + BKy~] (A + BK-LC- BKMC)x^

for j = \,2,---N.

Remark: So far, the design of matrices L,M and /There only needs to stabilise the 

nominal system (4.2). But in the context of the robust control of NPCS with process 

(4.1), it still needs to guarantee the robust stability of the closed-loop. Therefore, the 

design of matrices L, M and K is also included within the evaluation of the robust 

control conditions.

The control prediction sequence [w/|; , w/+1|/ , • • • w/+W|/ ] and the time stamp are packed

into one packet and sent to the actuator side through the network as shown in Figure 4.1. 

On the actuator side, a selecting mechanism chooses the appropriate control prediction
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to construct the control signal and apply it to the process and thus the time-delay 

compensation has been realized. The mechanism of selection will be described in the 

next subsection.

4.2.3. Some issues about the control scheme

Though subsection 4.2.1 has briefly described the system configuration of NCS under 

consideration, some issues still need concrete illustration. In this subsection, some 

issues of the control scheme are presented in detail.

A. Time-delay measurements

With the network, the time-delay varies randomly and data dropouts happen irregularly. 

As analysed in the literature [7, 9], time-delay can be generally divided into three parts: 

the time for data packets being transmitted from sensor to predictive controller TSC , the

time being used to calculate the control prediction sequence based on process measured 

output r and the time for packets being transmitted from controller to actuator side Tca .

These publications argue for the necessity of measuring exactly the three parts 

separately. High measurement accuracy is required, because small errors in measuring 

the time-delay will lead to different control selections in the discrete-time systems. This 

represents a challenge as measuring the time-delay is difficult in practice. In addition, 

the survey papers [7, 9] shows that most control methodologies require the 

synchronization of the controller and the process clocks, which is itself demanding.
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In the proposed control scheme, the predictive controller is modeled as an event-driven 

element triggered by the packet arriving from the feedback channel. The implemented 

predictive controller does not use the value of time-delay component T . On the

actuator side, the buffer does not use specific value of rca , either. In the following 

discussion, it will be seen that only the sum of the time-delays is required.

Remark: No requiring the specific values of the time-delays in this implementation 

gives it great merits for use. Also, avoiding synchronization of the process and the 

controller clocks is an additional attraction. Normally, the values of the time-delays 

cannot be measured accurately due to system environment and instrumentation errors, 

while the accumulation of errors will seriously affect the control prediction selection. 

Since the proposed control scheme does not measure the time-delays until the time of 

selecting the control prediction, it therefore achieves better accuracy.

B. Buffer Mechanism

The buffer on the actuator side is used to store the control predictions and the time

stamp. It is also an event-driven element triggered by the condition that tjn < tm ,

where t is the stamp stored in the buffer while tm is the stamp of the most recent 

arrived packet. If tin < tm , the control prediction sequence in the buffer will be updated 

whilst t is given values / ; if t. <t is not satisfied, the new arrived data will bein D m in m
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discarded. Updating the control prediction sequence only uses the time stamp, which 

does not involve the specific values of the time-delays.

C. Selection of control predictions

On the actuator side, the process time ris compared with the time-stamp of the control

prediction sequence in the buffer, in order to get the sum of time-delays r =t-t . Then

the selection of the control prediction is determined according to the value of r . Since 

both t and tk are multiple of the sampling period, the sum of time-delay TS is also a 

multiple of the sampling period. Therefore, the selection of wf|r_ r is the exact control 

prediction for the process.

D. Solution of data dropouts and packet disorders

In this control scheme, data dropout of no greater than TV packets loss can be handled. 

From the above description, it can be seen that the control scheme is able to compensate 

for data dropouts within a fixed limit by using the control prediction.

Packet disorders happen in both the feedback channel and the forward channel. This 

indicates that several packets may arrive at the same time or the packet being sent firstly 

arrives later. In order to deal with this, the predictive controller can be designed to 

compare the time stamps of the packets while discarding the first-out-but-later-arrival 

packets or just to process them one by one. The former method can alleviate the load on 

the network while the latter is able to better update the system information. On the
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actuator side, the buffer just compares the time stamp of the arriving packets with that 

in the buffer and then discards the earlier stamped data.

4.3 Robust H^ Control of the Networked Predictive Control System

In this section, the NPCS will be designed to deal with both uncertainties and 

exogenous disturbances.

Though there are a variety of NCS configurations, there are only two types of time- 

delay modes, constant time-delay and random time-delay, so the robust control of NCS 

will be studied for these two cases.

4.3.1 Robust H^ control of NPCS with constant time-delay

For a special case of NCS configuration, the system has a constant network- induced 

time-delay. It is assumed that the time-delay constant is an integer/ e {0,1,2, •••,Ar }. For

the networked predictive control system, at time/, the control is given byui - u^_., so, 

the corresponding closed-loop system can be written as:

*,+1 =(A + M)xt +(B + *B)[K(A + BKr1 (BKMC 

+K(A + BKr1 (A + BK-LC- BKMQx,^^ ] + H} wt

and

xl+Vf =(A + BK)'-] (BKMC + LC)x: +(A + BKT\A + BK-LC-
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The above equations show that jc/+1 and * . are functions of xr_, and *_.,__., which

clearly indicate that they are dependent on the time-delay value i. However, most robust 

control theory is aimed at the systems with constant form. In order to express the states 

in constant form which is beneficial for robust stability analysis, the states and state 

predictions are augmented as

T XT
t-\\t-2

T T

Therefore, the corresponding augmented system of the above closed-loop system can be 

described by:

for? e {1,2,--, N}, (4.6)

where f

A. = \-

V. =

nN

xn(W+l) *nN

/ x/V?

?x(2^+l)«J

[0 . ] L !9x/J

2*2
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with

. 0 .„ ..1 nx(N+\)n(j

'2 '" H2 °^x(W+ l) nrf

0,,

E. =E. +E^K ••• E.+E.K 0 ,„ ..1 2 12 nz x(W+l)«
. =\
1 [_

R=K(A + BK)'- 1 (BKMC + 1C),

fL=K(A + BKy~l (A + BK-LC- BKMC),

BK-BKMC-LC,

R4 =BKMC

F. = diag [F(k\ F(k), • --F(k)} e M

n and / =

For the case of i = 0(i.e., there is no time-delay), the corresponding equation of the first 

equation in (4.6) is xt+} = (4, + ^0 ^o^o)*< + ^{w, where

0 N BK(I-MC) 0 N
[^ "" °nW xn(;V+2)]

[o^L^ 7J "Cj
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[V2KMC

Because the augmented system (4.6) includes a complete description of the process 

(4.1), the disturbance attenuation of (4.6) can ensure both robust stabilization and 

disturbance attenuation of the NCS with process (4.1).

For the robust control of NPCS with constant network-induced time-delay, shown in 

Figure 4.1, the following theorem is derived to describe the sufficient and necessary 

conditions of its robust stabilization and disturbance attenuation:

Theorem 4.1: The closed-loop NPCS (4.1), (4.3) and (4.4) is robustly quadratically 

stable for any constant time-delay ie{0,l,---N} and has an Ha disturbance attenuation

level Y for all admissible uncertainty, if there exists a positive constant e> 0 specified 

matrices P = PT > 0, K , L and M such that:

A. T -P

A. 

+ -^Hh£ r£
} ]

n,=

holds for the corresponding time-delay all/ e {0,1, TV}.

<0 (4.7)
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Proof: Hm disturbance attenuation of the augmented system (4.6) can ensure both 

robust stabilization and Hm disturbance attenuation of NCS (4.1), (4.3) and (4.4), so it 

is sufficient to study H^ disturbance attenuation of augmented system (4.6). While the 

robust Hx control of augmented system (4.6) is just a special case of the theory in [48,

49] which can be easily derived for the conditions mentioned in this theorem. Therefore, 

substituting system (4.6) to Lemma A.9 in the Appendix (Also refer to [49]), it is not 

difficult to prove that theorem 4.1 holds for constant network-induced time-delay/. For 

simplicity, the detailed proof is neglected. n

Remarks: 1. Inequality (4.7) is normally a non-linear inequality. If the H norm 

bound 7, i.e., the disturbance attenuation level, is selected as a suboptimal specification, 

then the above nonlinear inequality can be transformed into the following nonlinear 

suboptimal problem:

min Y
K,L,M,P,E

subject to P = PT > 0, E > 0, 7>0 and 
-P P PA PU

-K TV,+R T E, 0 0

up
0
0

-y2 0 
0 Me

<0

By solving this suboptimal problem, the predictive control parametric matrices K , L 

M and the disturbance level are determined.
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2. This theorem has a different form from theorem 2.1 and 3.1 because of the 

exogenous disturbance of the process. This theorem can deal with the NCS for both 

model uncertainties and exogenous disturbance. If there is no exogenous disturbance to 

the process, the theorem reduces to the form of theorem 3.1.

4.3.2 Robust control of NPCS with Random Network Time-delay

Since in practice, the randomness of load on a communication network often leads to 

randomness of network-induced time-delay, the main results obtained from the last 

subsection is generalized to the case of the robust control of NPCS with random 

network-induced time-delay.

The following theorem gives the sufficient condition of robust stabilization and 

Hx disturbance attenuation of process (4.1) for the case of random time-delay:

Theorem 4.2: The closed-loop NPCS (4.1), (4.3) and (4.4) is robustly quadratically 

stable for random network-induced time-delay and has Hx disturbance attenuation

level y for all admissible uncertainty, if there exists a positive constants > 0, a common 

matrix P = PT > 0 and matrices K, L and M satisfying all of the following inequalities:

n.= _ T n i T7rT7 ,F/- 5 ~0forall/ e {0,l,2,...,tf}(4.8)

Proof: Because both the robust stabilization and Hn disturbance attenuation of NPCS 

with process (4.1) can be acquired from HM disturbance attenuation of the augmented
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system (4.6), it is reasonable to consider the robustness of (4.6) instead of studying the 

robust control of NPCS with process (4.1). Using the results published in [48], the 

robustness of (4.6) requires that: if3c0 = 0 , then

0 (4 - 9)
k=0

whenever wt is not identical to 0 .

This result is proved below.

= [P" ] +y~2Hl H^]~] >0, then, according to the appendix of [48], the above 

condition holds if J N :=£./,- xl/+^xN+} < 0 f°r sufficient large N , where

From theorem 4.1, it shows that for NPCS with a constant time-delay 

r (re{0, 1,2, ••-,#}), if Ur < 0 then J, <0 holds for all the integers / e [0, oo) .

Since Jt < 0 holds for all? e [0,oo), JN := "£Jt -xTN+[ YxN+} < 0 also holds for sufficient
r=0

large N . So far, the theorem is proved for a special case of random time-delay: constant 

network- induced time-delay.

Random network-induced time-delay implies another phenomena that time-delay varies 

when the system is running. But, no matter how the time-delay changes, there are only
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two cases which happen at any two adjacent time instants: equal time-delays, i.e., 

r, =r/+1 =/ and different time-delays T, =/,r/+1 =j while i *j . Therefore, if both

J, < 0 and J,+] < 0 are proved for both equal time-delays and different time-delays,

then JN := YJ J/ - x^+l TxN+} < 0 holds for sufficient large JV, which further proves that
f=0

(4.9) holds.

For the case of r, = r,+1 = / , J, < 0 and Jt+] < 0 are obtained directly from theorem 4.1. 

Furthermore, J, < 0 and Jt+l < 0 imply that the terms J, and Jt+] do not affect the

N T
negative sign of J N :=£./,- xN+l YxN+l < 0 for sufficient large N .

For the case of rr = z, rf+] = j while i ^ j , J, < 0 is obtained if FI. < 0 holds 

whilst J,+ , < 0 is acquired if FI < 0 . Therefore, for any integer t e [0,<x>), it shows that 

the two terms J, and J,+1 will not affect the negative sign of

JN :=£./,- xTN^YxN+l < 0 in the case of a sufficient large N , either.

Therefore JN := £ J^ ~ xTN+^xN+\ < 0 holds for random network-induced time-delay in
1=0

the case of a sufficient large TV. It also shows that (4.9) holds. Therefore, the proof is 

complete. D
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Remark: if the disturbance attenuation level y is chosen as a suboptimal specification, 

(4.8) can be further transformed into a sub-optimal problem:

mm Y
K,L,M,P,E

subject to P = PT > 0, E > 0, 7>0 and" -P
A * p r>

T T t n

ufp

p
+ Lv Tv H 11£

0

0

p^./
- E} TE} 0

0

Pt/"

0

0
Me

<Oforallie{0,l,--,A/'}

4.3.3 Optimal robust controller design

As analysed in the previous subsections, (4.7) and (4.8) are nonlinear inequalities which 

are not suitable for MATLAB LMI Toolbox. So, there is the need to solve the 

corresponding nonlinear suboptimal problem. In this subsection, the steps are given to 

instruct initial value selection and the MATLAB function used to solve the suboptimal 

problem.

The following algorithm is designed, based on the MATLAB functions:

Step 1: Set the initial values of the elements of matrices K , L and M satisfying that the

system without uncertainties and disturbances is stable;

Step 2: Substitute the values of K, L and M into suboptimal problem, then they become

LMI optimal problems;

Step 3: Use LMI solver to solve the optimal problem. If the optimal problem is feasible

then it obtains the initial values of P, £ and 7, otherwise go back to step 1;
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Step 4: Use the nonlinear optimal function fminsearch to solve the constrained 

suboptimal problem. After solving it, it returns the corresponding controller 

parameters K,L,M and the corresponding value of P, s and y.

4.4 Numerical example

In this section, a numerical example was constructed to demonstrate the proposed 

method. A process with structured uncertainties and disturbance, constructed by 

referring to [1, 50], has the following matrices:

A =
-1.100 0.271 0.188'
-0.482 0.900 0.240
-0.1002 -0.3681 0.907

0.10 -0.10
0.10 -0.10

-0.10 0.10

v _[0.15 -0.15 0.15, „ 
' ~'0.15 -0.15 0.15 •'i

4.0 4.0
2.0 -3.0
4.0 3.0

„ _l~-0.10 -0.10', „ _ 
" ~' 0.10 -0.10 ' ~

-0.3 0.5 0.0
-0.2 0.3 0.1
-0.3 0.5 0.1

-0.05 -0.05
-0.05 -0.05
-0.05 -0.05

1.0 -1.0
1.0 1.0
1.0 -1.0

r _[4.Q 2.0 3.0] „ _f-0-20 0.20 
4.0 3.0 4.0 ' 2" 0-20 -0.20 T

The upper-bound of the example is set to be N = 3. The time-delay is supposed to vary 

randomly within the set {0,1,2} . According to theorem 4.2, (4.8) turns into a 

combination of the inequalities no < 0 , E < 0 and IL, < 0 . Following the steps in

section 4.3.3, it results in the controller parametric matrices
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L =

M =

0.2521 -0.4066 -0.0092] 
-0.0694 0-1195 0.0050 J

-0.0218 -0.0371
-0.0702 0.0112
0.0524 0.1806

-0.1783 0.07.3
-0.1213 0.0618
-0.0207 -0.2755

the parameters = 1.0749 and the matrix P. The P matrix has been omitted because of 

its size, but it can be reproduced by substituting K,L,M and s to step 3 of the 

algorithm in subsection 4.3.3.

The disturbance level obtained from the suboptimal problem is y = 1.2308. The

optimization problem thus derives the disturbance level as well as the controller design 

parameters.

4.5 Summary

This chapter has presented a study of the robust control of NPCS with constant and 

random network-induced time-delay and addressed the implementation problems of 

NCS. As the second stage of the control scheme development in this work, an event- 

driven predictive controller is proposed to cope with the problems related to the NCS. 

The event-driven predictive controller generates a sequence of control predictions. A 

mechanism has been proposed to update the control prediction sequence and select the 

appropriate sequence to control the process. The event-driven predictive controller and
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the prediction selection mechanism can be combined to compensate for the network- 

induced time-delay, data dropouts and other problems related to NCS. The robust 

control of the NPCS with constant network-induced time-delay is transformed into a 

sub-optimal problem constrained by an inequality. For the case of NPCS with random 

time-delay, it is transformed into a sub-optimal problem constrained by a series of 

inequalities. Solving the sub-optimal problem yields the feedback gain matrix, observer 

matrix and the filter matrix, which guarantee the robustness of NPCS and thus solve the 

synthesis problem. The efficiency of this method is demonstrated with a numerical 

example.
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Part B

CONTROL SCHEME FOR NONLINEAR

NETWORKED CONTROL SYSTEMS AND

STABILITY ANALYSIS
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Chapter V

Control Scheme for Nonlinear Networked Control

Systems

Abstract: This chapter studies the control of a class of networked nonlinear control 

systems in which the linearisable nonlinear process has a simple affine nonlinearity. A 

control scheme based on the linearization of the nonlinear process and the networked 

predictive control is proposed to deal with the NCS related problem while stabilising 

the closed-loop system. Furthermore, a method is developed to analyze the stability of 

the closed-loop of the networked predictive nonlinear control system (NPNCS). The 

method is also extended to the robust stability of the closed-loop of NPNCS. A 

constrained sub-optimal problem is formulated, which enables the calculation of the 

controller parameters. In addition, this control scheme is demonstrated by numerical 

example.
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5.1 Introduction

In recent years of the development of NCS, researchers have proposed several 

paradigms for the NCS model and have analysed the main advantages and challenges in 

such an implementation, as summarised in [7-9]. Most of the sustained work has 

addressed the problems relating to linear NCS, except for those who tackle ad hoc 

models [26, 27, 47, 51, 52]. Quite a few methods have been reported in the publications 

which address the problems caused by the insertion of the network and also stabilisation 

issues but these have been for a linear process [11, 15, 18, 30, 34, 53-57]; however, 

there are very few publications dealing with Networked Nonlinear Control System 

(NNCS), except for the work of Walsh, et al [26, 27, 51] who has studied NCS by 

modelling it as a form of weak nonlinear system.

This chapter studies the control scheme for networked nonlinear control system with a 

linearisable nonlinear process. The control scheme for NNCS is studied by linearising 

the nonlinear process then applying the control prediction procedure to the linearised 

system. This chapter discusses a simple case of a nonlinear process: an affine nonlinear 

process. After linearization, the event-driven predictive controller is used to do a series 

of linear state predictions based on the available state information, then the control 

prediction sequence is calculated from the state prediction values. The control 

prediction sequence can be appropriately selected to compensate for the network- 

induced time-delay and the information loss caused by data dropouts and data disorders. 

The stability of the NNCS is proved by writing the closed-loop of the NPNCS as an 

augmented system and then adding some constraints to the augmented system. The
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stability conditions are a series of inequalities. Solving a sub-optimal problem 

constrained by these inequalities gives the design parameters of the predictive controller. 

This stability analysis method also has been extended to the case of NPNCS with 

uncertainties in the nonlinear process and it thus deals with the robust control problem. 

In addition, a numerical example demonstrates the performance of this control scheme.

This chapter is organised as follows: Section 5.2 describes the control scheme; Section 

5.3 analyses the stability of the closed-loop of the NPNCS for a precise process model; 

Section 5.4 deals with the robust stability of the NPNCS with model uncertainties in the 

nonlinear process; Section 5.5 is a numerical example which demonstrates the 

performance of the control scheme; Section 5.6 gives conclusions for the chapter.

5.2 Control Scheme of Networked Nonlinear Control System

This section discusses the linearization of the nonlinear control system and the 

networked predictive control scheme.

5.2. 1 Linearization of nonlinear process

In this chapter, a class of simple nonlinear processes — affme nonlinear process is 

considered. The process is described by the following state-space equation

where x (t) e X c W is the state, u (t) e U c 9T is the control input.
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Assumption Bl: Assume /(*(•)) and g (*(•)) are both Lipschitzian onx(-)[58] (Also 

refer to Appendix).

Process (5.1) can be re-written in the following general form

*.(*('))«(')'
0

(5.2)

where f} [x (/)) , /2 (x (f)) and g{ (x (/)) are all functions of x (r) and g, (•) has full

rank for all x e X . In engineering practice, the processes normally contain some 

elements that the model cannot exactly reflect, i.e., uncertainties. In order to simplify 

our discussion, we consider the nominal system first then extend our results to the case 

of an uncertain system.

The corresponding nominal system of (5.2) is described by

7 (5.3)

where g, (•) has full rank for all x e X and /2 (x (*)) is assumed to have a form of 

/2 (*(*)) = 4* (*).

The model uncertainty of (5.3) can be described by

(5.4)
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Figure 5.1 The networked nonlinear control system with feedback linearisable process

Assumption B2: Assume that f} and / are affine in x (t), then they can be written in the

form

/(*(/)) = *; (5.5)

/(*('))= (5.6)

(5.7)

Assumption B3: F} , Ft , F2 , g, and g, are assumed to be bounded for all x e X, so

<oo;
(5.8)

where CT denotes the largest singular values of the matrices.

For the nominal system (5.3), a linearization control law is given by

(5.9)
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where

(5.10)

Therefore, the feedback linearization of the nominal system gives

/+!)= 
*(<)=

~4~ 

A.
Cx(t

X (t) + 

}

~B~ 

0 (5.11)

Notice: The matrices 4 and 5, in (5.10) and (5.11) are given by the system designer

according to the application requirements. These two matrices are tunable to obtain the 

desired nominal linearised model.

Assumption B4: As /(*(•)) and g(x(-))are both Lipschitz onx(-), it is easy to show 

that u (•) is also Lipschitz [58] (Also refer to Appendix)on its argument x (•).

5.2.2 Networked predictive control scheme

The system configuration considered in this chapter is depicted in Figure 5.1. When the 

output of the process (5.1) is sampled and sent to the predictive controller via the 

network, the predictive controller will do some operations: generating the state 

prediction and calculating the control prediction. These operations lead to a sequence of 

control prediction values which can be chosen to construct the control signal for the 

process when they are sent to the actuator side. For a successful implementation the 

system design must satisfy some basic requirements (R1-R3) as follows:
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Rl. The network will not lead to continuous data dropout greater than N ;

R2. The system can tolerate time-delays up to AT steps, so that the data packets that 

have been delayed more than N will be regarded as dropped, even if they arrive late, 

they will be discarded;

R3. The packet in the feedback path contains both feedback signal and the time 

stamp while that in the forward path contains the control prediction sequence and the 

time stamp.

In this circumstance, the predictive controller (depicted in the dash-line area in Figure 

5.1) is designed as an event-driven element, which is triggered when the predictive 

controller receives any data packet from the feedback channel. Then the state prediction 

and the control prediction will be based on the nominal system in the form of (5.3). The 

observer of the linearised system (5.11) of the nominal system (5.3) can be expressed as

~A~
•*i

0

where the reference signal v(/) can be just selected v(/) = Kx(l |/-l) . 

Remark: Because the predictive controller is an event-driven element which is 'blind' 

to time, the index / is used here to distinguish from time index t. The stability analysis 

in the next section, however, uses only the time index.

The state prediction of the nominal system is calculated through the following iteration
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A. "4"

4

A.

'•(I

(5.13)

0
v(l + N-\)

where N is the assumed time-delay upper bound and the controls v (/ + /) in the above 

iterations are selected as follows

(5.14)

Then the state prediction values in (5.12) and (5.13) can be generally expressed as

/!/) = B, K

where / e {l, 2, - • -, Af} represent the time-delays.

(5.15)

The sequence of control prediction is constructed by

where

0))

(5.16)
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Therefore, the above calculation generates the control prediction 

sequence [w,,, M,+I|/ • • • «;+A1/ ] , which can be selected as the appropriate control 

action for the process.

5.2.3 Some specific issues of the control scheme

Continuing the previous subsection, this subsection is to discuss some issues about the 

control scheme in detail. Because these issues are in common for NCS or NNCS using 

event-driven predictive controller, it is omitted here and is covered in subsection 4.2.3 

of Chapter IV.

5.3 Stability Analysis of the NPNCS with Precise Process

In this section, the stability of the closed-loop of the proposed NPNCS is analysed the 

method of linearization of the nonlinear process is considered and the nonlinear

controller ut is presented.

When the control prediction value (5.16) is applied to the process (5.3), it gives

(*(')) +«i (*(')) «('l'-0~
(5.17)

It can be further rewritten as

7(^(o)^,(-(o)«(o^,('(o)(«("-o-«(oy 
/2 (*(o) (5.18)
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Applying (5.3), (5.9), (5.10) and (5.11) to (5.18) gives

"4" 

A."4"

A.

*(') +

x(t) +

0
"5,"

0

v<0^

(0 +

,(X (t))(u(t \t-i}-u(t}) 

0

g,
(5.19)

where v (t) = Kx (?) .

The predictor (5.12), (5.15) can be written in term of time index as follows

4
A .4 0

(5.20)

Then, given the precise model, the stability of the closed-loop of the NPNCS (5.12), 

(5.16), (5.19) and (5.20) can be guaranteed by the stability of the following augmented 

system:

x(t + l = Ax(t) + u(t) (5.21)

where x(t} = [xTt

4 o o ... o o
/ 0 ••• 0 0
0 / ••• 0 0
: i '-. o o
0 0 ••• / 0_

,4,2=<W*<"+.»-42 ' =

"-Z.C 0 ••• 0"
0 0 ••• 0

3

0 0 ••• 0

rr.-i rg -i 1
1 + ' K + LC 0 ... 0 0
4 .°_

/ 0 ••• 0 0 
0 / ••• 0 0
0 0 ••• 0 0
0 0 ••• / 0

"g, (*(/))(« («-'•)-«('))"
.«(')= - °

"(2«+l)Wxl
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Before giving the theorem on the stability of the augmented system (5.21), we deduce 

some constraints on u(t) implicated by Lipschitzian conditions [58] (Also refer to 

Appendix):

1. For assumption Bl, it derives that u(t) is Lipschitzian on x(t) while

u(t\t — i) is Lipschitz on x (t t - z) , so there exists a bounded positive constant 

/, such that \u (t \ t - /) - u (/)|| < /, ||jt (t \ t - /) - x (0|| .

2. S / where /2 = sup

Applying (5.20) to the second item listed above while re-writing it in term of the 

augmented variable Jc(0 gives that

(5.22) 

) = <D 2x(0.where O, and O2 are matrices such that x(t\t-i) = ® l x(t] and

Furthermore, (5.22) can be further written as

U T (0« (0 ^ *T (r)0) r /

2

where 3> =

(0 (5.23)

Theorem 5.1: If the assumptions (B1-B4) are satisfied and there exist matrices^,/. ,P 

and a constant r, such that

n,=

" -p Alp
PAg P-T.I
PAg 0

/,/3 «D 0

A1P
0

-P

0

O r/,/3

0
0

1
(5.24)
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then the closed-loop of the augmented system (5.21) is stable for random / e {I,---, N] .

In addition, the closed-loop of the NPNCS (5.3), (5.12) and (5.13) is stable for a random

time-delay.

Proof: To establish the stability of the augmented system (5.21) in the sense of robust

quadratic stability defined as in definition A. 1 in the Appendix (Also refer to [40, 42,

48] ), a quadratic Lyapunov function V(x(t}) - X T (t)Px (?), with a symmetric positive

definite matrix P denotedP>0, is used. If AF(J,) = V(xl+l )-V(xt ) < 0 with respect 

to all the trajectory of equation (5.21) holds for all the integers i e [0, N] , then system 

(5.21) is stable. In this proof, the following inequalities must hold for all i e [0,N]. For 

simplicity, it will be omitted from the end of each inequality.

Evaluating A V(Zt ) at Z, * Ogives

A V(Z, ) = x,r (Arg PAg - P)x, + x?ATg Pu, + ufPAg x, + u] Pu, < 0 

The equation can be rewritten as

ATg PAg -P AlP 
PA.

g 
P

<0

Inequality (5.23) can be rewritten as

Or/,2 /220 0 
0 -/

>0

(5.25)

(5.26)

(5.27)

Applying the S-procedure [21, 43, 59] (Also see Appendix) to (5.26) and (5.27) yields

(D r / 2 / 2 O A T P
1 ' 2 s <Q,P>Q,r. >0 (5.28)P-rJ '
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Using Schur complement in Appendix (Also refer to [21, 43, 59]) formula to (5.28) 

results in

n. =

" -p
PAg
PAS

_/,/,*

A1P
P-T.7

0

0

Alp
0
-p
0

<D r /,/3 ~

0
0

1
<0,P>0,T. > 0,1 = (5.29)

Therefore, if (5.29) is feasible, system (5.21) is robustly stable and thus, the closed - 

loop system (5.3), (5.12) and (5.13) is stable. The proof is completed. n

The conditions of theorem 5.1 can be rewritten as the following nonlinear sub-optimal 

problem by selecting the maximum eigen-values A of (5.24) as the optimal specification:

min A(U)
P.K.L.r,

subject to (5.24). 

where n = diag(no Ht ••- UN ).

(5.30)

Solving this nonlinear suboptimal problem yields the gain matrix K and the observer 

matrix!. Therefore, it completes the design of predictive controller for the unperturbed

NNCS.
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5.4 Robust Stability Analysis of NPNCS with Model Uncertainties in 

the Nonlinear Process

This section considers the robust stability of NPNCS with model uncertainties in the 

nonlinear process.

Let u(t) = u(t | f-?)then applying (5.16) to the uncertain process (5.2) gives

/*(*(')).
*,(*('))«(')'

0

« (0- si

(*('))+*,(*('))«(<)
72 (-(0) /,(*(<)).

'/;(*(<))"

A2x(t)

« (0'

(5.31)

Substituting v(t) = Kx(t) into (5.31) gives
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/;(*(')) *.(*('))*(')

B
Kx(t)

/;(*(<))
*(*('))

0 0

(5.32)

The combination of (5.12), (5.32) can be written as an augmented system

(5.33)

where X T,_, ••• xTt_N

"4

[-

=:

-

n ^,2" ,r(0 =

WO-*,
0

»JVx1

"-1C 0 ••• 0"

0 0

0 0

... o

'.'. o_ ,4

"jjMOf

t!

(x(o)«(/r

.*(*)=

-
' jll-i

12 =o(W+1)nx(W+1)n ,

-

&(*(')) «(')-£. (*('))*(')"
0

A. _°J o ••- o o
7 0 ••• 0 0
0 7 •-• 0 0
; ; '-. o o
0 0 •-• 7 0.
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A, B. 
+ ' K+LC 0 •4, o

/ 0 •
0 7 •
0 0 •
0 0 •

• 0

- 0
• 0
• 0
• 7

0

0
0
0
0

Now, the constraints on r (/), ¥ (?) and Y (?) are derived. From (5.6) and (5.7),

"^('(0)"
F2 (,(0)

"(2r7+l)A'x

*(')

i

=
-

"*;(*('))'
/> (*('))_

0(2n+l)W

nx(2n+l)W 

x2(n+l)Ar

3c(r) (5.34)

Considering the condition of (5.8) and from Holder inequality (See Appendix) there 

exists a constant /, such that

r t < (5.35)

where /, = max
xsX

F2 (X (k)) 

0 (2n+l)Nx2(n+\)N

It follows that

(5.36)

From (5.4), is derived

•'nJVxl

(5.37)
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For M (•) is Lipschitzian in its argument, there exists a constant 72 such that

(5.38)

Applying (5.20) to (5.38) and lettingw (t) - 0 , it follows that

r
I

"4"

.4.

~B,K

0 n "4"

.4.
^ '""""'

~B~

0
+ ( -^i-iM-i ^ J

Furthermore, from (5.8) and Holder inequality, there exists a constant /, such that

( "4"

.4.
1 V /

>*•

0 n "4"

.4_
^
(-iH-i

X
0

1

where IS

(5.39)

matrix such that

4 
.4.

Thus, (5.39) is equivalent to

4.

'B,

Similarly, if (5.8) and (5.38) is applied to Y(f), then

-"/l/Vxl

[«(')-«('

(5.40)

(5.41)

Therefore
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(5.42)

where <D 2x (/) = x (?) - x (t \ t - i).

The following result gives the robust stability of the closed-loop of NPNCS with model 

uncertainties in the nonlinear process:

Theorem 5.2: If the assumptions (B1-B4) are satisfied and there exist matrices K, L, P 

and a constant T. , j = 1,2,3 such that

-P A^P

PAg P-rJ
PAg P
PAg P
PAg 0

" '> "

//jO, 0
y4o2

ATS P

p
P-T2I

p
0

0

~4P ~4P
P 0
P 0

P-Tj 0

0 -P

0 0

[// ~4$>\ yxj"
0
0
0
0

"-1/r, 0 0
0 -1/T2 0

0 0 -l/r3

<0 (5.43)

then the closed-loop of the augmented system (5.33) is robustly stable. In addition, the 

robust stability of the closed-loop system defined by (5.2), (5.12) and (5.13), i.e., the 

stability of the closed-loop of the NPNCS, is guaranteed by the above conditions. 

Proof: To establish stability of the augmented system (5.33) in the sense of robust 

quadratic stability given by definition A.I of the Appendix (Also refer to [43]), a 

quadratic Lyapunov function V(x(t}) = X T (t]Px(t~) , with a symmetric positive definite

matrix P denoted/5 > 0, is used. If AK(3c,) = V(xl+l ) - V(xt ) < 0 with respect to all the 

trajectory of equation (5.21) holds for all the integers ie[0,N], then system (5.33) is
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stable. In this proof, the following inequalities must hold for allie[0,N]. For 

simplicity, it will be omitted from the end of each inequality.

Evaluating AF(jc(/)) at *(')* Ogives

p[Agx,
= * T (t)(ATg PAg -
+X T +X T

<0

The equation can be rewritten as

PAs 
PAg 
PA

A T P A TP ATP'

p T,

<0

(5.44)

(5.45)

The constraints (5.36), (5.40) and (5.42) can be written as the following augmented 

inequalities

r

l,2I 000 
0 -/ 0 0 
0 000 
0000

cpf/^O, 000
0 000
0 0-70
0 000

>0 (5.46)

>0 (5.47)
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x,

r,
%
.X.

r ~<b TJffi<S> 2 00 o"
0 000
0 000
0 00-7

x,
r,
*,
.X.

>0 (5.48)

Applying S-procedure in Appendix( Also refer to [43]) to (5.45), (5.46), (5.47) and 

(5.48), it gives

&20,+r3<I#42/2202 ~AlP %P ~Ig P

P P-TJ P 

P P P-TJ

<0 (5.49)

where TJ: , j = 1, • • •, 3 are three positive constants. It further derives

A Tg PAg - P + r,/,2 / + r2 eDf722 £«t>, + -^
P
P

P
P-T2I

P

P

P

P-rJ

<0 (5.50)

for P = PT >0 T > 0,y = l,2,3 and / =

Using Schur-complement in Appendix(Also refer to [43]) to (5.50), it gives

-P ATg P

P\ P-Tj

P\ P

PAg P
PAg 0

" ~l\J '

7273<D, o
_lj&2_

~4p
P

P-T2I

P

0

0

~4P Alp
P 0
P 0

P-T3I 0

0 -P

0 0

[/> 7273or , 7274or2 ]~
0
0
0
0

"-1/r, 0 0
0 -1/r, 0
0 0 -l/r3

<0

= PT >0, T^OJ = 1,2,3., i = 0,l,-,

(5.51)
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with P = PT >0, TJ >0,y = l,2,3and i = Q,\,---,N.

If there exist matrices P , K and land the constants r; >0, j = 1,2,3 making (5.51)

feasible, then the closed-loop of NPNCS (5.2), (5.12) and (5.13) is stable. It thus 

completes this proof. n

Remark: The way of solving the above sub-optimal problem is similar to the 

algorithms presented in Chapter IV. The reader is referred to the subsection.

5.5 Numerical Example

In this section, a numerical example is constructed to demonstrate the performance of 

the control scheme.

A nonlinear process is constructed as

\xl (t + l) = x2 (t)+ Jx(l)) u 
6

Then the controller (5.9) (5.10) can be expressed as

where F} = [0 l] and A} and 5, are tuneable matrices. In this example, we assign the 

tuneable matrices the following values: /*, =[l.5 -1.3] and £, =1. According to the 

theoretical part, we have
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u -

If v (/) = Kx (/) and v (/1 / - /) = Kx (t \ t - /), it derives

+B,v(t\t- i) (esin^('H))) - 5, v (fc) (

where /, = Then it leads to

whence

Using the theorem, calculation gives that AT = [-1.50 1.55] , L -

andr, =1.0.

"1.70 -1.30 
1.00 -0.30

To compare the performance of NNCS with the networked predictive controller with the 

scheme without using predictive control, a series of simulations were done for both

schemes. In these simulations, the time-delays vary randomly but the upper bounded is 

set as 8 steps. For the case of NNCS without the networked predictive controller, the 

lagged signal is used to control the system. The simulation results showed that the (a)
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time t

(a)

10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80

-0.2

-0.4

-0.6

-0.8

(b)

Figure 5.2 Input (a) and state response (b) to the process: without the predictive 

compensating for the time-delay while using the lagged signals to control the process 

(Time-delay is random and its upper bound is 8 steps, 1 step=0.04sec).
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Figure 5.3 State response (a) and control signal (b) applied to the 

networked predictive controller is applied 4 ~ ''-- ^T /TV— ^;~, ,•„ , 

upper bound is 8 steps).

process when 

to the NNCS (Time-delay is random\ and its
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closed-loop system is frequently unstable. One representative of its performances is 

depicted in Figure 5.2. For the case of NPNCS, the simulation results showed that the 

closed-loop system can always be stable. Its performance is depicted in Figure 5.3. This 

demonstrates the effect of the proposed control scheme.

In the simulations of NNCS without using predictive controller, a series of simulations 

were done by changing the initial values of the initial state or controller parameters. For 

the first 8 steps, the system could have not been connected, so the control signal is set to 

zero. The results of the simulation showed that the system sometimes was not stable or 

the performance was not good. Figure 5.2 is an example of the unstable case.

Similar to Figure 5.2, the input signal in Figure 5.3 is also set to zero for the first 8 steps. 

As shown in Figure 5.3, the state responses of the first 8 steps are not converging. 

Figure 5.3 shows that the system takes a long time to settle down. This is because of the 

effect of the random-time delay. The predictive control is able to compensate for the 

time-delay but it is only able to do this partially because of prediction errors. The 

difference between using or not using the predictive control is that the system with 

predictive controller is always stable when the time-delay is under the upper bound.

5.6 Summary

This chapter has adapted the networked predictive control method to a simple case of a 

networked nonlinear control system where the process is affme nonlinear. The control 

scheme for NNCS has been discussed in detail. The stability for the closed-loop system
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has been analysed. Using the predictive controller after the nonlinear process has been 

linearised, the control scheme is able to address the network-induced time-delay, data 

dropouts and data package disorders. At the same time, as analysed in Chapter IV the 

control scheme is also able to avoid measuring the component values of the time-delays 

and synchronizing the clocks between the process and the controller. The stability of the 

closed-loop system of the NPNCS has been proved by writing the closed-loop system 

as an augmented system then analysing the stability of the augmented system by taking 

it as a linear system with disturbances. A similar method is used to analyse the robust 

stability of the closed-loop of the NPNCS. The controller parameters design problem 

has been formulated into a sub-optimal problem constrained by a series of inequalities. 

In addition, a numerical example demonstrates the performance of the control scheme.
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Chapter VI

Predictive Control of Networked Nonlinear Control

Systems

Abstract - This chapter studies networked nonlinear control systems (NNCS) with a 

more general linearisable nonlinear process. The predictive control method is applied 

to the NNCS to address the problems introduced by the network. Based on the theory of 

the linearization of a nonlinear process, a predictive control algorithm is constructed to 

generate a sequence of control predictions, some of which are then selected to control 

the nonlinear process and compensate for the time-delay. Methods are proposed to deal 

with the selection of control predictions, the control prediction sequence updating and 

data disorders processing. The proposed control scheme avoids the synchronization 

issue by modeling the predictive controller as an event-driven element. The stability of 

this NNCS is studied by transforming the closed-loop system into an augmented system, 

the stability conditions of which can guarantee the stability of the NNCS. In addition, 

the control method is validated by both simulation and experiments.
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6.1 Introduction

Networked control systems have developed over the past few years and a variety of 

methods have been proposed for implementing industrial applications, for example, [9, 

47, 60-66]. However, most of the theoretical work has focused on NCS with linear 

processes, with only a few publications dealing with nonlinear systems [8]. This chapter 

continues the work reported in chapter 5. In Chapter V, a simple case of NNCS with an 

affine nonlinear process is discussed. This chapter will discuss a NNCS with a more 

general nonlinear process.

In the previous chapters II-IV, the robust control of networked linear control systems 

has been discussed in detail by adapting the networked predictive control method to it 

and stabilizing the closed-loop system. The method was also applied to a simple case of 

NNCS with affine nonlinear process in Chapter V. This chapter will continue to discuss 

the networked predictive method but it will try to adapt the method to NNCS with a 

more general linearisable nonlinear process. Chapter V considered only the affine 

nonlinearity in the process, but this chapter will consider all nonlinear processes 

satisfying the feedback linearisable conditions. Therefore, the theory in this chapter can 

be more extensively applied.

The linearization theory is applied to linearise the nonlinear process. Based on the linear 

system, the prediction generator will generate a series of control predictions. Then, the 

control prediction sequence can be constructed based on the reverse transform of the 

state predictions. The control prediction sequence is sent to the actuator side and stored
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there for future selection. In this chapter, the linearization of the process, the generation 

of the control predictions and the selection of the controls are described in detail.

On the condition that the model elements in NNCS are clearly known, the stability of 

the NNCS of the nonlinear process is transformed into that of an augmented system. 

The stability conditions are converted to a series of inequalities. By solving a nonlinear 

sub-optimal problem constrained by a series of inequalities, gives the design parameters 

of the predictive controller. In addition, the control scheme is validated by both a 

numerical example and experiments.

This chapter is organized as follows: Section 6.2 gives the NNCS model and the control 

scheme; Section 6.3 considers the stability analysis of the NNCS; Section 6.4, the 

control method is validated by simulation and experiments and Section 6.5 gives a 

summary.

*,+! =/(*,»«,)

[Time-driven Element

[Actuator &Decoder| Nonlinear Process ISensor & Encoder!
Predictive Controller s^~T~~~^\

Network \

[Event -driven elemervrj r-^-i

Figure.6.1. Networked Nonlinear Control System
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6.2 A Model and Control Scheme for a Networked Nonlinear Control 

System

As depicted in Figure 6.1, NNCS is comprised of several elements, viz. the process to 

be controlled, sensor, predictive controller and actuator. Networks are inserted into both 

the forward and feedback channels. Beyond depicting the configuration of the NNCS, 

Figure 6.1 also displays the control scheme: The output of the process and the 

corresponding time stamp are collected into one packet and sent to the predictive 

controller through the communication network. The predictive controller generates both 

the control signal and a sequence of control predictions based on the received packet. 

Then the control prediction sequence and the time stamp are packed and sent to the 

actuator side. The actuator receives the packet which contains both control predictions 

and time stamp, and compares the time stamp with the one in the buffer then updates the 

control prediction sequence. Furthermore, a control signal or an appropriate control 

prediction is selected to control the process. In the following subsections, the control 

scheme will be elaborated on.

In this chapter, the assumptions are the same as (A1-A3, A5-A6) in Part A are made 

here. For simplicity, they will not be repeated.

6.2.1 Process to be controlled

In this chapter, the process to be controlled through the network is described by

(61)^ • J
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where x(t) e X c <R" , M(/) e U c= 9T , j(0 e 7 c 9T , are the system state, the input, 

the measured output, respectively. X,U,Y are all open sets containing the origin and 

the mappings / :XxUxY -» X and h : X -» Y are both analytic.

Let f0 := /(-, 0) and /^ = / o / o . . . o /(. ; Q) represents j iterations of /0 . In addition,

/0° := x . Without loss of generality, the equilibrium of process (6.1) is the origin

locating in X x U .

Definition 6.1 [67] (Relative degree) For a state feedback control law

«(0 = X*(0,v(0) (6.2)

where v(t) e U is an external input and y is a mapping on X x U such that 

|(d//dv)(;c,-)| ^0 , for \/x e X . If the i-th output y. is not affected by the input 

v.,i = {,-•-, m until after d. iterations, then d. is the relative degree associate

In the following, the conditions of the linearization and decoupling are given according 

to the description of [67-71].

If process (6.1) satisfies the following conditions C1-C3:

Cl. 0 e EVI{/z. ° f^~] = /(*,•)} , Vz = !,-• -,/w Vjc 6 X where IM{/} denotes the image 

of/.
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C2. the input-output matrix A(x,u) with its components

, i = \,---m; j = l,---whas rank m for all(x,w) edul '

then, there exists a control law (6.2) such that (6.1) is locally decoupled and input- 

output linearised on X x U.

s=l
In this chapter, the case where d - JT d^ - n will be considered, i.e., the process (6.1) is 

input-state linearisable.

Define a coordinate change

Then, process (6.1) can be transformed into

z(t + \) = Az(t} + G(z(t},u(t}) 
HO = Cz(t)

(6.4)

where A, C are all diagonal block matrices with a form W = diag{W^ ,---,Wm } while G is 

a vector, and the component blocks A.,G.,Ci ,i = l,---,m respectively have the

following form

A =
9 ! :
0 0 •
0 0 •

tez(0 =

•• 9
• • i
•• 0

' l ' ^ ' *

0

0
J3i (z,u)_

,C.=[1 0 -

T (x(0) , then p.(z, u) = h. o f^ (f(x, «))
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C3. If the components of the external control v(0 of control (6.2) is selected with the 

form

(6.5)

and its coefficients selected such that all the roots of the polynomials 

s ' + a. d _ {s ' +--- + aiQ , i = \,---,m locate inside the unitary circle, then, process (6.1)

is linearised through coordinate change and state feedback (6.3). The control can be 

acquired by calculating from /?. (z, w) = v.. Furthermore, the linearised closed-loop of

NNCS is also asymptotically stable. In the following discuss, K is defined as AT, =ait . 

If the state is available on the controller side, the closed-loop implementation of (6.1) is

(6.6)

where A = diag(A} ,---,Am ) with component blocks

4 =
0

6
1 ;•• 0 

0 ••• 1

The design method of the parameters in (6.5) will be discussed in Section 6.3.

For simplicity of representation, sometimes expressions like x(t) is represented in a 

compressed form as xt .
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6.2.2 Issues about time-delay and its compensations

In chapter V, the time-delay compensation has been briefly discussed. In this subsection, 

the time-delay components are analysed in detail and the compensation scheme is 

explained systematically.

A. Using event-driven elements to avoid measuring the specific values of the time-delay 

components

Due to the variability of network traffic, the transmission speed varies randomly. This 

will result in varying time-lags when the process outputs and control signals are 

transmitted through the network. In addition, the time to compute the control algorithm 

is another factor of delay, although it is normally insignificant compared to network- 

induced delay. Technically, as analysed in [7-9, 25, 63], time-delay is comprised of 

network-induced delays r and computing time of the controller r . The former includes

time-delay TSC caused by data transmitted from the sensor to the controller (feedback- 

path delay) and time-delay Tca due to data transmitted from the controller to the 

actuators (forward-path delay).

In the literature (for example, [7, 8]), the control scheme considered needs to separately 

measure the specific values of time-delay in the feedback pathrjc , forward path rca and

computing delay r respectively. But in the proposed control scheme, the exact values 

of the three delay terms are not required because both the predictive control and the 

actuator buffer are designed as event-driven elements which do not require the specific 

values of the time-delay components. Instead only the sum r = TSC +T+Tca is required,
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which can be obtained by taking the difference between the process time t and the time 

stamp k when the available system information are sent from the sensor. Compared 

with the methodologies surveyed in [7-9], not measuring the specific values of the time- 

delay components brings great benefit in implementation because it is really difficult to 

measure them accurately.

B. Compensation for time-delays

As described in Figure 6.1, states of the nonlinear process and time stamp (viz., 

sampling time of the states) can be packed together and sent to the controller side. On 

the controller side, the controller receives packets, subject to transmission delays and 

packets dropouts. Based on the available process state information, the predictive 

controller is able to generate a sequence of control predictions \u,, UM , •••ul+N }. The 

sequence of control predictions and the time stamp are then packed together and sent to 

the actuator.

On the side of the predictive controller, the arrival of a packet is taken as a trigger 

condition. When a new packet arrives, the controller will be triggered to start 

calculating a sequence of control predictions. Then, the corresponding time stamp and 

the control predictions sequence will be rolled into one packet then sent to the actuator 

side through the network.
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As depicted in Figure 6.2, if observed state x, = T~ l (z(l)) is available at the controller 

side, then the controller is able to generate a sequence of control 

predictions [w, , M/+I , • • • iil+N ] . It is worthwhile noticing that in Figure 6. 1 , the predictive 

controller uses index / rather than the time index t of the process because the predictive 

controller is an event-driven element which is 'blind' to time. Assume that the received 

packets contain process state x, , the following procedure is implemented to generate a 

sequence of control predictions: 

Let/?,,, =x,,v,= Kp,v , ulv =u,= y(p/v ,v,). ForN iterations:

/+2|/ = Kpl+2V , ul+2V - y(pl+2V , v,+

No

Yes

End
Figure 6.2 Predictive Controller: Based on the available process state, i 
generates a seauence of control predictions

it
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This gives the control prediction sequence[«,„, w/+l/ , •••u,+ NV ] based on the available

state. If an appropriate control prediction is selected to control the process, the control 

scheme is able to compensate for the time-delays.

6.2.3 Selection of an Appropriate Control Prediction

In Chapter V, the selection mechanism of control predictions was mentioned but it was 

not described in detail. This subsection will specifically illustrate how the control 

prediction is selected to construct the control signals, how the control prediction

'1+2

N

DDE ",.„,

Figure 6.3 Actuator Buffer. The control predictions and the time stamp are stored 
in the actuator buffer. The process time t is compared with the stamped time I. If 
the time-delay isi = t-l, then ul+i should be selected to control the process.

sequence is updated and how the control scheme overcomes packet disorders. 

A. Actuator Buffer and Control Prediction Selection

In order to receive and store the control prediction sequence and the time stamp, an 

actuator buffer is needed on the actuator side. As depicted in Figure 6.3, a buffer of a 

length N + 2( NuT is the upper bound of the time-delay that the proposed control 

scheme can deal with) is setup on the actuator side. The control predictions and the time 

stamp are stored in the 'cells'. The control prediction ul+i where the subscript 

/ + i indicates that the control prediction generated is based on / and the time-delay is/.
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The signal applied to the actuator is chosen as follows: If the process time is t while the 

stamped time in the 'cell' is/, then i = t-l\s the time-delay. Therefore, the control 

prediction being applied to the control process isu,+i , lying in the (i + l)-th 'cell'. It is 

apparent that whenz =0, u, is the control signal for the process.

B. Packet Disorders and Sequence Updating

Because of the randomness of the time-delay, the first-sent packets could arrive later or 

multiple packets sent at different time could arrive at the same time. Both of these cases 

are categorised as packets disorders. In the proposed control scheme, packets disorders 

are handled as follows:

The time stamp tk (k is an integer) of the arriving packets will be compared with that 

of the sequence in the actuator buffer/. lftk >/, then the control prediction sequence 

just arrived replaces the one in the buffer and so does the time stamp; otherwise it will 

be discarded. If the packets P. (je {1,2, • • •} arrive at the same time, then the stamped

time t. of each packet will be compared with z and the above operations are repeated.

After these operations, namely, comparing and discarding or replacing, the control 

prediction to the actuator can therefore be updated continually.
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6.2.4 Avoiding the problem of synchronization

So far, it has been shown that the proposed control scheme has addressed the problems 

of time-delay compensation, control prediction selection and packet disorders. Another 

benefit of this control scheme is that it is not necessary to synchronise the predictive 

controller clock to the process clock. This is different from the methods reported in the 

literature [1,4, 44, 64-66] ( Chapter II and III also needs the synchronizations) where 

the controller is time-driven and thus clock synchronization is required. The predictive 

controller implemented in this scheme is event-driven, where the sequence of control 

predictions is calculated once the data packet is received.

6.2.5 How does the control scheme deal with packet dropouts?

From the perspective of a packet, packet dropout can be regarded as an infinite delay for 

the packet transmission. In this chapter, continuous packet dropouts are restricted to be 

less than N , i.e., the system information must be updated within NuT . In this 

circumstance, the dropout data are neglected while using the control predictions to 

construct the control signal. If continuous packet dropout is larger than N , the control 

system has become an open-loop. This is not the case for the system considered in this 

chapter. Therefore, the control scheme is able to deal with packet dropouts less 

than N continuous dropouts.
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6.3 Predictive Controller and Stability Analysis

This section addresses the design of the predictive controller and analyses the stability 

of the closed-loop NCS. In this chapter, it is assumed that the model of the nonlinear 

process is clearly known. The case with model uncertainties will be discussed in the 

next chapters.

As described in subsection 6.2.1, if the nonlinear process (6.1) satisfies the conditions 

C1-C3, then the process can be linearised using (6.6) through coordinate change and 

feedback. Therefore, when the coordinate change is applied to the feedback received by 

the predictive controller, it will give the state values of the linearised system (6.6). In 

the discussion of 6.2.2.B, the observed state value x, is used to construct the control

prediction sequence. This is equivalent to the case of using feedback in the form 

ofu(t) = y(z(t),v(z(ty) , so in this section, the states of the linearised system of (6.1) are 

used to discuss the predictive controller and stability analysis. In order to aid the 

discussion, the stability analysis uses a unified time index/, to differentiate from the 

index / used in subsection 6. 2.2.

The observer of the linearised system (6.4) can be described by

) (6 - 8)
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where L e 9T' xm is the observer matrix such that A - LC has all the eigenvalues locating 

inside the unitary circle and 5v = G (z , y (z )) , yt = Cz , j^_, = CS/|r_, .

The observer can be combined into the following state estimator to generate a sequence 

of state predictions:

(69)

Z,+N\t

r ir
The sequence of state predictions zr+1]r zf+2|r • • • z t is generated from the

available state z, = T(x, ) = T(y, ) | _ , . of the linearised system. When the state* * * y(~"\Xf )

prediction sequence is available then the predicted state of system (6.1) can be derived 

from the inverse state transformation xl+i = T~ ] (zl+i]f+i_} \, with/ = 1,...,A^ . Substituting

both x and zt+ .,._ { into (6.3), yields a sequence of control 

predictions [w,+]|, «f+2|/ - U,+NI! ] .

If the control of the estimator (6.9) is selected as v/+ . =Kxt+lV (i = \,...,N), then a 

random state prediction fr+(V+ ._, , / - 1,-, N can be written in a general form

i,|r_, = A'^Az^ + 2w *v_, + ?-^(C^, -Cfr_,_M ) (6.10) 

Rewriting the observer equation (6.8) as an augmented system yields
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nNxnN

where Z. -

t-N-\

A'xrt

Z

V, +

l\t-\

Zt-\\r-2

Z,-N-]\t-N-2

Tic o „!L nxnAf J 

nNxnN nNxn
z + Bv (6.11)

On the actuator side, at time/ , the control prediction which is selected to control the 

process is generated based on a state zt_t but i is a random number corresponding to 

time-delay. So, it is reasonable to rewrite (6.8) as an augmented system.

The following part of this subsection discusses how to design the gain matrix K and the 

observer matrix L to make the linearised system (6.6) stable and consequently stabilise 

NNCS of system (6.1).

Thus far, the stability analysis of system (6.1) migrates to analyse that of the linearised 

system (6.4) but the second quantity of the right side of the first equality is changed as

In the circumstance that the predicted state is used, system (6.4) is also rewritten as an 

augmented system

(6.12)
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where A = , " X"N , and the control signal u(zt ) is the compressed form of
' nN nN:"'

If the error between the state and prediction is defined as e(t) = Zt - Z , then the 

dynamics of the state estimation error is described by

where Q = A-LC 0 „nxnN 

nNxnN nNxn
and G, =

nNx\

[Zl 
Let Ef = ' and vt = Kzt , then the closed-loop system (6.12) and (6.13) can be

merged into

(6.14)

where A = with A = A + BK 0 
0nN

1 
nxnN
'nNxn J

and G, =

In the following discussion, it is assumed that the vector G, satisfies the following

conditions:

C4. Matrix G, satisfies, GfG, </j^H^H,^ for all (Zt ,u) € T(X)xU , where /, is

constant while H, is a matrix such thatH,£( = z( - zr|/_.
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Remark: This assumption is actually derived from that G (z/ , y(zf )) is Lipschitz on 

y(-) while y(zt )\s Lipschitz on z, , i.e., there exist constants /.and ld such that

< ' r, (0) - G (z, , y2 0)1 < /c and -

The conditions C4 indicates that

G/G = 2G,rG, < 2£,r /,2 HfH,£, (6.15) 

The following theorem addresses the stability of the linearised system (6.6) 

Theorem 6.1: If there exists a proper symmetric positive definite matrix P, matrix 

K and observer matrix L such that the following inequalities are feasible for all the 

integers? <={(),••-,N}:

n,=
-P A TE P ATE P

PAE P-I 0 0
PAE 0 -P 0

< 0, P > 0 (6.16)

>/2/,H, 00-7

then the augmented system (6.14) is stable on the conditions of C1-C4. As a result, the 

linearised system (6.6) is stable in the circumstance of the NCS. Furthermore, it yields 

thatNNCS of process (6.1) is stable.

Proof: To establish the robust stability of the augmented system (6.14) in the sense of 

definition 1 of reference [40] (Also see Definition A.I in Appendix for details), a 

quadratic Lyapunov function V(E, ) = E^PE,, with a symmetric positive definite matrix 

P denoted P > 0, is used. If &V(Et ) = K(£,+1 ) - V(E, ) < 0 with respect to the trajectory 

of equation (6.14) holds for all the integers i e[0,//], then system (6.14) is robustly
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stable. In this proof, the following inequalities must hold for all ze [0,AT| . For 

simplicity, it will be omitted from the end of each inequality.

Evaluating A V(Et ) at£, *0 gives

AF(£, ) = ETt (ATE PAE - P)E, + E] ' ATE PG, 

The equation can be rewritten as

G] PG, < 0 (6.17)

PAf
<0 (6.18)

Inequality (6.15) can be rewritten as

E, 
G.

J. <0 
G.\

(6.19)

Applying the S-procedure [40](Also see Appendix) to (6.18) and (6.19) yields

ATE PAE -P + 2r/,2HfH, ATE P
PAE P-T!

< 0, P > 0, r > 0 (6.20)

Using Schur complement formula to (6.20) results in

n,=
-P
PAE
PAE

_V2/,H,

ATE P

P-I

0

0

A TE P

0
-P

0

V2/,Hf~
0
0
-7

< 0, P > 0 (6.21)

where P - P/T .
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Therefore, if (6.21) is feasible, system (6.14) is robustly stable and also, system (6.1) is 

robustly stable. The proof is completed. n

If the conditions of theorem 6. 1 are rewritten to the following nonlinear sub-optimal 

problem by selecting the maximum eigen-values of (6.16) as the optimal specification:

min
(6.22) 

subject to (6. 16).

where n = diag(no n, ••• U N }.

Solving this nonlinear suboptimal problem yields the gain matrix K and the observer 

matrix L . Therefore, it completes the design of predictive controller.

6.4 Validation through Simulations and Experiments

In this section, the control scheme is validated by offline simulations of a numerical 

example and through experiments on a constructed networked nonlinear system.

6.4.1 Numerical Example

In this subsection, a discrete-time version of a single-link robot manipulator directly 

actuated by a direct current motor is considered. Referring to the model in [72], the 

process is described by
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hB , 
I + J'

hmgl
I + J

sin jc,(/)-
I + J

XO = *,(/)

I = 0.03\Kg-m2 is the inertia of the link, J = 0.004Kg-m2 denotes the motor inertia, 

B = 0.007Kg - m 2 /s is the motor viscous friction, mgl = Q.8Kg-m2 /s 2 \s the nominal 

load in the arm and h = 0.002sec is the sampling period. It is obvious that x - 0 is the 

equilibrium when u = 0and/z(0) = 0. The control objective is to regulate the angular 

position of the robot link at the equilibrium.

It is not difficult to verify that the relative degrees d, = 1 and thus the corresponding

i \\coordinate change areTMjcm) =v w'

Let M = Jl!L M, = 2--^- , M3 = 
I+J I+J

and M4 - -— , then the linearised 
I+J I+J

system has the following matrices A = 0 1

0
' -M3 sinZ|,
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Figure 6.4 The input (a) and the states response (b) of the process in the circumstance 

ofNNCS (Upper bound of random time-delay is 4 steps, each step=0.04sec).
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After calculation, the feedback control law is u(t) = (A/3 sinz,, (t) + v(/))/M4 

where v(/) = a, 0 z,, (t} + a]t zl2 (t) , so that the closed-loop matrix

0 1
is A =

M, - alo M2 - a,

System specification requires that the closed-loop NNCS can tolerate 5 steps time-delay, 

i.e., the time-delay varies in {1,2,3,4,5} . Solving the corresponding nonlinear

suboptimal problem (6.22) results in L = [1.396 1.870] r and 

a, 0 =-0.0976, a, ,=0.1696.

For an offline simulation of this numerical example, the random time-delay is produced 

by using a random number generator from MATLAB. The performance of the NNCS 

using the proposed control scheme is compared with that of NNCS without predictive 

controller while using the delayed control signals to control the process. A series of 

simulations, which are configured by changing the process initial states, validate the 

proposed control scheme on this numerical example, as shown in Figure 6.4. In the 

numerical simulations, if the predictive control scheme proposed in this chapter is 

applied to the NNCS, it always stabilises the process; if no predictive control scheme is 

used and only delayed control signal is used to control the nonlinear process, the system 

is sometimes but not always stabilised. The state responses sometimes go to infinite or 

oscillate around the origin.
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6.4.2 Experiment validation

In order to validate the control method, a test nonlinear system was constructed (Figure 

6.5) by combining a servo-system and an ARM 9 embedded board where the nonlinear 

part is fixed. The kernel chip of the embedded board is ATMEL's AT9 1 RM9200, which 

is a cost-effective, high-performance 32-bit RISC microcontroller for Ethernet-based 

embedded systems. The servo system model is described by

.21 3*2 (0 - 0.335jc3 (0 + v(/)
2 (f + !) = *,(')

The board with the nonlinear part and the servo-system are combined and linked by a 

cable to construct a nonlinear process. By connecting the system to a controller on a PC 

with Internet, an NNCS is constructed.

Nonlinear Part 
on ARM 9

Predictive controller on 
Remote PC

Figure 6.5 Diagram of a constructed NNCS.

The nonlinear process can be described by
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It is not difficult to verify that the relative degrees J, = 1 and it satisfies the conditions 

C1-C2 in a neighbourhood of the origin, so it is linearisable through a coordinates 

change r(r) = [*,(*) z2 (t) z} (t)] T where z{ (t) = x3 (t) , Z2 (t) = X2 (t) , z3 (/) = *,(/) 

and the feedback is

+ 0.0541^, (0 + 0.1

where *,(?) and i2 (r) and x3 (t) come from the inverse transformation of 

Z(t) = T(x(t)) while v(t) = Kz(t) with A: = [-0.11592 0.23560 0.60000] and 

L = [0.920 1.193 1.204] obtained from solving the corresponding nonlinear

suboptimal problem (6.22). As shown in Figure 6.6, the state responses and inputs show 

the benefit of the predictive control scheme compared with the control scheme without 

compensation while applying the delayed control signal to the process shown in Figure 

6.7. In Figure 6.6, both states and input soon converge to the origin though the response 

appears somewhat saw-like tooth because the data come from an observer. But in Figure 

6.7, the system oscillates over a longer time before settling down.

In the above experiment, the time-delay steps are acquired by experiment and each step 

means 0.04 sec.
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Figure 6.6 Experimental results of NNCS with predictive Control: Process states 

response and input of NNCS with random time-delay within 8 steps to 11 steps.
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Figure 6.7 Experimental results ofNNCS without predictive Control: Process states 

response and input ofNNCS with random time-delay within 8 steps to 11 steps.
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6.5 Summary

In this chapter, a predictive control scheme has been applied to NNCS with a 

linearisable nonlinear process. Data packets dropouts are modeled as infinite time-delay. 

Time-delays are compensated by generating a sequence of control predictions using a 

predictive controller then selecting suitable predictions to control the process on the 

actuator side. The scheme of event-driven predictive controller and the time-driven 

process has successfully avoided clock synchronization. Stability of the NNCs model 

has been proved on the assumption of a clearly-known model of the nonlinear process. 

In addition, the control scheme is validated by simulation and experiments.
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Part C

ROBUST CONTROL OF NETWORKED

PREDICTIVE NONLINEAR CONTROL

SYSTEM WITH PERTURBATION IN THE
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Chapter VII

Robust Control of Networked Predictive Control 

System with Perturbation in the Nonlinear Process

Abstract: This chapter studies the robust control problem of a Networked Predictive 

Nonlinear Control System (NPNCS) with a linearisable nonlinear process which 

contains non-vanishing perturbations. Networks are inserted in both forward and 

feedback channels. The robust control of the closed-loop system is considered. The 

event-driven networked predictive controller is applied to the NPNCS. A method is 

developed to study the stability of the closed-loop unperturbed system by formulating 

the NPNCS as an augmented system. The stability conditions of the augmented system 

can guarantee the stability of the closed-loop system of the NPNCS. The stability 

conditions are a series of inequalities which have to hold at the same time. This method 

is generalized to the robust stability of the perturbed system. Solving a nonlinear 

suboptimal problem constrained by the inequalities series gives the design parameters 

of the predictive controller. The control scheme is validated by a numerical example.
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7.1 Introduction

In recent years, Networked Control system (NCS) is a research topic that has attracted 

significant interest from researchers. Using networks as data transmission media brings 

significant benefits to implementing control schemes. However, for a successful 

implementation of NCS there are also problems that need to be addressed, such as time- 

delay, data dropout and data disorders [72]. Research papers reporting a number of 

methods to deal with these problems are surveyed in [7, 9]. However, as pointed out by 

T.C. Yang in [8], there are only limited results published on the stability of systems 

with plant uncertainties and very few relating to NNCS. This chapter studies the robust 

control of a class of nonlinear NCS with non-vanishing perturbations in the nonlinear 

plant.

In the previous work [1-4], a networked predictive control scheme is proposed which 

deals with the network-induced problems. The robust stability analysis of the networked 

predictive control system has also been studied in Chapter II, III and IV ( Also refer to 

[44; 45 ; 73]) and a method for designing the networked predictive controller was 

presented there. The control scheme is not only able to deal with the above network- 

induced problems, but also able to robustly stabilise the linear system. Furthermore, 

Chapter VI (Also see [74]) applied the networked predictive control scheme to deal 

with the problems relating to the implementation of NNCS and to analyse the closed- 

loop stability.
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Based on the previous chapters, this chapter applies the networked predictive control 

method to NNCS with non-vanishing perturbations in the process then studies the 

robust control problem of the NPNCS. In this chapter, the feedback linearization 

method is used to linearise the nonlinear process. The predictive controller is designed 

as an event-driven element to receive the data from the feedback channel, calculate a 

sequence of control predictions then combine it with the time stamp into a packet, 

which is then sent to the actuator side. On the actuator side, a selection mechanism 

enables the constructing of a control signal for the process and the updating of the 

control prediction sequence. The design of the predictive controller is described in detail. 

Based on the Lipschitz conditions of the nonlinear quantities, a method is proposed to 

analyse the robust stability of the closed-loop NNCS. In addition, a numerical example 

illustrates the efficiency of the method.

The control scheme using this method not only deals with network-induced problems of 

NCS while robustly stabilising the system, but also gives other benefits as well. As 

analysed in the previous chapters, using the event-driven predictive controller avoids 

synchronizing the plant and the controller clocks. This control scheme compensates for 

the time-delay by selecting a suitable control prediction on the actuator side, which 

makes the measuring of the specific values of the various components the time-delay 

unnecessary. This makes the practical implementation of the scheme easier.

The chapter is organised as follows: Section 7.2 provides an introduction to some 

results of the linearization and decoupling of nonlinear systems; Section 7.3 describes
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the detailed control scheme; Section 7.4 studies the stability analysis of the unperturbed 

system; Section 7.5 analyses the robust stability of the closed-loop NPNCS; Section 7.6 

gives a numerical example to illustrate the efficiency of the control scheme; and Section 

7.7 gives a summary.

7.2 Preliminaries and Definition

In order to aid the discussion, some results of the input-to-state linearization are 

introduced as a preliminary to this chapter. In this section, the definitions are the same 

as those in Chapter VI but for the convenience of the reader it is repeated below.

In this chapter, the process to be controlled via the network is a perturbed system 

described by

where x(t) e X a SR" , u(t) e U c 9T , y(t) e Y c 9T , are the system state, the input,

and the measured output, respectively. Therein, £e Y c9?9 is a real-valued parameter 

representing the non-vanishing perturbation. In this chapter, X,U,Y are all open sets 

containing the origin and the mappings f:X*UxY->X andh:X^>Y both satisfy 

the analytic conditions and the Lipschitz conditions [58] (Also refer to Appendix).

Let the perturbation § = 0 , and then the unperturbed system is described by

|x(f + l) = 7(*(0,"(0) (7-2)
1X0 = A
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Let /0 :=/(-»0) and ft = f °f°---°f(-,Q) represent /iterations of /0 . In addition, 

/0 := x. Without loss of generality, the equilibrium of the unperturbed system (7.2) is 

the origin located in X x U.

Definition 7.1 (Relative degree) [67] For a state feedback

u(t) - y(x(t\ v(tj) (7.3)

where v(£) e U is an external input and y is a mapping on X x U such that 

\(dy I dv)(x,-)\ * 0, for V* e X . The state feedback «(/)is Lipschitz at x(t) and v(t) [58] 

(Also refer to Appendix), respectively. If the i 'th output y. is not affected by the input 

v ,/' - \,---,m until after d. iterations, then d. is the relative degree associate withy..

In the following, the conditions of linearization and decoupling of the nonlinear system 

are given. According to the description of [67, 68, 70, 71], if system (7.2) satisfies the 

following assumptions (D1-D3)

Dl. OeIM{/z. ° f*rl ° f(x,-)} , Vi = l,---,/n Vx&X where IM{/}denotes the image 

of/.

D2. the input-output matrix A(x,u) with its components
dtr

i = \,---m;j = \,---m has rank m for a\\(x,u)& X 

Then, there exists a state control (7.3) such that (7.2) is locally decoupled and input- 

output linearised on X x U.
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In this chapter, the case where d = ds =n will be considered, i.e., the unperturbed

system (7.2) is input-state linearisable.

Define a coordinate change

(7.4)

Then, system (7.2) can be transformed into

HO = Cz(t)
(7.5)

"0 1 •••

6 6 •••
0 0 •••

0"

i
0

(

0

0
_Pi(z,u)_

where A, C are all diagonal block matrices with a formW = diag{Wr ---,Wm } and the 

component blocks A.,G.,C.,i - \,---,m respectively have the following form

0 ••• 0]

Denote z(0 = T(x(t)) , then#(z,«) = V/o^' (/(*,«)) l^-i >•

Remark: Since both /(-)and /?(•) are Lipschitzian [58] (Also refer to Appendix), it

follows that G(Z (/),«(/)) are also Lipschitzian for z(0and«(0, respectively.

D3. If the components of the external control v(f) of controller (7.3) are selected with

the following form:

d,-\
^-^a z ,i = \,-,m (7.6)

k=0
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and its coefficients are chosen such that all the roots of the polynomial 

s ' + a. d _ } s ' +--- + a. 0 , i = l, •••,/?! locate inside the unitary circle, then, system (7.2)

is linearised through coordinate change and state feedback (7.3). The control is achieved 

by calculating /3.(z,u) = v.. In addition, the linearised closed-loop implementation is 

asymptotically stable.

If state information is available on the controller side, i.e., control (7.3) is able to exactly 

linearise system (7.2), the closed-loop system (7.3), (7.5) can be written in a 

compressed form

\y(t) = Cz(t) 

where Bv(t) = G(z(t),u(t)).

In order to aid the following discussion, we let A - A + BK where the elements of 

matrix A = diag(A\ ,---,Am ) has the following structure

4= n 0 .-- 1 ,i = l,—,m.
0

0
-ai,o

1

6
""/.I

... p

..'. 1

~%-l_

Remark; It is worthwhile pointing out that when the state information is not available 

then it means the control signal is not necessarily able to exactly linearise (7.2) as a 

linear system in the form of z(/ + 1) = Az(i) + Bv(t). In fact, it normally remains a 

nonlinear term in the system, namely, when a control «(/) = y(x(t\v(t)) is applied to
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system (7.2), it will lead to a system in the form ofz(t +1) = Az(t) + Bv(t) + A(0 where 

A(f) is a nonlinear quantity. Since G(-) can be a nonlinear quantity, the description of 

(7.5) can express both linear and nonlinear system.

For simplicity of representation, sometimes expressions \\kex(t) is given in compressed 

form as xt .

7.3 The Description of the Networked Predictive Control Scheme

This section specifically describes the proposed predictive control scheme to deal with 

the problems concerned with NCS. It explains in detail the working mechanism of all 

the elements.

As depicted in Figure 7.1, the system is comprised of a process, a predictive controller 

and a control prediction buffer. The predictive controller is configured as an event- 

driven element, which is triggered when it receives a packet from the feedback channel. 

As shown in the figure, the predictive controller includes four parts and does four 

operations: state transformation, state prediction, state reverse transformation and a 

control prediction generation. In this system configuration, the networks are inserted in 

both forward and feedback channels. Some basic elements of a NCS such as sensors, 

actuators and so on are neglected in the illustration. Besides showing the system 

configuration of NNCS, Figure 7.1 also shows the control scheme: the measured output 

and the sampling time stamp are packed into a packet then sent to the controller; the
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arrival of the data triggers the predictive controller to run the state transformation; the 

state prediction sequence is generated from the state of the linearized system; the state 

prediction is used to construct the control prediction after a reverse coordinate change; 

the control prediction sequence and the time stamp are packed into a packet again and 

sent to the actuator side, where a buffer stores the control prediction sequence and the 

time stamp; the actuator selects a suitable control prediction to control the system. 

Therefore, the control scheme provides an implementation that controls the plant 

through the network.

Control Prediction Buffer r~———————•£———————————————' U.

*t+l =f(x,,ul ;S) 
y,=h(Xi )

y,

o
Control
Prediction ^=r'(4)
Sequence ;

1

Prediction
Generator z, =?fy)

Figure 7.1: Networked Predictive Control with Perturbed 
Nonlinear Process

For a successful implementation the system design must satisfy the basic requirements 

(R1-R3) in Chapter V and the following requirements (R1-R3):

R4. The system can tolerate time-delays up to N steps, so that the data packets that 

have been delayed more than N will be regarded as dropped, even if they arrive late, 

they will be discarded;
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R5. The plant to be controlled satisfies the assumptions (D1-D2), i.e., the system is 

linearisable and can be decoupled.

7.3.1 The Predictive Controller

When the predictive controller receives a packet from the feedback channel, which 

contains the output data and the time stamp, it stores the time stamp and generates a 

sequence of control predictions through a series of calculations.

As described in section 7.2, if the unperturbed nonlinear process of (7.1) satisfies the 

conditions (D1-D3), then the process can be linearised as in (7.7) through coordinate 

change and feedback. Therefore, when the coordinate change is applied to the feedback 

signal received by the predictive controller, it gives the state values of the linearised 

system (7.7). In the control scheme, the prediction is done based on the states of the 

linearised system (7.7).

The observer of the linearised system (7.7) can be described by

f/+ n/ = A* /,/-!+ Bvi +L^i - Vi } (7 - 8)

where L e SR"""" is the observer matrix such that A - LC has all the eigenvalues locating 

inside the unitary circle and y, = Czf , j>/|;_, = Cz/|M .

Remark: The time subscript of the observer equation is different from those used above, 

because the predictive controller is an event-driven element, which is activated when
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the packet arrives and thus is not concerned with a specific time. For the delay in the 

feedback channel, / is invariably different from/.

The observer can be combined into the following state estimator to generate a series of 

state predictions:

ZMV = lVi + Bvi + L(CZ, ~ cVi>
Zl+2\l ~ AzM\l (79)

7 = ~A7l+N\l l+N~\\l

It generates a sequence of state predictions z/+1|/ z/+2[/ • • • zl+NV based on any 

available state zf of the linearised system. The state prediction of system (7.2) can be 

derived from the inverse state transformationi/+/ = T~l (^+/|/), ' = l,...,N. Substituting 

both xl+i and z{ into w/+;|/ = y\T~ } (^/+/|/),v/+/|/ 1 results in the sequence of control

predictions |M/+I|/ w/+2|/ ••• u,+NV \ • After sending it to the actuator side and through 

appropriate selection, the control prediction can be used to control the process.

7.3.2 Control scheme operation

Similarly to those discussed in Chapters IV and VI. The reader is referred to those 

subsections.
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7.4 Stability Analysis of the Closed-loop of NPNCS

This section analyses the stability of the unperturbed NNCS. Though the state predictor 

is an event-driven element which does not use the time index, the stability analysis will 

use only one time index system which corresponds to the process clock. 

In terms of time t , the observer (7.8) can be written in the form of

When there exists time-delay in the feedback or forward channel, the state information 

of the linearised system (7.5) is not available on the actuator side. On this occasion, the 

state prediction is used to construct the control signal. For simplicity, the first equality 

of linearised system (7.5) has been changed as

(7.11)

where G(Z (t),u(t}} is equal to Bv(t).

Subtracting (7.10) from (7.1 1) gives the error between the observer value and the state 

of the linearised system

e!+l =(A-LC)et (7.12)

where et =zt~ zt\t-\ .

The state predictions in the term of time f is derived by applying e, = z, ~ z,\<-\ to (7.9) 

while changing the time indices
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(7.13)

It further derives

(7.14)

When the time-delay value i&{\,---,N}, ", = ",„_, is selected as the control to the 

process. Then equation (7.1 1) gives

(t),u (£,„_, , v,[(_, )) - G (z,, u (z, , v, 

= Az(t) + G(z(t),u (z ,H , v, )) - G (z,, » (z, , v, ))

Therefore, the closed-loop of the linearised NCS is given as

(7.15)

In order to analyse the stability of the above closed- loop, the closed- loop is expressed as 

an augmented system

Zt+] =Ag Zl+ G, (7.16)

where Z, = [zf ... z,7^, ... z]_N e] ... e Tt_f ... e*_N \ ,

G =
G (z (t), u (z,M , v,,,_,)) - G (z,, u (z, )) 

0,"fl/Vxl
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A 0 ••• 0 0 
/ 0 ••• 0 0

••• 0 0
••• 0 0

0 ••• / 0 0 ••• 0 0
0 --• 0 0 A-LC 0 -•- 0

0 ••- 0 0 / 000

0 •-- 0 0 0 0/0

For v,M = A2,|(_f , if (7.14) have been substituted into the augmented system, then the 

variables z(|r_. and v in (7.16) has been cancelled.

Applying equation (7.14) to G(z(r),tt(£,M ,v;M )) in equation (7.16), it yields

G(z(/), «(&,_,_,, z,_,_,)j where £,_,._, , Z,_M and z(t) can always be expressed in term of 

Z(t) , e.g., e(_._} = M.Z(f) where Mt is a nxn(N + 2) matrix with a unitary 

matrix 7n on its (TV + l) n + \ • • • (N + 2) n columns while the other elements are all zeros. 

Thus, (7.14) can also be written as

where Af . , and MN+l+t _i+] are respectively diagonal matrices with the 

N + t-i + 2-th and the (t-i + \)-th blocks being n x n unitary matrices while the 

other blocks being all zero. For simplicity for the rest of the discussion, the above 

equality is further rewritten as
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where cb = 2'~} M . . and O,1 t-i+l 2 M . , .N+t-i+2

The remaining part of this subsection discusses how to choose the matrix AT, and the 

observer matrix L to make the closed-loop NNCS stable and consequently stabilise the 

closed-loop of the unperturbed system (7.2). As a preparation for stability analysis, the 

constraints on the nonlinear quantity of (7.16) are analysed.

D4. The assumption that G(-)is Lipschitz at M(-) and z(-), respectively, results in the 

following assumptions

0;
ojv

For «(•) is also Lipschitz, inequality (7.18) is equivalent to

on the assumption that lu (z/k_., v/M ) - M(^ ) < /2 p(|,_;. - z,

(7.19)

The square of both sides of (7.19) can be written in a form of

<Zr (OOr /.2 /,2 OZ(/) (7.20)
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where the dot in the rectangular brackets represents the same content as the previous

rectangular bracket and <£ = ^<t>,. with O3 is defined asz, = C>3 Z(/) .

The following theorem addresses the stability of the linearised system defined by (7.2), 

(7.3), (7.5), (7.12) through studying the stability of (7.16) constrained by (7.20).

Theorem 7.1: If there exists a proper symmetric positive definite matrix/*, matrix K, 

observer matrix L and constant r, such that the following inequalities are feasible for all

the integers / e {0, • • •, N]:

n.=

" -p
PAg
PAg

7,7,0

A T P
g

P-r,7
0

0

A T P
S

0
-P

0

$> Tn "
1 3

0
0

1
rl

<G,P = PT >0,r, >0 (7.21)

then the augmented system (7.16) is stable provided that assumptions (D1-D4) are 

satisfied. As a result, the closed-loop of the linearised system (7.5), (7.10) is stable in 

the circumstance of the NCS. Furthermore, it yields that the unperturbed NNCS defined 

by (7.2), (7.3), (7.5), (7.12) is stable.

Proof: To establish the stability of the augmented system (7.16) in the sense of 

definition A.I in Appendix (Also refer to [40]), a quadratic Lyapunov 

function V(Z, ) = Z?PZ, , with a symmetric positive definite matrix P denoted/* > 0 , is 

used. If AF(Z,) = F(Z,+1 ) - V(Z,) < 0 with respect to all the trajectory of equation (7.16)
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holds for all the integers ie[0,AT|, then system (7.16) is stable. In this proof, the 

following inequalities must hold for allie[0,AT|. For simplicity, it is omitted from the 

end of each inequality.

Evaluating A V(Z: ) at Zt ^Ogives

AF(Z,) = Z^ - P)Z, + Z*A Tg PG, (7.22)

The equation can be rewritten as

G,
AlPA-P A T_P

<0 (7.23)

Inequality (7.20) can be rewritten as

5
G.

>0 (7.24)

Applying the S-procedure [40] (Also see Appendix), to (7.23) and (7.24) yields

AlP
P-Tj

< 0, P > 0, r, > 0 (7.25)

Using Schur complement formula [43] (Also see Appendix) to (7.25) results in

n =
PAg P-T} ! 0 0 
PA. 0 -P 0

/,/3 <I> 0 0

<0,P>0,r, >0 (7.26)
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Therefore, if (7.26) is feasible, system (7.16) is robustly stable and also, system defined 

by (7.2), (7.3), (7.5), (7.12) is robustly stable. The proof is completed. a

The conditions of theorem 7.1 can be rewritten as the following nonlinear sub-optimal 

problem by selecting the maximum eigen-values of (7.26) as the optimal specification:

min W)
P.K.L.TI (7.27) 
subject to (7.21).

where n = diag(no O, ••• TI N ).

Solving this nonlinear suboptimal problem yields the gain matrix K and the observer 

matrix L . Therefore, this completes the design of the reductive controller for the 

unperturbed NNCS.

7.5 Robust Stability of the NPNCS with Perturbations in the Nonlinear

Process

In this section, theorem 7.1 is generalised to the case of having perturbation in the 

nonlinear process. The robust stability of the NPNCS is formulated as a sub-optimal 

problem constrained by a series of nonlinear inequalities.
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7.5.1 Robust stability of NPNCS

For (x,u)&XxlI and any £eY , there exists integers d ,i = \,---,m such that£

' (/('))]/ 3«7-=0 for all -I , \<j<m , and

r7/ °/Q £' (/(')) ydUj ^0 f°r some -/cR'"* 7"} • Therefore, d£ ,i = \,---,m are the

corresponding relative degrees.

Corresponding to (7.12), the closed-loop of the perturbed system 

z(, + 1) = 2z(0 + G(z,, «(ZM , f ̂ ^ )) - G (z,,« (z, 

is augmented and expressed in the following form

where 0. =
o(2N+\)nx\

(7.28)

The perturbation term d(-) with 6' = (i9] ,---,6'm ) isdefmedby: 

(i). If d, <d. , then the components of 0 =\9 ---,0 ••-, 0 can
v ' O; I ' \ ' '' ' d - ' I /

be

represented as

(ii). If <*£</. then
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0. .=• = \,-,d.-\

*' v);*)H °/0"'--' °f(*,u(x,v))

From the assumption that /(•) and /z(-) are Lipschitz, the following assumptions follow: 

D5. #(•) is C 1 in S and is Lipschitz atw(-) [58] (Also refer to Appendix), i.e.,

(2/V+l)nx1

-
"*(*,.«'(*,);*)] 
o ^3 IK (•)-«;

Notice that u (•) is also Lipschitz, inequality (7.29) follows that

e(z,,u(zt]l_ i)-s] _
- ^(zr ,,(z; );j)j

_ (2A'+l)nxl J

</2/3 V-~ z'

Then, similar to (7.20), (7.30) is equivalent to:

0(2JV+l)nxl

-i~\T

0(2JV+l)nxl

(7.29)

(7.30)

(7.31)

Now, the stability of system defined by (7.1), (7.3), (7.5), (7.12) is studied by discussing 

that of (7.28) for the condition of (7.31). 

Remark: 

If 0(z,,«(z,,v(z,));<?) = Oin (7.31), then (7.31) can be re-written as

©,r © < Z,r /22 /32 Z, (7.32)
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For the robust control problem of NPNCS with perturbations in the nonlinear process, 

the following theorem is proposed:

Theorem 7.2: The closed-loop NNCS defined by (7.1), (7.3), (7.5) and (7.12) is 

robustly stable if the assumptions (D1-D5) are satisfied and there exists a proper 

symmetric positive definite matrix P, matrix K observer matrix Z,and two positive real 

numbers r,, j = {1,2}, such that the following inequalities are feasible for all the

integers/ e {(),•••,TV}:

~A*PAg -P

P\

PAg

<j)/ /

O/ /

ATg P

P-r,/

0

0

0

#>

0
P-T21

0

0

or/,/2
0

0-to
0

or/2/3 "

0

0

0

-toz .

(7.33)

Proof: Similar to the proof of theorem 7.1, a quadratic Lyapunov 

function F(Z,) = Z,rPZ,, with a symmetric positive definite matrix P denoted P > 0, is

used. If AF(Z,) = F(Z,+] )-F(Z,)< 0 with respect to the trajectory of equation (7.28) 

holds for all the integers/ e [0,JV], then system (7.30) is robustly stable. In this proof, 

the following inequalities must be hold for allie[0,AT|. For simplicity, it will be 

omitted from the end of each inequality.

Evaluating A F(Z,) at Z, * Ogives
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Zj'(A Tg PAg -P)Zl +ZjA 7 PGl G\ PC,

The equation can be rewritten as

~z<
G,

t

T ~A Tg PAg -P A Tg P A Tg P
PAg P 0
PAg 0 P

~zt ~
G,
©,

<o

Inequality (7.32) can be rewritten as

0

0

The inequalities (7.24) is rewritten as

O r /22 /32 <D 0 0
0 0 

0 -7

>0

G, 

®,

a>r /,2 /22 cD o o
0

0

-7 0 

0 0

>0

(7-34)

(7.35)

(7.36)

(7.37)

Applying the S-procedure [43] (Also see Appendix) to (7.35), (7.36) and (7.37) yields

= ~\T

©,

PAg 
PA,

P-Tj 0

0 P-r27
<0 (7.38)

where & = rl <I> 77,2 /22 <I> + r2 <l> 7722 /32 <!> and r,,r2 are positive real numbers.

Using Schur complement [43] (Also see Appendix), (7.38) results in (7.33).
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Therefore, if there exist matrices P > 0 , K and L , and four positive real numbers T:I , 

j € {1,2} such that (7.38) holds, then system defined by (7.1), (7.3), (7.5) and (7.12) is

stable. It further results in the robust stability of the closed-loop of the NCS (7.1), (7.3), 

(7. 5) and (7. 12). This completes the proof. a

Remark: If theorem 7.2 is rewritten as a nonlinear sub-optimal problem, the 

matrices P > 0 , K and/,, and the positive real numbers r; (_/ = !, 2) can be obtained 

through solving the sub-optimal problem:

mn (S)
L,P,Tt ,T2 ,S

Tsubject to: P = PT > 0; r, > 0; r2 > 0 and (7.33).

where the minimal specification /I is the minimum eigen-value of the matrix 

£ = diag(H0 ••• EN ).

7.5.2 Computing Algorithm

In order to solve the suboptimal problem (7.39), an algorithm based on using MATLAB 

Optimization Toolbox is applied. The procedure of solving the suboptimal problem 

(7.39) is as follows:

Step 1 : Using an estimated pole placement set to get the initial values of K and L then 

solve the following LMIs to get the initial value of P : A Tg PAg - P < 0 and P = PT > 0 ; 

Step 2: Give an estimated value for S then use the Optimization Toolbox of MATLAB 

to solve nonlinear sub-optimal problem constrained by nonlinear inequalities: If the sub- 

optimal solution exists, continue Step 3; otherwise go back to Step 1;
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Step 3: Substitute the optimised variables into the nonlinear matrices inequalities (7.33) 

to verify the result.

7.6 Numerical Example

In this section, a discrete-time nonlinear process is constructed by referring to [72] 

follows

where h, Q0 ,Q^ Q2 are system coefficients, while 5 represents a perturbation of the 

system coefficient Q0 . It is obvious that x - 0 is the equilibrium for both the perturbed 

or undisturbed system when u = 0 and /z(0) = 0 . The control objective is to regulate the 

system states at the equilibrium.

The corresponding functions are

f(x,u;S) =

/(*,«/; 0) =

,/z(>(/)) = *,(/) and

(l - Qo ) *2 (0 - Qi sin x} (0 + 2X0

It is not difficult to verify that the relative degrees d^=de =\ and thus the

corresponding coordinate change is T (* (?)) =

unperturbed system has the following matrix

. Then the linearised
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A =
0

h

1

h
'*-

_-0! sin z,, (0 + 0X0.

Calculation results in the feedback control law w(0 = (0, sin zu (0 + v)/02 where 

v = a, Oz,, + a, ,z, 2 , so that the closed-loop matrix is

A =

h l,0

For a random time-delay upper bound 2, the time-delay varies {0,1,2} . In this 

simulation, the system parameters are specified as /i = 1.5191 , QQ = 0.5 , 

0, = -0.0032 and Q2 — 2.0 . Following the computing procedure of subsection 4.2,

yields the solution for the optimised variables of AT = [-0.0120 0.0133], L =
0.1785 
-0.0586

and 8 - 0.0005 . The result indicates that the networked control scheme is able to cope 

with the perturbation to a level of/? = |<?|/|0,| = 0.0005/0.0032 = 15.6% . Initial values 

of the states are selected as jc, = 0.50, *2 =0.30.

Based on the above system configuration, a series of simulations were done when the 

predictive control was not used and these were compared with the case when the 

predictive controller was used. The upper two figures (Figure 7.2) show that the method 

using the lagged process output to construct the control signal while not using the 

predictive controller will lead to instability; however, Figure 7.3 shows that the 

networked predictive control scheme works well: it stabilises the system and is able to
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Figure 7.2 Input (a) and state response (b) when no predictive controller is used in the

NNCS.
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Figure 7.3 State response (a) and input (b) when predictive controller is used in the

NNCS.
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tolerate parametric perturbation in the nonlinear process. Therefore, it demonstrated the 

efficiency of theory developed in this chapter.

7.7 Summary

This chapter has studied the robust control of NNCS with non-vanishing perturbations 

in the linearisable nonlinear process. The predictive control method is applied to the 

NNCS to address the problems arising from using a network as the transmission media. 

An event-driven predictive controller is designed for the NPNCS. The problems of both 

system synthesis and stability analysis are formulated into a nonlinear sub-optimal 

problem. Solving the sub-optimal problem will result in the parameter matrices of the 

predictive controller. This result has been generalised to the robust control of NNCS 

with perturbation in the nonlinear process. In addition, a numerical example is given to 

demonstrate the efficiency of the proposed theory.
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Chapter VIII

The Equivalence between Robust Predictive Control of

Networked Nonlinear Control System with Linearisable

Process and the Robust Control of the Linearised System

Abstract: This chapter studies the relationship between the problem of controller design 

for a Networked Predictive Nonlinear Control System (NPNCS) with a linearisable 

process and the robust control problem of a class of uncertain linear feedback control 

system (ULFCS). It is shown that the controller design for the networked predictive 

nonlinear control system with a linearisable nonlinear process is equivalent to the 

robust control of a class of ULFCS with both structured uncertainties and disturbances. 

This equivalence also holds for the controller design problem of the NPNCS with model 

uncertainties in the nonlinear process and the robust control of a class of linear 

feedback system with structured uncertainties and disturbances. This equivalence 

simplifies the control design for NPNCS to the linearization of the nonlinear system and 

the robust controller design of a class of uncertain linear feedback control system. The 

efficiency of this result is demonstrated by a numerical example.
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8.1 Introduction

As discussed in the previous chapters (Also refer to [1-4, 44, 45, 74, 75]) , the 

networked predictive control method can deal with the network-induced problems, 

namely, time-delay, data dropout, data disorders, etc, and achieve a good performances 

for the NCSs. The method has also been extended to the case of Networked Nonlinear 

Control System (NNCS) with linearisable process and its robust control [74, 75].

However, the control design of both linear NPCS and NPNCS is concerned with solving 

a suboptimal problem constrained by a series of matrix inequalities, as shown in [1-4, 

44, 45, 74, 75] . The number of the matrix inequalities grows as the specified time-delay 

bound increases. Furthermore, the dimension of each matrix inequality expands rapidly 

as the system dimension increases. These two facts lead to a large-scaled computational 

challenge for solving the sub-optimal problem. Though the power of computing devices 

has developed rapidly, it still takes a long time to calculate the controller parameters, 

especially when either or both the system dimensions or the specified time-delay bound 

are high. This motivated the work reported in this chapter of finding alternative 

controller design methods for NPNCSs.

The objective of this chapter is to prove an equivalence relationship between the 

controller design problem of NPNCS and the robust control problem of uncertain linear 

feedback control systems and thus to simplify the calculation of the controller 

parameters. In this chapter, the equivalence relationship is proved for two cases. Firstly, 

the equivalence relationship between the controller design for NPNCS with a precise
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process model and the robust control of a class of linear feedback control system with 

structured uncertainties. Secondly, the equivalence relationship between the controller 

design for NPNCS with modelling uncertainties in the process and the robust control 

problem of another class of linear feedback control systems with structured 

uncertainties.

The equivalence relationship gives great advantages. This equivalence relationship 

enables the transformation of the problem from the designing of a controller for NPNCS 

to the problem of linearization of the nonlinear process followed by the robust control 

of a class of uncertain linear feedback control system. Meanwhile, there are well- 

developed methods [21, 40, 42] that can be used for the robust control of linear 

feedback control systems with structured uncertainties. The robust controller design for 

such systems is much simpler in terms of problem formulation and computation with 

using this equivalence. This enables a convenient solution for the NPNCS 

implementation.

This chapter is organized as follows: Section 8.2 describes the idea of NPNCS; Section 

8.3 discusses the equivalence between the controller design for NPNCS and robust 

control of a class uncertain linear feedback control system; Section 8.4 proves the 

equivalence between the controller design for NPNCS with model uncertainties and the 

robust control of another class of uncertain linear feedback control system; Section 8.5 

gives a numerical example to demonstrate the relationship; Section 8.6 summarizes this 

chapter.
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8.2 Networked Predictive Nonlinear Control System

In the previous work reported in Chapters V-VII (Also refer to [74, 75]), a networked 

predictive control configuration for linearisable nonlinear systems has been studied. The 

system model can be generally depicted by Figure 7.1. The process output has been 

measured and packaged, and then the data packet is sent to the remote predictive 

controller through the network. The predictive controller does a series of computational 

tasks: state transformation, state prediction generation, inverse state transformation and 

control prediction sequence calculation. Then the control prediction sequence is sent to 

the actuator side, which applies the control signal to the process. This methodology is 

able to deal with the problems in networked control system (NCS), as outlined in our 

previous chapters II-VII (Also refer to [44, 45, 73-75]). This chapter will focus on the 

relationship between the controller design for NPNCS and the robust control of the 

linear system. Therefore descriptions of the control scheme operation and its advantages 

are omitted in this chapter. The reader is referred to the previous chapters II-VII (Also 

refer to[44, 45, 73-75]) for further details.

The nonlinear process is assumed to be linearisable in the form

(0 (8.1)

where x(t) e X c 9T is the state, u(t) e U c 9T is the control input. It is worthwhile 

pointing out that the nonlinear process (8.1) can contain model uncertainties. In this 

chapter, the exploration of the relationship between the controller design for NPNCS
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and the robust control of a class of ULFCSs addresses the case of a precise process 

model and that of an uncertain process model. They are separately discussed in Section 

8.3 and Section 8.4.

The corresponding nominal system of (8.1) is described by

(>)}
4*(0 J

where g0 (•) has full rank for all ;c e X . Parallel to (8.2), the corresponding nonlinear 

process with model uncertainties can be written as

where g, (•) has full rank for all x e X .

For all discrete-time affme-input systems, if it is linearisable through feedback, then 

there exists a state transformation such that the transformed system can be written in a 

controllability form [67-72].

The model uncertainty of (8.3) can be described by

-/» wo)

Assume that ft and /are affine in.x(£) , then they can be written in the form
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t (8.5)

(0 (8.6)

In addition, the left quantity of the second equality in (8.4) is assumed to satisfy the 

block structure bound

f2 (X (t)) = D^3 (t)EX (t) (8.7)

where the matrices D and E have compatible dimensions and the time-varying 

uncertainty A 3 (?) is such that A[ (?) A 3 (?) < / .

We further assume that F0 , Ft , g0 and g, are bounded for all x e X , so

where a denotes the largest singular values of the matrices.

For the nominal system (8.2), a linearization control law can be given by

u(k) = $(x)x(k') + Tt(X)v(k) (8.9)

where

t(x) = g»(x)(4>-F0 (x})

Tlx) = gt(x)B0 (8.10)

whence (&>(*) So (*))"' exists for ^(^O)'8 M] rank for a11 xeX • Therefore, the 

feedback linearised system of the nominal system is given by
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Bn

(8.11)

Remark: The matrices A^and BQ 'm (8.10) and (8.11) is given by the system designer

according to the application requirements. These two matrices are tunable to obtain the 

desired nominal linearised model.

Before we further discuss the NPNCS, the assumption is made that the linearised 

system (8.11) is controllable.

In the control scheme of the NPNCS, the control prediction is built from the feedback 

linearised nominal model (8.11). For this type of system, the state transform is simply

given by z (t) = T (x (t)) = x (t).

Similar to the previous chapters (Also refer to [44, 45, 73-75]), the predictive controller 

generates a sequence of state prediction based on the information received from the 

feedback channel.

The observer of the feedback linearised nominal system (8.11) can be described by

xi+\\t ~
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where L e 9^mxm is the observer matrix such that A-LC has all the eigenvalues locating 

inside the unitary circle andjpr|M = Cz, |(_, . For the convenience of representation, some

variables are written in a compressed form in the remainder of this chapter, e.g., x (t) is 

compressed as xt .

The observer can be combined into the following state estimator to generate a series of 

state predictions:

Xt+2\t = 4, 
L4J

fln-I- 0 v 
0

(8.13)

where the reference input is selected as vr+(1/ = Kx,+i\,, l'• = 0,1,..., N. 

If the sequence of state predictions is substituted into a modified form of (8.9), 

«,*=£(*,+*)x^+vfr**)^** then h §ives a sequence of the control 

predictions[M/+I|/ wr+2|/ ••• M,+AI/ ] . After sending it to the actuator side and with

appropriate selection of data, the control prediction can be used to construct the control 

signal of the process.

8.3 Equivalence between the NPNCS and ULFCS

As represented in the previous chapters (Also refer to [44, 45, 73-75]), to obtain the 

control parameters while guaranteeing the stability of NPNCS is a cumbersome task
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which requires expressing the linearised system as an augmented system and then 

solving a nonlinear optimal problem constrained by a series of matrix inequalities. The 

equivalence relationship in the following theorem will transform the controller design 

for NPNCS to another structure which is much simpler to deal with.

Theorem 8.1: The controller design problem of the NPNCS defined by (8.1 1) and (8.13) 

is equivalent to the robust control problem of a class of linear feedback control system 

with structured time-varying uncertainties:

x(t + 1) = (A + MA (t)N)x(t) + (B + SA(t)U)v(t) + Gw(t) (8.14)

where M , N , S ,U and G are matrices with compatible dimensions as defined in the 

following proof and A(?) represents the time-varying uncertainties such that

Ar (?) A (?)</. In addition, w (?) represents the disturbances.

Remark: The controller design problem of NNPCS is about designing a limited control 

w(?) to make the system state x(t)a\so limited, so for a stable closed-loop NNPCS, it

is reasonable to assume that

U = {«(t)\\u(t)\<«mx } (8.15)

(8.16)

It is worthwhile pointing out that the control amplitude and the allowed state are both 

limited in the control application if the closed-loop system is stable.
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Proof: We derive the result from (8.2) and a modified form of (8.9) rather than from 

(8.11) and (8.13). Let x(t) = x(t\t -i) be the state prediction used to construct the 

control signal at time /, then the difference between the state and the state prediction 

ex = x (r) - x (/) is such that |^|<°o • This result is from (8.13) when the prediction

steps are limited. Similarly, let u(t) = «,„_,. be the control actually applied to the control 

system (8.2) for any time-delay value/, then (8.15) and (8.16) shows that the difference 

between the nominal control and the control prediction eu — u (?)-«(/) is such

that||ea |<oo. As u(t) = is continuous and Lipschitzian atjc(/)andv(?),

the reverse functions v(?) = h(u(t},x(t}} and v(/) = h(u(t), *(/)) satisfies |ev ||<°o 

where ev = |v(f)-v(0|-

Using u(t) = % (x,+l \ t }xt+lV + t?(xM]l )vI+ill to replace the control in (8.2), it results in

A]X (t)

o (* (0) Si

(8.17)

The first row of the right quantity of the second equality of (8.17) can be written as
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A
where

(8.18)

" ((4, -/=-. (*))*(/)+ V

Now, substituting x(t) = x (r) + ex into the above expression gives

Q (r) = g0 (x ( Jc) (g0 ( Jc) g0r - F 0 (v (r)

go (* (0) (^ (*) (go (i 

- (4 - F0 (»)) *(/) 4- {g0

+ g0 (X (/)) (g^ (*)(*<,(*) ̂ 0

) (4, - ̂ o

l (x) (g0 (i) g0r (;))" ) - /} 50v (/)

) {(4, - -fi (^ « +

We further study the bound of coefficient matrices of (4 - f0 (*)) x (0 and#Q v (t) • It 

is easy to show that

||*o (* (0) (*or (*) (*0 (*) si wr \U-K (M u - Fn ( X}r -1
* *o(*(0)(*o"(*)(*o(*)*o"! ) (4, - F0 (x)) (4 - ̂ o (-))

ii-i (8-19) 
(*)) +1

"
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In the above equation, the first inequality follows from Holder inequality (See Appendix) 

while the second and the third inequalities follow Cauchy-Schwarz inequality (See 

Appendix).

The upper bound of

be proved to

be limited if some methods, namely Taylor expansion is used to the right hand quantity 

of the last inequality in (8.19), i.e., there exists the following matrix of maximum 

M, = diag(Ma ,---,Ma ) where

Ma = max v(g0 (x(t))(gT0 (x)(go (x)gT0

Similarly,

so (* (0) (si (*) Uo (*) si (*))") - \* L (^ (0) (ftr l^j (s0 ( x ) g»

then, there exists the following matrix of maximum A/2 = diag(Mp ,- --,Mp ) where 

M, = max a(g0 (*(t))(gl(i)(g0 (Z)gZWT)-l) •
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For IK II < °° an^ |K 1 < °° > it is easy to prove

that , i.e., there exists a

matrix of maximum H = \M Te , • • • , M J ] where

(*) (a,

Then, (8. 1 8) can be written as

4,' 'Bn
(8.20)

where e(x,x) = M,A, (/)(4, - F0 (x))x(t) + M2 A 2 (t)B0v(k) + Hw(t) with

A, (0 - M- (go (x(t)) (gT0 (x)(go

(0 = (x (0) (g0r

(0) (SO (* ' ) [(4, -

Letting the first equality of (8.1 1) be

then (8.19) can be equivalently written as

A +

B

(8.21)

(8.22)
'(0
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The above system can be written in a more general form as

(8.23)

where M =
M, 0 
0 0

s = M2 0 
0 0

H 
0

and

A (r) represents a time-varying random uncertainty such that A r (t ) A (?)</. It is

apparent that the controller for the NPNCS (8.11) and (8.13) is one of the robust 

controllers which are able to stabilize system (8.23). It can also be seen that the robust 

controller for system (8.23) can also make the closed-loop of NPNCS (8.11) and (8.13) 

stable. It thus completes the proof. n

Remarks:

1. Simplification on stability analysis: The equivalence of the robust control of 

the uncertain linear time invariant system and the controller design for NPNCS, 

allows the stability of the NPNCS to be derived from the stability analysis of 

linear feedback control system with uncertainties in the form of (8.14).

2. Simplification on system synthesis: The controller designed for system (8.14) 

using the well-developed methods [10, 40-42, 59] can be reliably applied to the 

closed-loop of the NPNCS (8.11) and (8.13). Therefore, the design of NPNCS is 

enormously simplified.
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8.4 Equivalence between the NPNCS with perturbations in the 

process and ULFCS

This section considers the case of the NPNCS having modeling uncertainty in the 

linearisable nonlinear process.

Parallel to the equivalence relationship between the problem of controller design for the 

NPNCS with precise process model and the robust control ULFCS, the relationship is 

also valid between the controller design problem of NPNCS with model uncertainties 

and the robust control of ULFCS.

Theorem 8.2: The problem of controller design for NPNCS defined by (8.3) and (8.13) 

is equivalent to the problem of robust control of a class of linear feedback control 

system with structured time-varying uncertainties:

x(t + 1) = (A + MA (/) N) x (t) + (B + SA (t) U) v (/) + GW (t) (8.24) 

where M, N,S,T are matrices compatible to the system matrices and the time-varying 

uncertainties Ar (/) A (t) < I while w (/) represents the disturbances. 

Proof: Similar to the proof of theorem 8.1, substituting u(t} = %(x)x, +t](x,)vt into 

system (8.4) to replace the control u (?) gives
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where

(0 = ^ (* (0) * (0 + ft (^ (0) ̂  (*)

This reduces to

(8.25)

(0 + gl (X (/)) g[ (i) (& (i) g0r

(0) - F

(8-26)

Similar to the proof of theorem 8.1, the following bounds exist
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(* (0) + g: (* (0) so

-/ < 00

< oog, (x (0) go (*) (go (x) go (*))"') ((4 - ̂ o (*)) e, + B0ev 

It further results in the following matrices of maxima 

M} =diag(Ma ,---,Ma ) , M2 =diag(Mb ,-,Mb ) , H =

s (x(t\\eT (x\(s (X\ST ( &i\A vJ)&o \* } \&o \* ) So \

- i

with

Then system (8.25) can be written as

System (8.27) can be further re-written as

4, 
4.

'(0

If let M =
M, 0 

0 D
C1 _

M2 0 
0 0

system (8.28) can also be written in the more general form

(8.27)

(8.28)
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(t) + (B + SA (t) 0) v (t) + Gw (t) (8.29) 

where A (/) is time-varying uncertainties such that A 7 (/) A (?)</.

From the above proof, the controller for the NPNCS (8.3) and (8.13) can be definitely 

robustly stabilized (8.29). On the other side, the robust controller for system (8.29) can 

also make the closed- loop of NPNCS (8.3) and (8.13) stable for a specific time-delay 

upper bound. Therefore, the problem of controller design for a NPNCS with process 

model uncertainties is equivalent to the problem of robust control of a class of uncertain 

linear feedback control system. This completes the proof. a

Remark: The robust controller design method for system (8.29) has already been well- 

studied [10, 40-42, 59]. Using this relationship can greatly simplify the controller design 

for the uncertain NPNCSs.

8.5 Numerical Example

In order to verify the results in section 8.3 and section 8.4, a numerical example is 

constructed to demonstrate the equivalence relationship. We consider the following 

process

= -0.4*, ( '

If we do transform , , then system (8.29) can be transformed into
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0 -0.4 
1 0

Now, the system is in the form of (8.2). It follows that

4," 

4

(8.31)

[0 -0.4] 
[1 0]

If the system model is precise, the control of system (8.30) can be expressed as 

« (') = g* (*') (g, (*') g" (*'))" (4, - *i (*'))*'(') + g^ (*') (g. (*') g" (^O

then the linearised system has become
4

wherein F0 and B0 are matrices specified by the system performance requirements. 

Here, we simply choose the matrices asF0 = [l l], B0 = 1. Letu(/) = Kx'(t), then the

state prediction sequence can be expressed as x' (t + i \ /) =

Furthermore, the control prediction sequence is generated by

t)].

Now, if the system has a perturbation in the linearisable process and the system has 

become
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(8.32)

then the corresponding predictive controller is

u(t} = (\ + S + x'2 (f ))"' [(4, - F0 (x')) x'(t) + B0v (r )] where x' (k) represents the

prediction value corresponding to time k no matter which values it is based on. The 

closed-loop of the NPNCS is

[1 0]

2 5

'2 (t)

10 15 20 
timet

25 30

fe)
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where

-((

10 15 20 25 30 
time t

(b)

Figure 8.1 The input (a) and state response (b) ofULFCS (8.33).

i + 5 + X ' ; (0) ')) *' (0

If the largest error is max(x'l -xl) = Q.5x'l and the reference is selected as v(t) = Kx'(t),

then
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If the perturbation is selected as 6 - 0.5 , the maximum of

((l -5 + x[ (/))(! + 1 .5*,' (t)Y ~ !J is 4/3 - Therefore, the corresponding linear feedback

uncertain control system is

-10

-15
10 15 20 25 

time t
30
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(b)

Figure 8.2, the state-response (a) and input (b) oftheNPNCS (the time-delay upper 

bound is 5 steps and 8 = 0.5

"*,'(' +1 )~
X2 (* + 0

(
~{

(
+ [

~(A,-F0 )1
[1 0] J +

~B0 ~

0

"4/3"

0

"4/3 O1
0 0_

"A, o"
0 A,

"A o"
0 A

"1.5-V

0

(8.33)
'(0

Solving the robust control problem on system (8.33) gives the controller gain 

K -[-0.620 -1.532]. The state response and reference input of (8.33) is shown in 

Figure 8.1. In this example, the initial values of system states are selected as 

jc, = 10.50, x 2 =-10.30.
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When the same gain matrix is used in the NPNCS, the process state response and the 

input of the NPNCS are depicted by Figure 8.1 where the upper-bound of the network- 

induced time-delay is 5 steps while the perturbation is assumed to beS = 0.5.

It is apparent that the linear controller of system (8.33) is also able to robustly control 

the corresponding NPNCS as shown in Figure 8.2. This demonstrates the equivalence 

relationship applied in this chapter.

8.6 Summary

This chapter has studied the relationship between NPNCS and uncertain linear feedback 

control system. It has proved the equivalence between the NPNCS and linear feedback 

control system with structured uncertainties and the equivalence between the NPNCS 

with modeling uncertainties in the linearisable process and the linear feedback control 

system with structured uncertainties. This method can convert the stability analysis and 

system synthesis of NPNCS or NPNCS with model uncertainties in the nonlinear 

process to the robust control problem of linear feedback control system. In addition, the 

equivalence relationship is demonstrated by a numerical example.
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Chapter IX

Conclusions and Future Work
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This thesis has considered the subject of NCS, which in recent years has been an area

that has attracted considerable research interest. The programme of work reported in 

this thesis has focused on the use of the predictive control method applied to network 

control systems which was first proposed in [1-4] and has developed some theoretical 

work applied to both linear and nonlinear systems. This chapter summarizes the main 

results of the work and suggests possible future research directions.

9.1 Main results

In this section, a brief summary of the main results are presented and the main 

contributions of this work are summarized from the different aspects: 

1. Control schemes

Following the predictive control methodology developed in [1-4], Part A of this thesis 

adapts the predictive control method to NCSs which have model uncertainties and 

disturbances and studies their robustness. Based on the control scheme for networked 

linear control systems, this thesis extends the predictive control methodology to the area 

of networked nonlinear control systems and reports on both their performance and the 

robustness.

Firstly, in Chapter II and III, the control scheme used the time-driven predictive 

controller to generate the control prediction sequence. The control scheme was able to 

compensate for the random time-delay induced by the network, while achieving the 

required control performance.
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The next development stage concerns an event-driven predictive controller. The event- 

driven is applied to the predictive controller design in Chapter IV to VIII. It brings 

many advantages to the NCS, compared with the time-driven predictive controller. It is 

not only able to compensate for time-delay induced by network and the information loss 

induced by data dropouts and packets disorders, but also better facilitates the 

implementation of NCSs.

2. Implementation problems of networked control system

This thesis has considered the main problems [4-6] of NCSs and these are identified as:

1) Network-induced time-delay;

2) Time-delay measuring and time-delay components

3) Data dropouts;

4) Packets disorders;

5) Clock synchronizations between the controller and the process;

6) Stability analysis

7) Robust stability analysis

The time-delay is one of the main problems that this thesis has considered. Each chapter, 

from II to VIII has developed the theme of time-delay compensation. Compensating the 

network-induced time-delay is one of the main aims of the control schemes proposed. In 

these control schemes, when the control prediction sequence generated by the predictive 

controller is sent to the actuator side, through an appropriate selection mechanism, the 

control sequence applied to the process can be determined. Each chapter, from chapter
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II to VII describes how the control sequence is generated from the available process 

outputs. Chapter IV-VII also illustrated the selection mechanism.

It has been seen that the accurate measurement of time-delay in a networked system is 

often difficult and nigh impossible. The control scheme considered in Chapters II-III 

used the time-driven predictive controller where the measurement of the time-delay is 

necessary. Also, each component of the time-delay needs to be measured. In Chapters 

IV-VIII, the event-driven predictive controller is presented, which does not require the 

measurement of the individual components that make up the time-delay of the network. 

Only the sum of the time-delay components is required for a successful implementation. 

This is achieved by recording the time stamp at the sampling time and combining this 

with the data packets transmitted to the actuator side and thus enabling the calculation 

of the sum of the time-delay components. The different operation approaches are 

considered in Chapter IV-VII. One of the main features of the control scheme of 

Chapters IV-VIII is that it is not necessary to measure components of the time-delay.

The thesis has also considered data dropouts and packet disorders when designing the 

control scheme. It has been shown how the control schemes in Chapter IV-VIII were 

able to deal with these using the event-driven predictive controller.

It can be seen that the synchronization of the clocks, between the controller and the 

process, is another challenging problem in NCSs. The control schemes in Chapter II-III 

require the clocks to be synchronized. Since these two chapters primarily focus on
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theoretical developments, this particular issue is not a major problem for the work 

reported. However, the event-driven predictive controller considered in Chapter IV-VIII, 

successfully avoides the need for this symchronisation since it was triggered when it 

receives a packet of data from the feedback channel.

Stability analysis and robust stability analysis form the kernel of the work carried out in 

this research programme. This thesis has developed the theory of stability analysis for 

NCSs. The developing stages will be summarized in the next subsection.

3. Stability Analysis

Taking account of the stability analysis methods in [1-4], the work developed in 

stability analysis of networked predictive control systems has gone through three stages. 

In [1-4], the method of pole placement was used to analyze the stability of closed-loop 

NCS with precise model. This method can be considered as the first stage. This thesis 

has built its stability analysis on the Lyapunov functions. In chapters II-IV, the stability 

of the NCS has been proved by verifying that the difference in the Lyapunov function 

between two time instants is less than zero along the trajectory of the augmented system 

for all the admissible time-delay values (under an upper-bound for the time-delay). The 

stability conditions are a combination of a series of matrix inequalities. If there are 

suitable matrices and constants satisfying all these inequalities, then the closed-loop of 

the NCS would be stable. This is the second phase of the development of the stability 

theory, and this provides the basis for the third stage. In the third stage, quadratic 

stability analysis is considered and some quadratic constraints are introduced to the
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system when the Lypunov inequalities are subsequently derived. Using the S-procedure, 

the quadratic constraints are combined into the Lyapunov inequality to give the stability 

conditions for the system. Furthermore, in order to achieve a better system performance, 

the stability conditions can be written as a sub-optimal problem. Solving this type of 

sub-optimal problem gives the optimized controller parameters.

4. Robust Control

The theory of robust controls of NCSs is another main contribution of this thesis. 

Chapters II-IV and VII-VIII present the robust control problem of networked linear 

control system and that of networked nonlinear control system, respectively. In Chapter 

II-IV, the robust control problem is studied by applying the robust control theory of the 

linear feedback control systems to the augmented systems. For the robust control of 

networked nonlinear systems in Chapter VII-VIII, the perturbation quantity is 

augmented to the same dimension as the augmented system then the constraints on the 

perturbation are written as quadratic constraints. Using the S-procedure to the quadratic 

constraints and adopting the Lyapunov inequalities, gives the conditions of robust 

stability.

5. Simulations

This thesis provides numerical examples and simulation results in each chapter. The 

simulations validate the control schemes proposed in each chapter by comparing the 

results obtained when the networked predictive controller is not used. A qualitative
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comparison is made between the two scenarios which demonstrates the appropriateness 

of the new implementations.

6. Calculation simplification

The design methods used in Chapters II-VII all need to solve a sub-optimal problem 

constrained by a series of inequalities. However, as the designed time-delay upper 

bound increases or the dimension of the system rises, the scale of the computing 

required expands rapidly. This is because the increase of the designed time-delay upper 

bound leads to an increase in the number of the inequalities. Also an increase in the 

system dimension results in the dimension of the augmented system expanding rapidly. 

This leads to a higher computing cost with an increased time penalty in designing the 

NCS. This is a disincentive for engineers to apply these methods in practice. Chapter 

VIII transformes the controller design problem of the networked nonlinear control 

system into the robust control problem of a linear uncertain feedback control system. 

The latter is much easier to realize in practice. Therefore, this method remarkably 

succeeded in simplifing the calculations of the predictive controller design.

9.2 Future work

Though there are a large number of publications reporting their results on networked 

predictive control system, the research on networked predictive control is far from 

completed. There are still a number of areas that need to be explored and the following 

section will highlight some of these.
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1. Process to be controlled can be extended to a more general nonlinear process

This thesis reports on the networked linear control system and the networked nonlinear 

control system for a linearisable nonlinear process. With the versatility of nonlinearity, 

there are a variety of networked nonlinear control system configurations. The 

linearisable nonlinear process considered in this thesis considers only some simple cases 

of the nonlinear system. There are some other different nonlinear processes that can be 

considered for control through the network. For example, Perturbation system, Lure 

system and Lorenz system are all possible processes of networked predictive nonlinear 

control systems. Though it is a challenge to research these types of networked 

predictive control systems, their extensive utility in practice will make the effort 

worthwhile.

2. Other stability concepts can be used to the networked control system.

In this thesis, asymptotic stability is the only stability concept considered. In control 

theory, some other stability types are possible, such as exponential stability, absolute 

stability and applicable stability. These concepts can be introduced to NCSs and could 

produce some meaningful results.

3. The calculation of the controller design parameters needs simplification

The controller design method in Chapters II-VII requires solving a sub-optimal problem. 

As analyzed in Chapter VIII, the calculation work is cumbersome when either the 

dimension is high or the design time-delay upper bound is large or both apply.
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Developing a fast method to solve this type of sub-optimal problem would be a valuable 

contribution to research in this area of work.

4. The equivalence relationship can be extended to other type of nonlinear system 

configurations

In Chapter VIII, only the equivalence relationship between the controller design of 

NCSs with affine nonlinearity and the robust control of an uncertain linear feedback 

control system is presented. There are still other types of networked nonlinear control 

system configurations, which are possibly equivalent to other familiar types of control 

system. This could be a fruitful area to explore.

5. Expansion of robust control research.

The thesis focuses closely on the robust control of NCS but the cases of uncertainties 

and disturbances that are considered here are not complex. In engineering practice, there 

are much more complicated situations which will require a more robust control 

algorithm. In addition to this the robust tracking problem is one that could be usefully 

explored.
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Appendix
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Definition A.I [40] Quadratic Stability (Discrete-time system)

Consider a linear uncertain system

x(t + l) = (A + M)x(t) (10.1)

where x e 9T is the system state, A e 5T X " and M = LF(t)E with F T (t)F(t) < v 2 ! . 

L and E are constant matrices and v is a positive scalar.

System (10.1) is called robustly quadratically stable with degree v if there exists a 

positive matrix P such that the Lyapunov function V (x) = x TPx has the following 

property:

V (t + 1) = X T (t) [(A + M)T P(A + M)- P]x (t) < 0 (1 0.2) 

for all (x,/)e9T xtt + .

Definition A.2 [58] Lipschitz Condition

Given two metric spaces (M,d) and (N,d) , where d and d' denotes the metric on 

the sets M and N respectively, a function / : M -> N is called Lipschitz continuous if 

there exists a constant K > 0 such that for all xl and X2 in M

d'(f(Xl ),f(x2 ))<Kd(Xl ,x,).

Lemma A.I [40] The S-Procedure for quadratic functions and non-strict 

inequalities

Let F0 ,---,Fp be quadratic functions of the variable £ e 9T :

where T = TT . Consider the following conditions on F0 , • • -, Fp :
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F0 (£) > 0 for all £ such that F,(£)>Q, i = \,-,p. (10.3)

If there exist r, > 0, • • • , T > 0 such thatp

0, (10.4)
;=i

then (10.3) holds.

Lemma A.2 [43] The S-procedure for quadratic form and strict inequalities

Let T0 ,---,Tp e 9T 1"1 be symmetric matrices. Consider the following condition

onT0 ,--,Tp :

£T TQ £ >0for all ^*0such that £ T T£>0, i = l, — ,p. (10.5)

If there exists r, ^O,---,^ >0suchthat ro -£r,.7; >0, (10.6)
;=l

then (10.5) holds.

Lemma A.3 [43] Schur Complement for non-strict inequalities

Suppose Q and R are symmetric. The condition

~Q S 
ST R

>0 (10.7)

is equivalent to

R>Q,Q-SR+ST >0,S(l-RR+ ) = Q (10.8)

where R + denotes the Moore-Penrose inverse of R .
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Lemma A.4 [43] Schur Complement for strict inequalities

The linear matrix inequality

\~D(r} S(^~\

>0 (10.9)

where Q (x} = Q T (x) , R(x) = RT (x) and S(x) depend affinely on x, is equivalent to 

R(x)>0, Q(x)~S(x)R-t (x)ST (x)>0. (10.10)

Lemma A.5 [76]Cauchy-Schwatz Inequality

For all vectors x and y of a real or complex inner product space V the following 

inequality holds:

\(x,y)\2 <(x, X}-(y,y). (10.11)

or, equivalently, by taking the square root of both sides, and referring to the norms of 

the vectors:

MN4IMI- ( 10 - 12>

Lemma A.6 [76] Holder's inequality

let \<p,q <oo with \/p + \jq = \, let / be in If (s) and gbe in Lq (S}. Then fg is

in I1 (S) and

The numbers p and q above are said to be Holder conjugates of each other.
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Lemma A.7 [42] Given Vx e 5R" and Vy 6 9T

max{(x T DFEyf : F T F < 1} = x T DD T xy T E T Ey. (10.14) 

Lemma A.8 [41]:Let X,Y and Zbe given symmetric matrices with appropriate 

dimension such that X > 0, 7 < 0 and Z > 0 . Furthermore, assume that

(Tj T Yrj) 2 -4(rj TXri)to T Zjj)>0 (10.15) 

for all nonzero 77 6 9?" . Then there exists a constant e > 0 such that

£2X + sY + Z>0. (10.16) 

Definition A.2 (Cited from Definition 3 of [49]): The following system contains 

addictive parameter uncertainties

)]x(?) + //XO (10.17)

where A4 (/) = M,F (?) ̂ r (f) //, , AC (?) = M2 F T (?) A/', are time-varying parameter 

uncertainties and F(t)FT (?)</•

Given a constant/ > 0 , then the unforced system (10.17) is said to be quadratically 

stable with an HM -norm bound y , if there exist a matrix P > 0 such that for any 

admissible uncertainty /L4 (?) ,
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(10.18)

with

(10.19)

Lemma A.9 [49]: Equation (10.18) can be rewritten as

<0 (10.20)

Consider the unforced uncertain system (10.17) with uncertainties. There exists a matrix 

P>0 such that (10.20) if and only if there exists a constant £ > Osuch that

A T (10.21)

Robust Control [10]: the word "robust" means that the controller or regulator should 

work well (e.g., achieve stability) even if the system to be controlled differs from the 

model employed. Thus, robustness means tolerance to errors in system identification (or 

to changes in the system during the time): even if the mathematical model of the system 

is slightly incorrect (i.e. when noise is introduced into the system), the controlled 

system should be stable (perhaps also close to "optimal"). In some examples, robustness
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of a regulator (e.g., PID) could mean sufficient stability over a large bandwidth (instead 

of optimal stability for some specific bandwidth).
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Abstract: The robust control of networked predictive control systems with random network 
delay in the feedback channel is studied in this paper. The stabilisation of systems with 
constant time-delay is discussed by converting the corresponding Lyapunov inequality to a 
non-linear inequality. To obtain the maximum domain of uncertainties, the non-linear 
inequality is evolved as a non-linear optimisation control problem. After the optimisation 
problem is solved, it yields a controller that can stabilise the system and the domain of 
uncertainties. Furthermore, for the case of random network induced time-delay, robust 
stabilisation problem can be formulated as a set of inequalities, which are related to the 
corresponding constant time-delay, respectively. This result is verified by a numerical 
example. Copyright©2005 IF AC

Keywords: robustness, predictive control, network, uncertainty, time-delay

1. INTRODUCTION

Using a network in control systems produces many 
benefits in practical engineering practice: reducing 
system wiring, ease of system diagnosis and 
maintenance, and increasing system agility. But it 
also brings some new: the network-induced delay 
(sensor-to-controller delay and controller-to-actuator 
delay), occurrence of packet dropout resulting in 
control signal break-off, etc. Time-delay is one of the 
main problems of networked control systems (NCS). 
With the development of NCS research, some 
methods have been developed to address this 
problem. Halevi and Ray (1988) proposed an 
augmented deterministic discrete-time model method 
to control a linear plant over a periodic delay 
network. Luck and Ray (1990, 1994) utilized the 
deterministic or probabilistic information of an NCS 
and developed queuing method. Nilsson (1998) 
proposed the optimal stochastic control method 
which treats the effects of random network delays in 
an NCS as a LQG problem. Walsh, et al. (1999a, 
1999b) used non-linear and perturbation theory to

formulate the network delay effects in an NCS as the 
vanishing perturbation of a continuous-time system 
under the assumption that there is no observation 
noise. Hai Lin, et al. (2003) formulated NCS as 
discrete-time switched system and proposed a way to 
study stability and disturbance attenuation issues for 
a class of NCS under uncertain access delay.

Although much research has been done in networked 
control systems, most work has ignored a very 
important feature of networked control systems that 
communication networks transmit a packet of data at 
the same time, which is not done in traditional 
control systems. Just making use of this network 
feature, Liu et al. (2004) proposed a new networked 
control scheme—networked predictive control, 
which can overcome the effects caused by network 
delay. The paper considered the precise model of 
NCS with network induced time-delay in the forward 
channel and didn't discuss the case of feedback 
channel time-delay and model uncertainties. This 
paper addresses these cases by considering NCS with 
structured uncertainties and network induced time-



delay in the feedback channel. The method of 
networked predictive control is used to handle the 
network-induced time-delay. Robust stabilization of 
NCS with constant network induced time-delay is 
formulated as a constrained non-linear optimisation 
problem. Both the related control law and boundary 
of uncertainty can be obtained by solving a non 
linear optimisation problem. A NCS with random 
network induced time-delay can be handled by 
solving a non-linear optimisation problem that 
contains a set of non-linear inequalities as constraints 
corresponding to specific time-delay values. This 
method shows that in a definite bound, if there exist a 
controller and an observer which stabilises the 
augmented system for all constant time-delays, then 
the control law can robustly stabilise the NCS for 
random time-delay. In addition, this method is 
validated by a numerical example.

This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents 
the main results of networked predictive control 
systems with constant time-delay in the feedback 
channel; Section 3 discusses robustness analysis of 
networked predictive control systems with random 
time-delay in the feedback channel; This method is 
validated by a numerical example in section 4; 
Section 5 gives the conclusion.

2. ROBUSTNESS ANALYSIS OF NPCS WITH 
CONSTANT TIME-DELAY

To overcome the unknown network transmission 
delay, Liu et al. (2004) proposed a networked 
predictive control scheme which mainly consists of a 
control prediction generator and a network delay 
compensator. The control prediction generator is 
designed to generate a set of fiiture control 
predictions. The network delay compensator is used 
to compensate the unknown random network delay. 
This networked predictive control system (NPCS) 
structure is shown in Fig. 1. Only the transmission 
delay in the feedback channel is considered in this 
paper.

r,=0

Figure 1. The networked predictive control system

In this section, the case with constant time-delay is 
discussed. The networked predictive control system 
with uncertainties can be described as follows

where xt e 9T, y: e 9?' and n t e 9T are the state, 
output and input vectors of the system, 
respectively. A e St""" , B e 9TX/" and C e <R /X" are the 
system matrices. The uncertainty items 
are M = Ht F,E} , AS = // 2 F,£2 with //, E 9T' ,

//2 e9T', £,691"", £,e9r" and F, e 5R W

where F* Ft < y' I . For the simplicity of stability
analysis, the reference input of the system is assumed 
to be zero.

Assumption!: The pair (A, B) is completely
controllable, and the pair (A,C) is completely
observable.
Assumption2: The number of consecutive data
dropouts must be less than m ( m is a non-negative
integer). The upper bound of the network induced
time-delay is not greater than N .

Remark: Because the control data are transmitted as 
packages through networks, especially internet, it is 
reasonable to assume that the network induced time- 
delays are integer times of sampling period. 
Assumption 2 indicates that the network will not 
continuously drop out data packages unlimitedly 
meanwhile guarantee that the NCS is a closed-loop 
system. Obviously, N > m . In addition, for our 
control scheme, the data dropouts are converted to 
corresponding time-delay according the used package 
protocols and sampling period.

Similar to Liu et al (2004), the proposed control 
scheme is stated as follows. If time-delay is assumed 
to be z'(/e {!,-•• N}), then only the signal of the 
t — i instant can be used to construct control signal. 
The following observer and state estimation are 
designed to predict a series of system states 
prediction values.
*,_f+i|,-/ = Axt_ i}t_i_i+Bu,_i +L(y,_i -CxM,_,_|)
*/-i+2M = A*t-i+\\t-i + But-i+\ ,.\

where L e 9T*' is the systems observing matrix and 
*,_,+tM e 9T ( i = 1, • • -i ) and ut _M e 9T are the k - 
step ahead state prediction and the input of the 
observer the matrix at time t-i , respectively. It 
means that if the designed tolerable time-delay is i , 
then at any time instant, the predictor generates the 
state prediction of /' -step ahead. The state-feedback 
controller for the case without network delay is 
designed by a modern control method, for example, 
LQG, eigenstructure assignment etc., and for the case 
with network delay, the controller is of the following 
form:

y, = Cx, (i)



where the state feedback matrix K e 9?'"*". 
As y,_i = Cx,_j , (2) can be written as

xt_k+to_k = A (A —LC)x,_i! ,l _k_k\l-k-\

(3)

;='
for / = 1,2,3, •••,&.

Thus, the output of the networked predictive control 
at time t is determined by

(4)

Therefore, the corresponding closed-loop system can 
be written as

(5)

The formula (3), (4), (5) can be described by the

Ov~

°«x(/-i)» BKA"\A-LC)

The system described in (6) can be expressed in the 
form
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Before the result is presented, the definition of 
robustly quadratically stable is given below.

Definition 1: System (1) is robustly quadratically 
stable if there exists a positive definite matrix P such 
that for any time instant t, Lyapunov function
V(xt ) = x : TPx: has the following property:

Theorem 1: The corresponding closed-loop system of 
system (1) with any constant time delay is robustly 
quadratically stable if and only if there exists a
matrices P = P T > 0 and K such that:

r>-I "T

n,= 4r -P + z£. r £\ 
H T 0

H,
0

-rvl
(8)

where v = \ly and constant r > 0 . Furthermore, if

(8) holds, then the maximum y is defined by 1/Vv 
where v is determined by the optimisation problem: 
min v
subject to P = P T > 0 and (8).

Before this theorem is proved, two lemmas are given.

Lemma 1 (Petersen and Hollot, 1986): Given
Vjte9f and VyeSR" ,

ma^x T DFEy) 2 : F T F < /}= X T DD T ' xy T E T Ey.

Lemma 2 (Xie and de Souza, 1992): Let X, Y and 
Z be given symmetric matrices with appropriate 
dimension such that X>0,Y < 0 andZ>0. 
Furthermore, assume that

for all nonzero r)<= 91" . Then there exists a constant 
£ > 0 , such that

Proof: According to definition 1, system (7) is 
robustly quadratically stable if and only if there 
exists a positive definite matrix P such that for any 
time instant/, Lyapunov function V(xl ) = xl Px, 
has the following property:

= xf((A,+ fi,F,E,) T P(4 +HiF!E,)-P]x, <0
foTVFeR 2 *'a 'l ,Fi T Fi < y2 ! . (9) is equivalent to

(A, + H,F,E,) T P(A, + H,F,E,) -P<0 (10)

For/>>(), apply Schur complement (Zhou, 1996) to 
formula (10), it gives

-/>-' 

(A l +H.F.Ei f
A.+HFi Ei 

-P <0 (11)

Now (11) is proved to be right for P > 0 if and only if 
(8) holds.

Necessity: Suppose that (11) has a solution P> 0, 
then

A. 0 H.F.E . _ r _ ' ' ' <0 
E T F TH : T 0 '

Let

(12)
A, -P 

Then, for V 77,, f]2 e 91"' , ^ = [77^ ^[ J * 0, it obtains

r v j-f ° ^^/l ?7 rZ7;<-777 U7-^r^r ' ' ' \rj
L ' ' ' J

Clearly rf Zr] < -2 max {T/ftf.f; £,?/.,: FfJ <
,r /7.F£./7 2 :.FF r <72 /}>0,then 

'ffi FElJj 2 : F,F T < y1 !} 1

Therefore, from Lemma 1, it gives

[

Hence, it follows from Lemma 2 that there exists a 
constant £ > 0 such that

L 0
(13)

Substituting (12) into (13) and applying Schur 
complement, it gives

A __,< 0 *\

which is equal to 
-/>-' A, 

A,T -P + (l/£ 
H T 0

H
<0

(14)

(15)

Let T = l/e and v = I//2 , then Eq. (8) holds.

Sufficiency: Suppose that there exists a constant 
T > 0 such that (8) has a solution P > 0 . Then there 
exists a constant e > 0 such that (11) is feasible.

(For V;/,,77, e 

f > 0 , then

), and any constant



= rf

Therefore,

0
1/eEfEi 

0
0

0 Jfl Fl El
E?H?F? o

Substituting the above equation into (14) yields*m o y-/>- 4
0 (\le)EjEt \[_Af -P

~-P ~- _ ^> + H<F£i\ 
+ E*F*H* -P J

Therefore, it shows that (11) holds.

To obtain the maximum value of the uncertainty 
bound, (15) can be written as a nonlinear 
optimisation problem described as in the theorem. 
The minimum value of v leads to maximum 7. 
The proof is completed. 0

NPCS without time-delay is a special case of 
constant time-delay. Theorem 1 still works well but 
the corresponding matrices Aa e CR 112 ""'""* 2 "'*12 '**'"''*2 '') (

^ e ^-H.^WH^ and ^ e 5R ,3N +2),.«2».m ,A

(7) have the following form:
in

4,=

— _ 
0 ~

O nx(m+n)lV BK
l'nN 0 +2 ]

Nm+n ) mXnN J

1 - 0 ]
w ^+SA:-LC onxnW ]
. M A;J.»> -«»A7vnV ^HA/v» I

0 ?x((2/i+m)A'+n) J

3. ROBUSTNESS ANALYSIS OF NPCS WITH 
RANDOM TIME-DELAY

In practical networked control systems, the network 
induced time-delay size is usually random as network 
load changes. Based on the assumptions set in 
section 2, the time-delay is assumed to vary 
randomly in a set{0,l,2,---7V}. For this case, a 
similar result is derived as for the case of a constant 
time-delay.

Theorem 2: The corresponding closed-loop system of 
system (1) with random time delay (in {0,1 • • •, yV }) is 
robustly quadratically stable if and only if there exist
a common matrix P = PT > 0 and a controller matrix 
K satisfying all the following inequalities:

4 H,
0 <0. (16)

til 0 -TVl

n,=
p-\

<7
lT

-P + TE, T E,

for i = 0,1,2,- • -N

where v = 1 / y2 and constant T > 0. Furthermore, if
all the inequalities in (16) holds, then the maximum
y is defined by 1/v ; where v is determined by the
optimisation problem:
min v
subject to P = PT >0 and (16). (17)

Proof: To robustly stabilise Eq. (1) with random
network induced time-delay in the feedback channel,
the following cases should be considered:
Case 1 : At any time instant t , augmented closed-loop
system of (7) is robustly quadratically stable for
constant time-delay; .
Case 2: For time instants t to t + 1 , augmented
closed-loop system (7) is still robustly quadratically
stable when time-delay varies from i to j (Without
loss of any generality, it assumes that/ / j ).

For the case of constant time-delay, theorem 1 has 
been proved Case 1, i.e. if the inequalities in (16) are 
feasible, then the corresponding augmented closed- 
loop system of (1) is robustly stable at any time 
instant / for any constant time-delay i (0<i<N).

Therefore, there exists a matrix P = P T > 0 such that 
the following inequality holds
V(xH, )- V(I,)_=xl,Px:+, -x?Px,
= xf((A, + H,F,Ei )P(Ai +Hl F,Ei )-p)x,<0

Assume that at any time instant? , network induced 
time-delay is i and at time instant t + 1 , it is j (Here 
;', j e [0, • • • , N] are any integer in the interval). Then 
system (1) is robustly stabilised when network 
induced time-delay varies from i toy , if there exists

a matrix P = P T > 0 such that the following 
inequality holds:
V(x,^ )-V(x,) = V(x^ ) - V(xHl ) + K(xI+1 ) - V( x, ) < 0

(18) 
For any time instant t

ForO, <0 
Therefore

_ 
H,F ,

(AJ +HJ FJ EI )P(A/

(19)



From (19), it follows that (18) holds. Therefore, it 
can be concluded that for random network induced 
time delay, systems (7) is robustly quadratically 
stabilised if and only if there exist a common matrix
P = P T > 0 and matrices K and L satisfying all the 
inequalities given in (16).

As the proof of Theorem 1, Eq. (16) can be further 
converted to an optimisation control problem (17) but 
the corresponding matrix must satisfy all the 
inequalities in (16). The proof is completed. 0

4. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES

In this part, a numerical example is constructed to 
demonstrated the proposed method dealing with the 
robust control problem of NPCS. An open-loop 
unstable discrete uncertain system in the form of (1) 
is described with following matrices:

ri23iA =

H , =

p —£i ~

-1.100 0.2710.488
-0.482 0.1000.240
-0.0020.36810.707

0.11-0.10]
0.10-0.11 , //,=

-0.10 O.lOj
"0.15-0.150.151 ,,
0.15-0.150.15J' £ ;

,B =

"-0

5 53-2
5 4
11-0

0.13 0
-0
r_
L

, c =
10"
.11

10 0.10
0.8-0.6"
0.8-0.7

K =

Here, the time-delay is assumed to be no greater than 
A' = 3 and assume time-delay varies in the set 
{0,1,2,3} randomly. Solving the combined 
optimisation problem no >ni,n 2 andiron the

condition of P = PT > 0, the corresponding matrices 
of the closed-loop system is obtained as follows: 

"-0.1003 -0.0849 -0.0333] 
0.2347 0.0267 0.0056 J'
-0.2731 -0.0368]
-0.5282 0.3776 
0.0367 0.0558 J

and the optimisation specification v = 4.004. Then 
the domain of uncertainties is a super circle with a
radius 7 = 1/7^=0.4998. This illustrates the 
validation of the method developed in this paper.

5. CONCLUSIONS

The NCS with structured uncertainties has been 
studied in this paper. The idea of networked 
predictive control is used to handle the network 
induced time-delay of NCS with uncertainties. The 
definition of robustly quadratically stability is given 
first, and the problem of robust stabilisation (i.e. the 
corresponding closed-loop systems is robustly 
quadratically stable) of NCS with constant network 
induced time-delay is formulated as a constrained 
non-linear optimisation problem. The question of 
finding the related control law and bound of

uncertainty is integrated into the non-linear 
optimisation problem. The problem of NCS with 
random network induced time-delay is formulated as 
a non-linear optimisation problem constrained by a 
set of non-linear inequalities with a common 
Lyapunov matrix. This method is validated by a 
numerical example.
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i — Thr robust eswurol <tst networked pwtkl.he 
systems with rn«le! eneerialntit'S iinc! random 

Bcttwirfc induced iitnt-clHay Is studied sn this paper. To 
systeii» wish ntinwk snilm'eci finie~tih'lay ami 

t Mta> maximum tkimain <>!' uiieerlaintfcs. the- non-Jrnsrtsr

process monitoring and optimisation via

»nfr»l |M"«M««, §> snMng this opcioiisatrofi problem, a 
WBlrotle*1 that can sJsbiliM.' Slsc s.vstert* !,>» tfefivwl and rfn* 
domain fif Hacertalnttes Is maximised, Furthermore, the 
,mwlS is S"\!«Hit:«i to Ike cast of ra-ndoal tiwtMlttav;*, It 
siwws shat the coiiiwltar, ubscrvifr ;M>d estiirwUor m«iriccv 
can te oblaijWii by s?:*hin» a oortiirtear «pWn^sJ!iii«i 
pfsbtcii) consSr«int'd l>> a wi *>f ifiet|nailsies which coniain a 
cammon Lyapunwv »»!fi;t '11» results art vaiidattd. by a

I. iNTSOPUCTTGN

Networked control systcmfNCS) is a system 
.plant, coHC'oller, sensor, sc&tator and reference command 
ate connected through a network. There exist various 
specific problems with such an implerneniatiosi, for 
example, transmission delay, loss of data packets, 
network security and safety [If. With the increased 
application of networked contra! systems in industry, 
mueb attetitiort has. been paid is these problems [2], The 
aaWlity problem of closed-loop NCS in ilw presence of 
network delays and data packet drops has already been 
addressed by Zhang et al [3], To mduce networi traffic 
toad a sampled-dstt KCS scheme has bees prcsaued and 
some nccessar>' and sufficient conditions for global 
expooemiai stability of the closed-loop system have been 
established by Momestruque and Antsakiis [4], Some 
issues related u> tierwork bandwidth constrair.ts and 

traffic corigesdon in NCS$ has also been studied 
et ai, [Sfasid Wong and Brocket? !6], !i>iernci 

based control has also been applied to practical systems, 
for example, ituemet-based process control f 1 ], inierriet- 
based control, systems as a coniro! device |7], Iniatiei 
fobots f8]. web-based virtual control laboratories for 
distance learning purposes??}, ifuernes based nuillimedw

A very important fei«are o-f NCS is that tfie 
eommsftication network transtnirs a packet of data at the 
same time, which is rather different Srom traditional 
control systems. Making use of this feature, a new 
networked control scheme - networked predictive control 
has been proposed [12], which can overcome the effects 
of network Jnduesd lirot-etelay to some extent ana .attain 
(he specified system performance. The research, 
howler, only discussed how to eompenssie tiw network 
lime-delay. It supposes that the system is precise, without 
any uscenaiBlies while in reality, a practical system 
coaiains uncertainties. This pap«r deals with NCSs with 
both raadorn time-delay nod structured model 
uncertainties. The method of networked predictive 
control & used to overcome tbe oework ind«e«S time- 
delay. Meanwhile, rsbtist coniroi tiwory is applied to the 
proposed system with tineertasnties, Robust stabilisation 
of such a system k formulated as a constrained non-linear 
optimisation problem from whidi the controller and 
boundary of uncertainty cats be obtained. NCS with 
random network induced lime-delay can be considered 
the same as the case of constant time-delay but it a 
nonlinear optimisation problem etJitsfrsined by a series of 
flonliaear iiie<nia!iries. This method shows thai in a 
definite boaad. if tli-ere esisis a coairoller, aa observer 
and an estimator which stabilise the system for all 
con slant rime-delays, then the corn-roller can robustly 
stabilise ihe NCS for a random riaw-delay. tn addi«on» 
this method is illuslratcd by a. numerical example,

This paper is organised as follows: Seciioti 2 presents 
the control scheme of networked predictive controt; 
Section 3 presents main results on robust centre! of 
tiesworfced predicti^* control systems vmh consratK time- 
delay; Section 4 is the results For the case with random 
time-delay; The method is validated by a numerical 
example in section 5; Section 6 makes some conclusions.

i ,t " 
In



proposed fey Lilt et at {J2J, It mainly consists of a control 
prediction generator and a network Asky comparator. 
The eoa&pol jwsdicfton f ©water is designed to generate a 
set of fijtore control predictions. The network delay 
«wa|«ss?itt>r is to compensate the unknown random 
network The control prediction generator aatl delay 
cempeBsator are both to the MCS proposed in this 
paper to with network induced iiiius-dday. The block 
figure of fte system ««iel is shown in Fig, I. For 
simplicity of discussion, this will only consider ihc 

of the tRiasmission ia the forward channel,.

JajosMii- "f~*

ietive control system

Cx

PPQOS® <50asi<taeil is this paper eta be detente! 
owing discrete Ibrai

• (B

e ft*'1 , v, e Sl ? word u, € ff* aw fh«
of the sj'stem, respwtiwfy, «ad 

ssSI'""*1 iffld C €$r"' are the system 
Tie items have

Ff is nistrix,}

f s / s/ . for the
aaat)«H$s it is tt«t the

ility 
is

la randoiiiness of
ate 4wfO«t imd part are all 

in *« model. The data packets 
tfaasnsifted 011 tte o^works src with time values. 
The network ta«2 delay «nd date can be 

tti« liiae itbels of the <l»a while 
prt paekets CSHJ be by Jlie 
$5»ste«s fefojnmtioo. With prafetivc control, 

data dropout between two time cart be 
using the predtolos value to txsusfiract the 

al*. Meanwhile, the uncompleted systems 
i0fonnatwn for a time instant will be discarded (when 
same packets for a time instant is not complete, ft is 
called uncompleted.) and the same principle is used for 
selecting ite prediction values to construct control

The lag time is 'modeled ss an integral multiple of the 
sampling period. System sampling period is premised as 
a Bdiqae constant T, As the ioarf of the network varies 
statistically, dais arrives at the receiving end at a random 
fit»e instant and packets disorders or dropouts e» 
occur, If the lime term below dme limit is divuksd as 
inlen';tls{sT,|/-.i-l|f], date packets should arrive in a 
time interval (i is randcsni noneefstive int^got) Ihougfe 
the data can arrive al any tiitw iasiant, The oroposmi 
control scheme (/ •*• 1)T as fte anivai time for all 
data packets arriving in the time interval # s (ff,!/ * i)"/']
(At zero time instant, arrival time is 0). When, the

of a taie instant is complete, then the 
of the previous instant will be 

discarded while prediction values are used to 
the contra! slgnsb, Tlstough this c«sf$.c» the systeia 
"Hifoniwtiort wj}l be «pdsted esing the newest. {wailnWc 
information sad Ms is the wiy it •

i; there «xists coasefvaticm lying in the method 
as ibc tafe:nj»tieri is The effects 
0f this ffielhocl e&a. be imp»vc<J by using n»re; 
system iitfottmtkm » the coottol sigaals.

2; Becsase ail ite
as tiine-deta^v prknl, etc,, are all intc| 
rotiiBpte of a»sp!la| period?", it is to s»

to represent instant white tieglecfing tic 
saffifjliag %• rinxs '' ™" ™' 
will therefonfr srty use

are to

,41: The ptirj,4,fi) is earopletely «»troiltblc> and the

.42: The number of s-omecMlve data <ln)pwtts nais? 
less £>„, {1),^ is a sen-negative

A!: The wpper boaad of dse network indeced time 
is sot A' (<V is a positive

3; A2 (Bdicales (hat the oeiwork will not 
coaiiniKMsly drop oat date packages ualintitedly. A3 is 

to gaaraatee tiiai die NCS is s clased-ioop system, 
Oljviotssiy, l?,| < ^ .

Using the predictive control method [12], 
the state obswver is <te5grsed as

(2)

.?,.>, e9T" and «,,;. e "J\'" art- the one-step ahead 
state prediction and the iap« of the observer at time /, 
The matrix !, &tH""is designed using obsen-'er design 
.methods. The- stale estimator is

!44



(3)

wkse,v?M €*H" is the state observation and the matrix 

The state predictions at time / are
constructed as

(4)

Assume that the controller is a* = Kx,», where
tS ;y

•> yi"'^" is the state feedback control matrix to be 
using modern control theory. Then, the 

predictions are generated by

> ' :

Thus it Follows from equation (4) that 
i.,;i; ~ (A + BK)*'" 3 .*,.,|L, for k~l£,---N. Based en 
equations (2), (3) and (5), it can be shown that

(v4 - BK ••" LC -

A very important dmractcristie of the network is that 
it cms transmit a set of data at the same time. Thus, 
ceo&ol predieuons [«fji,, «,,;!,-, ••• « f ,,vi/1 at time / 
are pcked and sent to tfie plant side through a network a$ 
shown in Figure 1. The networked delay compensator 
chooses the latest control value from the control 
predictions available on the side. For example, if the 
folfowing predictive control predictions me received OB 
the plant side:

-isk-

III, ROBUSTNESS ANALYSIS OF NPCS WITH CONSTANT 
NETWORK INDUCED TIME-DEI.AY

The robustness of uncertain NCS with constant time 
delay is studied in this section. The simplest case is 
considered first, namely a store time-delay NCS.

Before the result is presented, the definition of 
robust quadratic stability is given below,

Definition I: System (I) is robustly quadratic-ally stable 
if there exists a positive definite matrix P such that for 
any time instant/, Lyapunov function V(.x,)- -*•/ fx, has 
the following property;

For the case with the constant time-delay act equal 
to 0, it is assumed that the time-delay constant 
is/s ;f,2,--•,/>/{> For the net-worked predictive oonttol,
the control is givers by n; = H^,, So, the corresponding 
cfosed-kjop system can be written as

( ,4 * BK)' ! (A+BK-LC
and

{ ,4 •+• M')'""' (A ~BK- LC -

Therefore, the abov:e closed-loop system is described 
by the following augmented system:

(6)

where 
x, .j

and

where the control values H,M . for i" = L2,..,,i, are
available to be chosen as the control Input of the plant at 
time I, the output of the -network compensator will be =. K(A - BK)"\BKMC * 1C),

{,4 ^ SA'}^ 1 < /I -*• 8A" - LC - BKMC),
-*-M™ BKMC - LC, M d ~ BKMC + LC and

For the case of no time-delay, the corresponding 
augmented system is
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T (6) is rewritten as x,, *»{£

I !)'

H, J
0 \<< 

- rsl

liag tiroe-delay I,hold for the

where i< - I?/ 2 and constant f > 0. Furthermore, if (?)

holds, then the maximum / i* defined by l/v*' where 
t' is deiestniaed by the optiajisatioe problem:

the proof of
to tte 

is

ff: The proof of ihis theorem
!},} 10 [S3] bat it should 

8«pfiet««d system. For simpiicity,, 
aeatected 0

-v^, ~ 

where

v i«,«f»V

rcu.

!V . ROBUSTNESS ANALTSIS OF NPCS wrm RWWKM

tiec, the ef a netwerl is
1»$ leads to rand«««6s:s of

lay, For the of rsadons tiiac-deky,
the foliowing is

Theorem 2; The correspendi-ag
(if with raixloro lime -dslay is robustly

IF aact c«ly if there
'' >0 and A" ,L m& M satisfying all fe

fbiowia

A, n ( i
•?€/E 0 SO

where r ™ I i y~ r ;,s 0. Fn
the iseqaalilics la (S) hold, the nmximiaa f is

defined by !/•/*' where »' i$ deterasij' 
em;

Tbeu, the foilowiag theorem is

: The cerrespoodiag clwdi-bop sysfein to

I: To robustly stabilise system (1) with random 
network imtoced time-delay in the forward channel is to 
stabilize the wgnxniecl closed-loop system. At any time,

(J) wills any eeassn! ti«e felay c s {0,1,•- ^1 is roksstly the augmented system has the possibility to run under any 
•liv srtablc if aed <Mi!y if there exists sp«:ified of tlse two working BKnfer, aroning with a constant titnc-

* ' ' >r switching from system with time-delay t $o 
with time -delay ;' (hcrci and /arc two differentmatrices /* = P r > 0 , K , L and M sa
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integers in the sci |0.),2,-- ..V j. Therefore, there arc only 
D.VO cases should be considered in the stability analysis:

Case 1: At any lime instant t. the augmented closed-loop 
system (6) is robustly quadratically stable for constant 
lime-delay /.

Case 2: For time instants t to/ +1, augmented closed- 
loop system (6) is still robustly quadratically stable when 
time-delay varies from /' to / (without any loss of
generality, / is not equal to j ).

For case 1, theorem I gives the result, i.e. if the 
inequalities in (8) are all feasible, then the corresponding 
augmented closed-loop system (6) is robustly quadrically 
stable at any time instant / when systems run with a 
constant time-delay / (0 < i < .V). Therefore, there

exists a matrix P = f r >Qsuch that the following 
inequality holds

*x!((A, - H, f,£. )P( A, .£, )-P)I, <0
(10)

Assume that the network induced time-delay is / at 
any rime instant t and it is / at lime instant i • I (where 
?',/€[O,---,A'j are any integer in the interval). Then 
system (I) is robustly stabilised when network induced 
timodelay varies from ; to _/ , if there exists a matrix
/> = P r >Osuch that the following inequality holds:

For any time instant ?

(ID

Forfl;<0, (A l 'ff/ Fl K,if<A l - H .F 1 1 i- T < 0. 
Thus if (10) and (15) are combined, it yields

Therefore, it can be concluded that for a random 
network induced time delay, systems (1) is robustly 
quadratically stabilised if and only if there exists a 
common matrix P = P l > 0 awl matrices K and /. 
such that the inequalities given in (8) arc all feasible.

Similar to the proof of theorem 1 . it can further be 
convened (8) to an optimisation control problem as (9) but 
the corresponding matrix must satisfy all the inequalities 
in (8). The proof is completed. 0

V. NUMERICAL EXAMK.F.S

in this pan, a numerical example is constructed to 
demonstrate the proposed method for the robust control 
problem of NPCS. An open-loop unstable discrete 
uncertain system in the form of (!) is described with 
following matrices:

-1.100 0.271 0.188":
- 0.482 0.900 0.240 •.
-0.1002 -0.3681 0.907

4.0 4.0 j
2.0 3.01
4.0 3.0 I

i'4.0 
14.0

2.0 
3.0

3.01 
4.0!

O.I I 0.12
~ I 0.13 -0.11

i-O.I 0.12

£, = 0.25 -0.25 0.25* 
0.25 -0.25 0.25 i'

iO.il 0.12
; 0.13 0.11
! -0.1 0.12

-1.0 -I.Ol 
1.0 -I.OJ

Here, bound of time-delay assumes is supposed to be 
,V - 3. For this system, the time-delay exists for the 
whole run-time and varies in the set !l.2,_>! randomly. 
Solving the combined optimisation problem of f'l|,H 3

and fit on the condition of/'.= P'>0. the
corresponding matrices of the closed-loop system can be 
obtained as follows:

"0.2514 -0.4102 -0.0134"' 
t -0.0725 0.1185 0.0040 i'
f-0.0215 -0.03661

/, ! 0.0687 0.0131 .,
[ 0.0520 0.1802 j

1-0.1773 0.0718]
M - j -0.1230 0.0594 j

j - 0.0208 - 0.2756 j

and the optimisation specification r - 0.5295 . Then the 
domain of uncertainties is a super circle with a
radius/ - l/\'r - 1.3742, which is larger than the unitary 
super circle. This validates the proposed method.
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Abstract: Networked non-linear control systems (NNCS) are studied in this paper. A control 
scheme based on predictive control is proposed to address the problems introduced by the 
network. Based on the theory of the linearization of the non-linear process, a predictive control 
algorithm is constructed to generate a sequence of control predictions, some of which can 
suitably be selected to control the non-linear process and further compensate for the time 
delay. Methods are proposed to deal with the selection of control predictions, the control 
prediction sequence updating, and data disorders processing. The proposed control scheme is 
able to avoid the synchronization issue by modelling the predictive controller as an event- 
driven element. The stability of this NNCS has been studied by discussing the stability of an 
augmented system, the stability conditions of which can be transformed into a series of 
inequalities. In addition, the control method is validated by both simulations and experiments.

Keywords: networked control system, predictive control, event-driven, time delay, non 
linear control system

1 INTRODUCTION

With developments in digital networks and com 
puting devices, communication networks and control 
tend to be integrated into a class of system - known 
as the networked control system (NCS), which is 
quite different from traditional systems. Owing to the 
significant benefits provided by NCS compared with 
traditional control systems, it has attracted more and 
more attention from researchers and application 
engineers. As analysed in the references [1-6], the 
insertion of networks into the control loop brings 
some difficulties to design and analysis for this type 
of control system. NCS, therefore, has become a 
brand new area of research activity, offering both 
challenges and potential.

From the survey given in references [1-3], the main 
problems concerned with NCS are as follows:

(a) network induced time-delay;
(b) data loss;

"Corresponding author: Faculty of Advanced Technology, 
University of Glamorgan. Treforest, Pontypridd CF37 WL, UK. 
email: serendip.ouyang@gmail.com

(c) data disorders;
(d) synchronization between the plant clocks and 

the network clock.

In order to deal with these problems for a range of 
NCS configurations, various approaches have been 
proposed [3, 5-9]. For example, in reference [3], the 
stability of NCS is analysed using a hybrid system 
stability technique. In references [5, 6], the input- 
state and input-output stability property of NCS 
was studied. In order to deal with a version of these 
problems in a remote control application of a robotic 
manipulator, an event-based model for networked 
control of a robotic manipulator over the Internet is 
introduced in reference [7]. In references 110,11], a 
predictive control method is proposed to control 
linear plants with uncertainties robustly while com 
pensating the network-induced time delay. These 
methods deal with the above-mentioned problems 
for a range of systems configurations.

Research into NCS is still in its infancy, although 
many research results have been published to date, 
and there are several problems still left to be explored. 
For example, there are only a few publications on
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the subject of non-linear NCS, the exceptions being 
references [12, 13].

The present paper studies the subject of networked 
non-linear control systems (NNCSs) with discrete- 
time non-linear processes. The process to be con 
trolled is selected as a non-linear process which 
is linearizable, either through coordinate changes 
or through both coordinate changes and feedback. 
The components of the time delay are identified 
as computing time delay and networked-induced 
transmission time delays, which are generated when 
signal data are transmitted across a network from the 
sensors to the controller or from the controller to the 
actuator. The randomness of the load on the network 
means that data packets can be delayed randomly or 
even lost. Therefore, there exist random time delays 
and packet dropouts in this system arrangement.

Also as a result of this load randomness, the 
phenomenon that the control signal is unavailable 
on the actuator side can occur frequently. As this 
will degrade performance of NNCS, finding a way to 
attenuate/compensate for its effects has become a 
research topic of great importance in NCS research. 
In order to address these problems, a predictive 
control scheme is proposed. In the control scheme, 
the controller is in a remote location and connected 
to the sensors and actuators via a communication 
network. A predictive control algorithm is imple 
mented, which can calculate a sequence of control 
predictions based on the available system state 
information. The control prediction sequences are 
sent to the actuator side continually. The control 
signal delay can be compensated for on the actuator 
side by selecting appropriate control predictions, 
even when the system control signal is not available.

The plant clock and the remote controller clock are 
normally asynchronous, therefore, synchronization 
is an important issue to be addressed [1-4, 8, 9]. The 
clock synchronization between the controller and the 
plant is really particularly difficult to deal with, and 
if there is an error in synchronization, even a small 
one, it can seriously affect the selection of control 
predictions on the actuator side. With the aid of an 
arrival time modification scheme, synchronization is 
not necessary in the proposed control scheme. The 
controller is modelled as an event-driven element 
which is independent of its clock and therefore only 
one clock is used in the NNCS model. As a result, 
clock synchronization is an essential requirement.

On the condition that the models of elements in 
NNCSs are clearly known, the stability of the NNCSs 
of the non-linear process are transformed into that 
of an augmented system. The stability conditions 
are converted to a series of inequalities. Solving a

non-linear suboptimal problem constrained by a 
series of inequalities provides the design parameters 
of the predictive controller. In addition, the control 
scheme is validated by both numerical example and 
experiments.

The remainder of the current paper is organized 
as follows: section 2 gives the NNCS model and the 
control scheme; section 3 considers the stability 
analysis of the NNCS; in section 4, the control 
method is validated by simulations and experiments; 
and section 5 provides the conclusions.

2 MODEL AND CONTROL SCHEME OF A
NETWORKED NON-LINEAR CONTROL SYSTEM

As depicted in Fig. 1, NNCS is comprised of several 
elements, namely, the process to be controlled, 
sensor, predictive controller, and actuator. Networks 
are inserted into both the forward and feedback 
channels. Beyond depicting the configuration of the 
NNCS, Fig. 1 also displays the control scheme. The 
output of the process and the corresponding time 
stamp are packed into one packet and sent to the 
predictive controller through the communication 
network. The predictive controller generates both the 
control signal and a sequence of control predictions 
based on the received packet, then the control 
prediction sequence and the time stamp are packed 
and sent to the actuator side. The actuator receives 
the packet which contains both control predictions 
and time stamp, compares the time stamp with 
the one in the buffer, and then updates the control 
prediction sequence; furthermore, a control signal 
or an appropriate control prediction is selected 
to control the process. The following subsections 
elaborate upon the control scheme.

In the current paper, a number of assumptions are 
made as follows.

Assumption 1. The discrete time is counted as 
multiples of the sampling period T. For example, if

*„,=/(*,.«,)
[rime-driven Element [

1 '
I Actuator decoder | Nonlinear Process I Sensor &Encode7]

Predictive Controller ..._......._..„„ i
Networks

Fig. 1 Networked non-linear control system
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the time unit is uT where u is an integer, then time 
k means time kuT.

Assumption 2. The time delay is also assumed to be 
multiples of the sampling period T. For example, if 
the system time delay is /, it means the length of time 
delay is luT. In addition, because the time delay can 
be random numbers, including non-integer, time 
delay length can be a real number in the interval 
(/, / + 1). In this case, the time delay is rounded to

Assumption 3. The maximum time in which the real 
control signal is not available is assumed to be NitT. 
N is required by the specific system requirements 
and the detailed operating scenarios. That is, the 
continuous time delay is not longer than N and the 
continuous data dropouts do not extend beyond N.

Assumption 4. The packet in the feedback channel 
contains the process output information and the 
time stamp while the packet transmitted in the 
forward channel contains both the control prediction 
sequence and the time stamp.

2.1 Process to be controlled

In the current paper, the process to be controlled 
through the network is described by

(x(t+\)=f(x(t),u(t)) 
b(0 = *(*('))

(1)

where x(t) eX^K", u(t) e [/c9r, y(t) e Fc:<Rm are 
the system state, the input, and the measured output 
respectively. X, U, Y are all open sets containing 
the origin and the mappings /:Xx Ux Y^-X and 
ft :X^> Fare both analytic.

Let /o==/(-, 0) and /J = / ° /_° • • • » /(-, 0) represents 
/iterations of f0 . In addition, f%—x. (Note that here 
v means composition of functions.)

Without loss of generality, the equilibrium of 
process (1) is the origin locating in Xx U.

Definition 1 (Relative degree). 
control law

For a state feedback

(2)

where v(t) e f/is an external input and y is a mapping 
on Xx U such that \(dy/dv)(x, -)\?Q, for V*eX. If 
the rth output y, is not affected by the input v,, 
i=l,...,m until after dt iterations, then dt is the 
relative degree associate to y,.

In the following, the conditions of the linearization 
and decoupling are given according to the description

by references [14-18|. If process (1) satisfies the 
following conditions.

Condition 1. 0 e IM { V /£< ' = /(*, •) ! , V* = 1 , . . . , m 
VxeX where IM{/} denotes the image of /.

Condition 2. The input-output matrix A(x, u) with 
its components

_
/o'" 1 (/(*,«))) , /=!,... ,m\j=\,...,m

has rank m for all (x, u) e X x [/.
Then, there exists a control law (2) such that 

process (1) is locally decoupled and input-output is 
linearized on X x U.

In the present paper, the case where

d=

will be considered, that is the process (1) is input- 
state linearizable. Define a coordinate change

z = = TWO), =ij = /',- ; H~ l (

Then, process (1) can be transformed into
(3)

(4)

where A, C are all diagonal block matrices with a 
form W = diag{Wi,..., Wm } while G is a vector, 
and the component blocks A( , G,, C,, i = I,..., m 
respectively have the following form

0

A; =

"0 1

0 0
_0 0

C, = [l 0 ••• 

Denote z(t) =

•• 0"

•• 1
... o_

, G,

0] 
Ttc(f)), then ") = hi c ft'~ l x

Condition 3. If the components of the external 
control v(f] of control (2) is selected as a form as

(5)

and its coefficients selected such that all the roots of 
the polynomials
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locate inside the unitary circle, then process (1) 
is linearized through coordinate change and state 
feedback (3). The control can be acquired by calcu 
lating from ft t (z, u) = v,. Furthermore, the linearized 
closed-loop of NNCS is also asymptotically stable. In 
the following discussion, K is defined as K, = a,,.

If the state is available on the controller side, the 
closed-loop implementation of (1) is

(
(6)

where A = diag(A,, ..., Am ) with component blocks 

0 1 ••• 0

A,=

The design method of the parameters in equation (5) 
will be discussed in section 3. For simplicity of 
representation, expressions such as x(f) are sometimes 
represented in a compressed form as xt .

2.2 Time-delay compensation

Time-delay components are analysed in detail in this 
subsection and a compensation scheme is proposed 
to cope with the time-delay-induced problems.

2.2.1 Using event-driven elements to avoid
measuring the specific values of the time-delay 
components

Owing to the variability of network traffic, the 
transmission speed varies randomly. This will result 
in varying time lags when the process outputs and 
control signals are transmitted through the network. 
In addition, the time to compute the control algorithm 
is another factor of delay, although it is normally 
insignificant compared with network-induced delay. 
Technically, as analysed in the references [1,2], time 
delay is comprised of network-induced delays in and 
computing time of the controller TC . The former 
includes time delay TSC caused by data transmitted 
from the sensor to the controller (feedback-path 
delay) and time delay rca owing to data transmitted 
from the controller to the actuators (forward-path 
delay).

In the literature (for example, references [1-3]), 
the control scheme considered needs to measure 
separately the specific values of time delay in the 
feedback path T SC , forward path t ca , and computing 
delay rc respectively. But in the proposed control 
scheme, the exact values of the three delay terms are

not required because both the predictive control and 
the actuator buffer are designed as event-driven 
elements, which do not require the specific values of 
the time-delay components. Instead, only the sum 
T = rsc + T C + T ca is required, which can be obtained 
by taking the difference between the process time t 
and the time stamp k when the available system 
information is sent from the sensor. Compared with 
the methodologies surveyed in the references [1-3], 
not measuring the specific values of the time-delay 
components brings great benefit to engineering 
practice because it is very difficult to measure them 
accurately.

2.2.2 Compensation for time delays

As described in Fig. 1, states of the non-linear process 
and time stamp (namely, sampling time of the states) 
can be packed together and sent to the controller side. 
On the controller side, the controller receives packets, 
subject to transmission delays and packet dropouts. 
Based on the available process state information, the 
predictive controller is able to generate a sequence of 
control predictions [uk , uk+ i,---uk+N]. The sequence 
of control predictions and the time stamp are then 
packed together and sent to the actuator.

On the side of the predictive controller, the arrival 
of a packet is taken as a trigger condition. When a 
new packet arrives, the controller will be triggered to 
start calculating a sequence of control predictions. 
Then, the corresponding time stamp and the control 
predictions sequence will be rolled into one packet, 
then sent to the actuator side through the network.

As depicted in Fig. 2, if observed state xk = T~ l (z(k}} 
is available at the controller side, then the controller

Fig. 2 The predictive controller generates a sequence 
of control predictions based on the available 
process state
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is able to generate a sequence of control predictions 
[uk , uk + , , • • • uk + N ] . Assuming that the received packets 
contain process state xk and time stamp k, the 
following procedure is implemented to generate a 
sequence of control predictions. Let

For N iterations

Pk + M\k = f(Pk t /V Ilk- *k + /V-1I* )

(7)

This gives the control prediction sequence [u^, 
Wt+ii*. ••• Wjt + Mt ] based on the available state. If an 
appropriate control prediction is selected to con 
trol the process, the control scheme is able to 
compensate for the time delays.

2.3 Selection of an appropriate control prediction

This subsection shows how the proposed control 
scheme overcomes packet disorders, how it selects 
control predictions from the buffer and how it 
realizes control predictions sequence updating.

2.3. 1 Actuator buffer and control prediction 
selection

In order to receive and store the control prediction 
sequence and the time stamp, an actuator buffer is 
needed on the actuator side. As depicted in Fig. 3, a 
buffer of length N+ 2 (NuT is the upper bound of 
the time delay that the proposed control scheme can 
deal with) is set up on the actuator side. The control 
predictions and the time stamp are stored in the 'cells'.

DDE c>
Fig. 3 The actuator buffer stores the control predictions 

and the time stamp. The process time t is 
compared with the stamped time L If the time- 
delay is l=t — k, then uk + , should be selected 
to control the process

The control prediction uk t , where the subscript k + I 
indicates that the control prediction generated is 
based on k and the time delay is /.

The signal applied to the actuator is chosen as 
follows. If the process time is t while the stamped 
time in the 'cell' is k, then / = t - k is the time delay. 
Therefore, the control prediction being applied to the 
control process is uk + l , lying in the (1+ l)th 'cell'. It 
is apparent that when / = 0, uk is the control signal 
for the process.

2.3.2 Packet disorders and sequence updating

The randomness of the time delay means that the 
first-sent packets could arrive later than others or 
multiple packets sent at different times could arrive 
at the same time. Both of these cases are categorized 
as packet disorders. In the proposed control scheme, 
packet disorders are handled as follows. The time 
stamp t{ (i is an integer) of the arriving packets 
will be compared with that of the sequence in the 
actuator buffer k. If f, > k, then the control prediction 
sequence just arrived replaces the one in the buffer 
and so does the time stamp; otherwise it will be 
discarded. If the packets P, (j e [1,2, •••}} arrive at the 
same time, then the stamped time tj of each packet 
will be compared with k and the above operations 
are repeated. After these operations, namely com 
paring and either discarding or replacing, the control 
prediction in the actuator can thereby be updated 
continually.

2.4 Avoiding the problem of synchronization

So far, the proposed control scheme has been shown 
to address the problems of time-delay compensation, 
control prediction selection, and packet disorders. 
Another benefit of this control scheme is that there 
is no requirement to synchronize the predictive 
controller clock to the process clock. This is different 
from the methods reported in the literature [5,6, 8, 9] 
where the controller is time-driven and thus clock 
synchronization is required. The predictive controller 
implemented in this scheme is event-driven, where 
the sequence of control predictions is calculated 
once the data packet is received.

2.5 How does the control scheme deal with 
packet dropouts?

From the perspective of a packet, packet dropout 
can be regarded as an infinite delay for the packet 
transmission. In the current paper, continuous 
packet dropouts are restricted to be less than N, that 
is the system information must be updated within
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NuT. In this circumstance, the dropout data are 
neglected while using the control predictions to 
construct the control signal. If continuous packet 
dropout is larger than N, the control system has 
become an open loop. This is not the case discussed 
for the purposes of the present paper. Therefore, the 
control scheme is able to deal with packet dropouts 
less than N continuous dropouts.

The observer can be combined into the follow 
ing state estimator to generate a sequence of state 
predictions

Zk t in = Ajt |* -1 + L(Czt — Czk \k i ) 

+ G(zk \ k -i,u(Zk\ k -i))

3 PREDICTIVE CONTROLLER AND STABILITY 
ANALYSIS

This section addresses how to design the predictive 
controller and analyses the stability of the closed-loop 
NCS. At the present stage of research, it is assumed 
that the model of the non-linear process is clearly 
known.

When the predictive controller receives a packet 
from the feedback channel, which contains the 
output data and the time stamp, it keeps the time 
stamp and generates a sequence of control pre 
dictions through a series of calculations. As described 
in subsection 2.1, if the non-linear process (1) 
satisfies conditions 1 to 3, then the process can 
be linearized in equation (6) through coordinate 
change and feedback. Therefore, when the coordinate 
change is applied to the feedback received by the 
predictive controller, the state values of the linearized 
system (6) will be given. In the discussion under 
subsection 2.2.2, the observed state value xk was used 
to construct the control prediction sequence while it 
was equivalent to the case of using feedback in the 
form u(t) = y(z(t), v(z(t}}, so in the present section, 
the states of the linearized system of (1) are used 
to discuss the predictive controller and stability 
analysis.

The observer of linearized system (6) can be 
described by

where L e W" * m is the observer matrix such that 
A-LC has all the eigenvalues locating inside the 
unitary circle and yk = Czk , yk\ k -i = C2k\k i •

Remark 1 . Notice that the subscript of the observer 
equation is different from that of the process t, 
because the predictive controller is an event-driven 
element. When it receives a packet, it will be triggered 
to start its operations. Regularly, k is different from t 
if there is time delay in the feedback channel.

Remark 2. Corresponding to equation (4), the item 
G(z(k), u(k}) is selected as G(z(k), u(k)) = v(z(k)).

•Z* + ,V-l|Jt

(8)
The sequence of state predictions [zk+1 ) k zk+2 \ k ••• 
Zk\N\k\ T is generated from the available state 
zk = 1(xk ) =T(yfc )|yit = fc(JCit) of the linearized system. 
When the state prediction sequence is available then 
the predicted state of system (1) can be derived from 
the inverse state transformation xlc¥ i = T l (zk +i\ t + i- 1 ), 
l—l,...,N. Substituting both xk + l and zk + i\ k+ i-i into 
equation (3), yields a sequence of control predictions

A random state prediction zt+j | t + /.- 1 , 1=1,...,N 
can be written as

In order to facilitate the closed-loop stability analysis, 
only the process time t will be used in the stability 
discussion.

Rewriting the observer equation (8) as an aug 
mented system yields

-[0W1 A'-^A-LC;
IB/V x nN ®nN x n

I L«»., ^' n
+

nowi A'-'LC olv,n
L InA'xmV "n;\ x „ J

(9)

where
z,

Z,|,_ j =

= n x /«, w2 = n x (N - /)«
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On the actuator side, at time t the control prediction 
selected to control the process is generated based on 
a state z, _,-, but i is a random number corresponding 
to the time delay. So, it is reasonable to rewrite 
equation (8) as an augmented system.

The following part of this subsection discusses how 
to design the gain matrix K and the observer matrix L 
to make the linearized system (6) stable, or further, 
consequently to stabilize the NNCSs of system (1). 
Thus far, the stability analysis of system (1) migrates 
to analyse that of the linearized system (6). In the 
circumstance that the predicted state is used, system 
(6) is also rewritten as an augmented system

fG(zt , »(£,„-,))-G(Sr ,«(;,))] Z, + l =AZ,+ (10)
L OnV x j J

where

A =
OmVX

and the control signal «(zr) is the compressed form 
of u(zt)=y(zt , v(z,)).

If the error between the state and prediction is 
defined as e(t) =Zt — Z,\ t ^i , then the dynamics of the 
state estimation error is described by

(11)
where

-[0H, A' >(A-LC)

0WX1

Let

and

0;\ x 1

then equations (10) and (11) can be merged into
02)

where

A o
and

In the following discussion, it is assumed that the 
vectors Gl and G2 satisfy the following conditions.

Condition 4. Matrix G,, G2 satisfies, G[G! «: /?e[x 
H^e,, G2rG2 ^ /|e,7'H[H2 er where

O.,x.

H,=

0.x.;

0B x./

nf X(.V-/)H

n * (N -• l)n

x (A- - On

"n x (A' -(A' - l}n

with w = (N+ \}n x (JV + \)n, for all (Zr , M) e 7^0 x t/, 
where l lt 12 are constants.

Remark. The condition 4 can be rewritten as

(13)

The following theorem addresses the stability of the 
linearized system (6).

Theorem 1. If there exists a proper symmetric 
positive definite matrix P, matrix K, and observer 
matrix L such that the following inequalities are 
feasible for all the integers / e {0,..., N]

& FlHT
L/2 H 2 J«2"2-

P-I 0 0
0 -P 0

U2 H2 J
0 0

P>0

-I

<0

then die augmented system (12) is stable on the 
conditions 1 to 4. As a result, the linearized system 
(6) is stable in the circumstance of the networked 
control system. Furthermore, it yields that NNCS of 
process (1) is stable.

Proof. To establish robust stability of the augmented 
system (12) in the sense of definition 1 of reference 
[19], a quadratic Lyapunov function V(Et) = EfPE,, 
with a symmetric positive definite matrix P denoted 
P > 0, is used. If AV(Er) = V(Et , ,) - V(Et ) < 0 with 
respect to the trajectory of equation (12) holds for all 
the integers z'e[0, N\, then system (12) is robustly 
stable. In this proof, the following inequalities must
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hold for all i e [0, N). For simplicity, it will be omitted 
from the end of each inequality. 

Evaluating \V(ES ) gives

A V(E, ) = £,''( A £'PAt - P)£, + E1, A K PG,

:, + G/'PG,<0 (14)

(15)

The equation can be rewritten as

-I '' K - <° 
LcJ L PA E P JLG,J

Inequality (13) can be rewritten as

o 0 o
0 /?H 1; H 1 + / 2.H4r H2 0

0 0 I

(16)

Applying the S-procedure [20] to equations (15) 
and (16) yields

rA£l / 2 H 2r H2 ) AjP

PA,

.JP1
-r/J

<0

P > 0, T > 0

Using the Schur complement formula to equation (17) 
results in

[£]

Aff

P-I

0

0

L/2 H2 J

0 0

-P 0

0 -I

<0

P>0
(18)

where P = P/t.
Therefore, if equation (18) is feasible, system (12) 

is robustly stable and system (1) is also robustly 
stable. The proof is completed.

If the conditions of theorem 1 are rewritten as 
the following non-linear suboptimal problem by 
selecting the maximum eigenvalues of equation (18) 
as the optimal specification

P.K.I.

subject to equation (18). Solving this non-linear 
suboptimal problem yields the gain matrix K and 
the observer matrix L. Therefore, this completes the 
design of the predictive controller.

4 VALIDATION THROUGH SIMULATIONS AND 
EXPERIMENTS

In this section, the control scheme is validated by 
offline simulations of a numerical example and 
through experiments on a constructed networked 
non-linear system.

4.1 Numerical example

In this subsection, a discrete-time version of a single- 
link robot manipulator directly actuated by a direct 
current motor is considered. Referring to the model 
in reference [21], the process is described by

= *, (A:)

x2 (k
hB

~ I + J 
hmgl 
I + J &m

(17) 7 = 0.03 kg m2 is the inertia of the link; 7=0.004 
kgm2 denotes the motor inertia; B = 0.007 kg m2 /s 
is the motor viscous friction; mgl - 0.8 kg m2 /s2 is 
the nominal load in the arm; and h = 0.002 s is the 
sampling period. It is obvious that x = 0 is the 
equilibrium when u = 0 and h(0) - 0. The control 
objective is to regulate the angular position of the 
robot link at the equilibrium.

It is not difficult to verify that the relative degrees 
d{ = 1 and thus the corresponding coordinate change
is

Let

hB Af, = 2- hB 
I + J

h^mgl'"*- 1+J' * I+J
then the linearized system has the following matrices

o ,-,
A/! A/J

1

A =

0
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After calculation, the feedback control law is u(k) = 
(M, sin zu + y)/M4 where v = a 1:0zlA + a^z^, so that 
the closed-loop matrix is

System specification requires that the closed-loop 
NNCS can tolerate five steps of time delay, that is the 
time delay varies in {1,2,3,4,5}. Given suitable 
initials of the K, L, and P, solving the corresponding 
non-linear suboptimal problem (19) can obtain that 
L= [1.396 1.870] r anda,,0 = -0.0976, au = 0.1696. 

For an offline simulation of this numerical example, 
the random time delay is produced by using a random 
number generator of MATLAB. The performance of 
the NNCS using the proposed control scheme is 
compared with that of NNCS without predictive 
controller while using the delayed control signals to 
control the process. A series of simulations, which 
are configured by changing process state initials, 
validate the proposed control scheme on this 
numerical example, as shown in Fig. 4. In the 
numerical simulations, if the predictive control 
scheme proposed in the current paper is applied to 
the NNCS, it always stabilizes the process. If no 
predictive control scheme is used and only a delayed 
control signal is used to control the non-linear 
process, the system is sometimes but not always 
stabilized. The state response sometimes goes to 
infinity or oscillates around the origin.

4.2 Experimental validation

In order to validate the control method, a test non 
linear system was constructed by combining a servo- 
system and an ARM (advanced RISC machines) 9 
embedded board where the non-linear part is set, as 
shown in Fig. 5. The kernel chip of the embedded 
board is Atmel's AT91RM9200, which is a cost- 
effective, high-performance 32-bit RISC (reduced 
instruction set computing) microcontroller for 
Ethernet-based embedded systems. The servo- 
system model is described by

The board with non-linear part and the servo-system 
are combined and linked by a cable to construct a 
non-linear process. By connecting the system to a 
controller on a PC with internet access, an NNCS is 
constructed.

time k

Fig. 4 The states and inputs of the process in the 
circumstances of NNCS (upper bound of 
random delay is four steps)

The non-linear process can be described by

= l.\2xi (k) + 0.213A- 2 (£) -0.335jc3 (fc) 
+ (1 + 0.0541 x t (k) + 0.1

x2 (k+\)= Xi (k)

X3 (k+\)=X2 (k)

It is not difficult to verify that the relative degrees 
dt = 1 and it satisfies conditions 1 and 2 in the neigh 
bourhood of the origin, so it is linearizable through 
a coordinate change z(k) = [z, (k) z2 (k] z3 (fc)] r 
where z l (k}=x3 (k), z2 (k)=x2 (k}, z3 (k)=xl (k), and 
feedback u(k] = (- 1.12*, (k) -0.2134 (A:) + 0.335x3 (fc) + 
uk }/(l + 0.0541x,(Jfc) + 0.1150i2 (fc) -I- 0.0001*3 (fc)), 
where *,(£), x2 (k), and x3 (k) come from the inverse 
transformation of Z(k) = T(x(k)), while v(k) = Kz(fc)
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Nonlinear Part
on ARM 9

i

Nonlinear Process

Predictive controller on 
Remote PC

Fig. 5 Diagram of a constructed NNCS

pensation while applying the delayed control signal to 
the process. In the plot shown in Fig. 6(a), both states 
and input soon converge to the origin, although the 
response appears somewhat saw-tooth-like because 
the data come from an observer. However, in the plot 
shown in Fig. 6(b), the system oscillates over a longer 
time before settling down.

In the experiment described above, the time delay 
steps are acquired by experiment and each step 
represents 0.04 s.

with K= [-0.11592 0.23560 0.60000] and L = 
[0.920 1.193 1.204] 7 obtained from solving the 
corresponding non-linear suboptimal problem (19). 
As shown in Fig. 6, the states' response and inputs 
show good effect of the predictive control scheme 
compared with the control scheme without com-

5 CONCLUSION

A predictive control scheme has been proposed to 
deal with the problems concerned with NNCS. Data 
packet dropouts are modelled as infinite time delays.
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Experimental results of NNCS with and without predictive control: (a) the process states 
response and input of NNCS with predictive control; (b) the process states response and 
input of NNCS without predictive control. The random time delay within eight steps to 
11 steps
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Time delays are compensated for by generating a 
sequence of control predictions using a predictive 
controller then selecting suitable predictions to 
control the process on the actuator side. The 
scheme of event-driven predictive controller and 
time-driven process has successfully avoided clock 
synchronization. Stability of the NNCs model has 
been proved on the assumption of a well-known 
model of the non-linear process. In addition, the 
control scheme is validated by simulations and 
experiments.
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